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Introduction

Prepare yourself for a voyage back in time.
As you read this book, you will be drawn back through

the years to an age when castles dominated the landscape
of Europe. Here, amid these mighty stone halls, you will
find knights in shining armor and great battles fought by
men and women with steel swords and iron nerves.

Welcome to the Age of Chivalry.

What’s in this book?

The Castle Guide is an outgrowth of the AD&D 2nd edi-
tion game rules. In the DUNGEON MASTER Guide and
Player’s Handbook a general rules system was established
that allows the Dungeon Master to run a variety of fantasy
role-playing styles. In this book, however, we will focus in
on a specific style of game, one set in a society similar to
that of feudal Europe, and give you the background infor-
mation you need to make it come to life. The first section
(cf. Section 1) of this book begins with an overview of
medieval society and the feudal system in general. Here,
you will come to understand the forces that drive a feudal
government and the relationship between the state and its
churches.

Following this, we go on to detail the ways in which
player characters can become knights (cf. Section 2), the
stout defenders of the realm. The code of chivalry is ex-
amined and the standards by which a knight must live his
or her life are addressed. In closing the first section, we of-
fer a guide to medieval tournaments (cf. Section 3). Here,
characters get the chance to show off their skills and try for
the hand of the beautiful princess (or handsome prince).

Our second section (cf. Section 4) examines the evolu-
tion of castles in medieval Europe and provides an overview
of their advantages and disadvantages. Following that, we
present a modular system for the design and construction
of castles (cf. Section 5) for use by Player Characters and
NPCs alike. With this simple system, the DM can deter-
mine just how much it will cost a character to build the
keep of his dreams and how long the construction will take.
Included with this are rules for the use of magical items and
monsters in the building process.

For those of you who are fond of the
BATTLESYSTEMTM miniatures rules, we have included
the third portion (cf. Section ??) of The Castle Guide.

Here, we expand upon the BATTLESYSTEM rules and
provide rules for resolving long sieges and the defense of
castles. Material in this section addresses the elements of a
fantasy world that make defending a castle more than just
an exercise in historical simulation. In addition, we look
at the various types of castles found in the AD&D game,
including those of the dwarves and elves. If you aren’t in-
terested in fighting out individual battles with miniatures,
we have taken care to include a pair of quick resolution
systems (cf. Section ??). The first of these can be used to
resolve individual sieges, while the second can be employed
to determine the victor in an individual battle or all-out
military campaign.

Lastly, we have included a trio of generic castles (cf.
Section ??) for use by the Dungeon Master in setting up
his game. If time is tight, any one of these structures can
be easily adapted to serve as an NPC’s base of operations
or as a model of medieval design techniques.

Using The Castle Guide

As you can see, there is a great deal of information in this
book. Of course, you can use as much or as little of it as you
want in your AD&D game. If you are using the Complete
Fighter’s Handbook in your campaign, you will find that
much of the information in this book works well with the
cavalier and swashbuckler kits especially. However, anyone
who runs a campaign that has elements of feudal Europe
in it will find something of value to them in this book.

For those who want to set their campaign against the
backdrop of a great war, as was done in Tolkien’s Lord of
the Rings trilogy, the quick resolution systems presented in
Chapter 8 (cf. Section ??) will allow players to focus on the
role-playing aspects of the game, while still being able to
change the course of a battle or turn the tide of an entire
war.

If you enjoy wargames and want to mesh your AD&D
game campaign more fully with your BATTLESYSTEM
games, the sections on warfare will also provide you with
lots of information for new scenarios. With the addition of
the material in this book, role-playing’s premier miniatures
rules system reaches new heights.

Knights, mount your horses. The time for battle is at
hand!
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Chapter 1

The Feudal Setting

1.1 Merging Fact and Fantasy

Many of us got into role-playing games when we met some
friends who simply asked us to “come by and watch.” Little
did we know that we had already watched plenty of role-
playing games in our all too short lives. In fact, the films
and novels we’ve read over the years hold that same spark
of imagination that drew us into these crazy games in the
first place.

When setting up a new campaign world, there are two
basic schools of thought: those who feel the game should
be very historically accurate and those who do not. Of
course, the introduction of magic into the historic world is
a mainstay of the AD&D game and cannot help but distort
an otherwise historic setting.

So, which do you choose in your campaign? Is your
world going to be classically accurate, as it was seen in the
great Roman and Biblical epics we’ve all watched on TV?
Or will the world have an element of magic and superstition
lurking just out of sight (or even in full view), like the great
epic stories of Excalibur and Conan the Barbarian?

If you choose the latter, you must decide how far to
take the magic. Very popular in recent fantasy literature
are the “no holds barred” magical worlds where everyone
and their brother lives and breathes magic. In many ways,
this is similar to the way in which the average person sees
technology today. After all, most people have no idea how
a television set works, but they accept it as a common part
of their daily lives.

The average AD&D campaign remains somewhat in the
middle, along the lines of Tolkien’s works and the stories of
King Arthur. In this book, we will assume that this is the
norm. Of course, because the AD&D game is your game,
no single style of play is considered to be correct. If you and
your players are having fun, then you’re playing the game
properly.

As with all things in the AD&D game, your interpreta-
tion is what matters, so feel free to pick and chose, discard
and exploit. The more excited you get about your choices,
the more your campaign will thrive and grow. Hopefully,
this information will give you a wealth of adventure ideas
and add life to all your future gaming.

Enjoy.

1.2 Notes on Campaign Politics

In many campaigns, the problems of national politics fall
into the background for lower level characters. After all,

the majority of first level adventurers are not able to cope
with problems like major wars, thwarting the ultimate evil,
or slaying that most horrible of horrors, the dragon. At this
point in their careers, the characters are not going to be
overly concerned with the ramifications of the king’s polit-
ical alliances for the same reason that most of us are not
experts in the details of our country’s own foreign relations:
it simply doesn’t enter into our daily lives.

As they progress in levels, however, things will begin to
change. At first, this will be only a passing thing. Perhaps
one adventure brings their actions to the attention of a lo-
cal baron who, for better or worse, makes a mental note
to keep an eye on the characters. By the time they have
reached ninth level, the characters are usually fairly well
known and have acquired the status of folk heroes. As he
begins to attract followers, the character cannot help but
come to the attention of the local government.

It is almost certain that, given time, they will become
as well known in their homelands (or the region in which
they adventure) as George Washington, Abraham Lincoln,
or the Wright brothers are in the modern United States.
Of course, this may also mean that they are expected to
undertake tasks which seem impossible and confront un-
stoppable armies as a matter of routine duty to their king.
Oh well, that’s what they get for giving up the simple life
of a blacksmith.

In any case, it is important to note that relationships
with the local nobility (even for those who are a part of
it) are not always cordial. Just as the king can be a very
valuable friend, so too can he be a deadly adversary.

1.3 Feudal Society

The basic element of feudalism is simple enough to under-
stand. All in all, it is nothing more than an agreement
between two men, a lord and a vassal, to work together for
their mutual betterment. The lord, who is the recognized
owner of a piece of land, gives it to the vassal, who will
manage and live on it. In exchange for such a favor, the
lord is entitled to certain duties and favors from the vassal,
which include the payment of taxes and the requirement
that he support the military forces maintained by the lord.

In most cases, the owner of the land is the king and
the vassals are his nobility. Of course, one can’t expect the
nobility to work the land themselves, so we come to the
serfs and common folk. The vassal, in an agreement sim-
ilar to that he which he has with his king, turns the land
over to the peasants and serfs to farm and live on. Like the
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8 CHAPTER 1. THE FEUDAL SETTING

vassal, they agree to work the land and provide their lord
with income and food from it. Of course, the serfs expect
to earn enough money to live on and to be protected by the
lord in times of unrest or military conflict. The lord knows
this, just as he knows that he can expect the same from the
king, and is only too happy to provide it. While this doesn’t
mean that life for the serfs is wonderful, it does allow them
to live without fear of extreme repression or exploitation.

The feudal system works well so long as everyone in it
recognizes their own responsibilities and the rights of oth-
ers. Since they are in a position where it is in their own
best interest to do so, they almost always do. Those who
ignore their duties or seek to take advantage of their own
position are quickly pegged as trouble-makers and may well
be strongly disciplined by the leadership of the society.

The reasons for this are simple enough to understand.
While the King may not care too much about the life of
a single serf, he must concern himself with their overall
happiness. Without the serfs, his vassals have no power or
income. Without the power and income of the vassals, he
himself is impotent. Each block in the pyramid of power
rests very solidly on those below it in the feudal system.
Without the support of the base, the entire structure will
collapse.

Of course, the key to the whole thing is land. Who-
ever owns the land has the power. While there are certain
regions which might not belong to the king (a yeoman’s
farm, for example) these are insignificant when compared
to the vast stretches of land owned by the king himself.
Even such small patches of independent land will be forced
to recognize the power of the king, of course, if they are to
expect any protection or assistance from the crown during
times of war or calamity.

1.4 Social Classes

One important aspect of the feudal system is its clear and
almost absolute recognition of social classes. Anyone born
as a serf can expect to die as a serf. There is no provision
in such a society for the advancement of individuals from a
lower class into the higher classes. This is not to say that
it is impossible, only that it is very difficult.

How might someone in a lower class make the jump to a
higher place in society? Usually by doing a great service to
one’s lord or church. In some societies, in fact, any knight
has the right to bestow the rank and title of knighthood
on any individual who proves himself worth on the field of
combat. Of course, the problem with such an approach
is that it often ends up in the would-be knight’s death at
the hands of a better trained and better equipped warrior.
As we said, it is not easy to improve your place in such a
system.

In the following section, we will examine the many lev-
els of society which characters in an AD&D game will en-
counter.

1.4.1 Serfs

By the time of the middle ages, slavery had gradually fallen
out of favor in feudal europe. While there are certain to
be isolated pockets of slave trading in most worlds, the
vast majority of a chivalric campaign world should not be
a party to it. While the distinction between a serf and a

slave may be obscure to many, the most important thing
to understand is this: the serf had certain rights.

While he did not own the land which he worked and
did not have a say in the local government he was ac-
knowledged to own himself. Unlike more primitive societies,
where members of the lower class were thought of as ani-
mals or property, the poor in a feudal society are recognized
as having a right to fair and just treatment by the nobility
and society in general.

Most feudal estates have laws to protect the local serf
population from abuse or mistreatment & even by mem-
bers of the nobility. While these laws may be more or less
enforced, depending on the disposition of the local lord, the
fact that they exist at all is a major turning point in cultural
evolution.

1.4.2 Yeomen

Unlike the serf, who spent his days laboring on land owned
by his lord, a yeoman was recognized as the owner of his
own farm. As a rule, it was not a large estate, but it was
enough to provide for his needs (and those of his family).
If times were good, it might even provide a surplus which
could be sold or bartered for a few choice items or luxuries.

In many cases, of course, a yeoman will swear loyalty to
a near-by lord and pay him or her some tribute each year.
This serves two purposes. Primarily, it allows the yeoman
to keep on good terms with the lord and provides assur-
ance that his land will not be taken from him. Secondly, it
obligates the lord to help protect the yeoman’s land in the
event of a disaster or attack. In short, the gesture simply
assures that the two will be “good neighbors.”

1.4.3 Tradesmen

Tradesmen make up the lower classes of a feudal town.
They include the common laborers, lesser craftsmen, and
small businessmen. As individuals, they hold little power.
Because of their overall importance in society, however,
they are treated fairly well by the lord of the manor.

As a rule, tradesmen make enough money to support
themselves fairly well and to provide a comfortable home
for their families. In a modern sense, they might be de-
scribed as the middle class.

1.4.4 Guildsmen

In order to counter the power which a lord maintains over
his holdings and make certain that he does not abuse his
status, the members of many professions form guilds. In
essence, they function like the thieves’ guild which is so
much a part of many AD&D game campaigns. Guildsmen,
the leaders of such groups, have much power in a town, for
they can call on workers to stop key activities or delay im-
portant projects. Likewise, they can urge increased quality
or quantity in times of strife.

In addition to the important members of the various
guilds, this class of citizens includes unusually gifted ar-
tisans or those who work with precious materials (like a
gem merchant). This class may be the most diverse of any
because it serves as a buffer between the nobility and the
common folk. In modern terms, the guildsmen might be
considered to be the upper middle class.
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As a side note, some guildsmen might have more actual
power in a region than the nobles they serve. Such power
is probably not openly manifested, but used in subtle ways
to help the friends and family of the guildsman. The most
important members of this class might be considered nobles
who just haven’t been given a title yet.

1.4.5 Chivalrics

The lowest rank of the nobility, the chivalric class is made
up of knights and barons who have been given a grant of
land to administer. In some cases, they have earned the
land themselves through wealth, power, or service. In oth-
ers, the land may have been awarded to one of their an-
cestors and they have inherited the title and responsibilities
which come with such an estate.

Members of this class are endowed by their own lord
(usually a duke, count, or earl) with land of their own and
a manor house or keep in which to dwell. In return, of
course, they swear loyalty to their benefactor and vow to
serve his interests in their daily lives. As such, they pay a
portion of their own incomes to him as a measure of their
respect and gratitude. In a time of crisis, they are expected
to come promptly to the aid of their superiors.

1.4.6 Nobility

The nobility are second in status only to the royal family. In
practice, they are perhaps the most powerful of the classes.
Members of the nobility, most of whom bear the title of
Count, Duke, Earl, or Marquis, are each entrusted with a
large section of the king’s land. They swear loyalty to the
crown, just as the members of the chivalric class swear loy-
alty to them. It is their responsibility to see to it that affairs
in their lands are orderly and that all taxes and revenues
due to the King are collected in a timely manner.

Members of the nobility have a very close relationship
with the royal family, but they can claim no direct blood
ties to the throne. In the event that a great disaster were
to decimate the ruling house, the successor to the throne
would certainly come from this class. The means by which
such an individual came to power might be very controver-
sial and a political power struggle is sure to erupt whenever
the throne is left unclaimed.

1.4.7 Royal Family

At the top of it all is the royal family. Members of this
group can trace a direct family relationship to the ruling
monarch. When the current king dies, one of them will be
next on the throne. In any feudal culture, members of this
class are the absolute upper crust. Everyone, even the most
powerful members of the nobility, swears fealty to the royal
family and to the king in particular.

In the event of a dispute between the king and a mem-
ber of the nobility, either in the form of a political challenge
or an outright rebellion, members of lower classes are ex-
pected to side with the king and royal family. For example,
if a powerful count decides to make a grab for the throne,
many of the knights and barons who serve him may well
be forced to turn against him. Failure to support the king
in an internal struggle can be disastrous if the king should
prove to be triumphant in the dispute.

As a rule, the king will be replaced by his first born male
child when he dies or steps down. If there is no such heir,
then a preestablished pecking order exists to decide who
has claim to throne. In the event that no clear successor
exists, the nobility will step in to select which member of
the royal family will become the new King. In such cases,
a great deal of political manipulation and deal making can
be counted upon.

1.4.8 The Imperial Family

In some cases, there exists an element of society above the
traditional royal family: the imperial family. Where a king
is the recognized ruler of an individual country, an emperor
has united several nations under his own banner.

Empires are very rare indeed. The power required to
hold one together is almost impossible for one man to at-
tain. In most cases, an empire is formed by conquest. When
one nation becomes so powerful that it can overrun a num-
ber of neighboring states, its king is elevated to the status
of an emperor.

There are other ways in which an empire might be
formed, but these are rare in the extreme. Several nations
with the same religion might be united in a holy war which
causes them to select a single individual as their leader. If
things go well and the new leader has acquired the power
to hold this alliance together after the war, an empire may
be forged.

There will always be men who claim to rule empires
which exist only in their own minds, of course. It is not
uncommon for a king to refer to himself as emperor and
his lands as an empire. For our purposes, however, these
people are no more than kings with delusions of grandeur.

1.5 Members of the Court

Any good noble will surround himself with advisors. Each
of these men (or women) will be an expert in areas which
the king may not be knowledgeable about. By consulting
them when he is forced to make a decision in some area,
the lord can render a fair and competent ruling.

Because of the modular nature of feudal governments,
each of these offices is likely to be repeated at different
levels of the government. For example, the local baron is
certain to have his own seneschal, as does the count he
reports to and the king above them both. Some position,
such as the Lord High Wizard, will not be found in most
estates due to the expense of maintaining such an advisor.

1.5.1 Lord High Chamberlain

Of all the positions in a lord’s court, none is more trusted
or important to the daily activity of the estate than that of
the Lord High Chamberlain. In modern terms, the cham-
berlain is the lord’s right-hand man. He controls all access
to the Lord and can act on his behalf in any instance. Or-
ders which are issued by the Lord High Chamberlain are as-
sumed to come directly from the lord and must be obeyed
without question.

A number of individuals will report to the Lord High
Chamberlain. It is his job to coordinate reports from nu-
merous lesser officials and present his lord with the infor-
mation needed to make wise decisions. The Chamberlain
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enjoys the absolute trust of his monarch and can act in his
behalf on any matter. In many cases where an audience
has been requested with the lord, the chamberlain will be
able to resolve matters without having to “trouble his royal
highness.”

1.5.2 Lord High Chancellor

The Lord High Chancellor is entrusted with the day to day
operations of the government. He is the absolute head of
the civil service, answerable only to the lord himself. The
only exception to this would be in cases where his actions
might have to be cleared with the Lord High Chamberlain.
The relationship between these two officials is close, if not
always cordial.

Nearly every member of the lesser bureaucracy is under
the direction of the Lord High Chancellor. His people orga-
nize tax collections, internal political relationships, and the
posting and distribution of all royal decrees and proclama-
tions.

1.5.3 Lord High Justice

The Lord High Justice is in charge of all aspects of the le-
gal system. It is his responsibility to see to it that laws are
enforced and that criminals are hunted down and detained.
He oversees the actions of the local judges, all of whom
answer to him, and the town militia.

Among the people who report directly to the Lord High
Justice are the High Sheriff (who heads the town watch),
the High Prosecutor (who handles the prosecution of crimi-
nals), and the High Forester (who oversees the lord’s wood-
lands and prevents poaching).

1.5.4 Lord High Marshal

This individual is the head of the lord’s military forces. He
commands the armies and directs the actions of the city
watch in the event of an attack. In all matters which re-
quire the use of the lord’s troops and knights, the Lord High
Marshal is in absolute charge.

In addition to the lesser military personnel in the manor,
the Lord High Marshal is in charge of the Royal Armorer
and his armory, the hiring of any mercenary troops or ad-
venturers, and the acquisition of new military technologies
and strategies from other kingdoms. Because of his deal-
ings with adventurers and mercenaries, it is probable that
the Lord High Marshal is the first individual which player
characters will come into contact with as they rise in levels.

1.5.5 Lord High Inquisitor

One of the more sinister sounding offices, the Lord High
Inquisitor is in charge with maintenance of the lord’s in-
telligence network. He controls the numerous spies which
have been placed in the other branches of the castle’s power
structure. In addition, he receives reports from his agents
in the holdings of those who serve the inquisitor’s lord and
from men stationed in other realms. The nature of the feu-
dal system makes the use of spies and counterspies almost
a necessity. The king wants to know what his counts and
dukes are up to, so he has men planted in their courts to
provide him with information. The counts and dukes, of
course, want to know what the knights and barons who

serve them are up to, so they send their own spies to inves-
tigate. In addition, they want to know which of their own
men really work for the king, so they employ counterspies
to root out the informants. As you can see, this tangled
web of agents can become quite complex. If used correctly,
though, such intrigue can add a great deal to any chivalric
campaign.

1.5.6 Lord High Wizard

One of the least commonly encountered, the position of
Lord High Wizard serves two purposes. First and foremost,
it allows the Lord to have access to powerful magical spells.
Perhaps more importantly, however, it shows the wealth
and power of the lord. After all, keeping a wizard on your
staff is an expensive practice. Such advisors are known for
their ability to drain large amounts of revenue to fund their
experiments, spell casting, and research. Since only the
wealthiest (and therefore most powerful) of lords can af-
ford such a burden, any court with a Lord High Wizard is
highly respected.

While the court of a king or emperor is certain to have
a very powerful Lord High Wizard, lesser estates may have
only a token spell caster. Of course, since the average
non-wizard does not understand the importance of various
spells, a flashy spell of minimal power will often be per-
ceived by the lord as more valuable than a more powerful
spell which is less impressive in practice.

1.5.7 Lord High Chaplin

The Lord High Chaplin is a representative of the religious
community in the lord’s territory. In most cases, the Lord
High Chaplin will be a member of the most powerful church
in the kingdom. In cases where two faiths of equal power
exist, there may be two separate offices.

In manors where the lord is not religious, the Lord High
Chaplin will be in charge of handling relations between the
lord and the church. A similar state of affairs exists when
the lord is religious, but is not of the same faith as the
majority of his subjects. In most cases, the lord will, at the
very least, pay lip service to the religion of the Lord High
Chaplin.

1.6 A Note About Magic

Of course, our own medieval period was not marked by the
practice of magic, although superstition was widespread. In
the typical feudal court, magic (either clerical or wizardly)
are both looked upon with skepticism. To the average war-
rior or bureaucrat, magic is both unimportant and unre-
liable. The noted cryptic nature of advice acquired from
such spells as augury lends credence to their doubts.

In kingdoms where magic is more common, these crafts
may be looked upon with awe by those who cannot control
them. While knights might recognize the value of a magi-
cal or holy weapon, they will consider the use of spells like
fireball to be less than honorable tactics. After all, they
reason, a dispute should be settled by fair combat with
warriors testing their metal and their skills. Duels between
wizards are considered fair, since both sides are using the
same weapons. Combating a knight with spells (or cutting
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down an unarmored wizard) is considered a violation of the
Chivalric Code.

1.7 The Role of The Church

Although we have touched on he importance of religion in
feudal society, we have not taken the time to examine it in
any detail. In this section, we will do that , although we
will only delve into the matter briefly. For those who wish
to have greater detail on the various churches represented
in the typical AD&D game, we suggest that you consult the
Complete Priest Handbook and take the time to research
the various holy orders in place during the middle ages.

It is important to note that holy orders in a feudal so-
ciety tend to mirror the political systems in place around
them. For example, an acolyte who works in a small tem-
ple located in the poor part of a town swears his oath of
loyalty to the priest who is in charge of the religious order
throughout the town. The priest swears his loyalty to the
curate or canon above him, and so forth. In this way, it
is easy for us to draw a connection between members of a
church and their counterparts in the nobility. Of course, in
any society which has a dominant religion, all members of
the church, be they acolytes or the high priest himself, will
be due some respect from any member of the nobility.

1.7.1 Lay Brethren

The lay brethren are not actually members of the religious
power structure, but they do deserve mention here. This
group includes all those persons who are of an unusually
pious nature and spend some (or much) of their time work-
ing with or for the church. Examples might include those
who sweep the temple out after services or even the cook
who makes meals for the priests at their homes.

Lay brethren do not expect great monetary rewards for
their efforts, they work for the honor of serving their church
in the only way they can. While it is true that many of them
are paid some token salary for their efforts, most do not de-
pend upon the church for their living. As is often the case,
of course, there are exceptions to this. A secluded tem-
ple might require a full-time groundskeeper or a permanent
cook. In both cases, the individual would be paid a living
wage and, probably, be provided with room and board in
the church’s facilities.

Because of their great love for their church, many mem-
bers of this group tend to adopt a “holier-than-thou” at-
titude. While this is certainly not always the case, it is
easy for a person who has no other claim to fame in a feu-
dal society to focus on the one thing they do which makes
them feel valuable. This is understandable, but the PCs
may not always find such aggressive followers of a faith to
be pleasant company.

1.7.2 Acolytes

Acolytes are students of the faith who hope, through great
study and devotion, to become active members of the
church in time. As a rule, they are young (generally in
their mid-teens) and very eager to show their devotion to
their superiors in the church.

Acolytes tend to draw the least interesting assignments
in a given temple. They are in charge of copying holy doc-

uments and assisting in religious services, but they have no
true power in the church.

Acolytes are assumed to have the powers of a first level
priest, though are usually not as fit for combat or adven-
turing as a player character at first level would be. In other
words, where most player character clerics represent mem-
bers of holy fighting orders, the NPC acolyte is assumed
to be a non-fighting individual. Still, they have begun to
acquire certain holy powers, and are often called upon to
employ their healing powers on the faithful of the church.

1.7.3 Postulant

The postulant is an acolyte who has proven himself to be
true to the church and devoted in his vows. He is generally
older (in his late teens or early twenties) and has attained
the third level of experience. Upon reaching his new level,
the former acolyte is expected to take on more responsibil-
ities.

In addition to overseeing the training of the acolytes he
has left behind, the postulant is now expected to play a
greater role in the worship of the deity. In fact, lesser holy
services may actually be wholly under the supervision of the
postulant.

In terms of social level, postulants are generally ac-
cepted as the equals of yeomen. They are awarded some
respect, but have no real decision making power in the
church. Still, their devotion to the faith is noteworthy, and
they are accorded their share of social privileges.

A postulant will usually have 1-6 acolytes assigned to
him as students. Of course, while they are under the charge
of the postulant, they are expected to follow his instructions
in all matters and often end up acting as private servants.
This is usually alright, as it teaches the acolyte to be hum-
ble and show respect to their betters in the church. If this
power is abused, however, it may result in the Postulant
losing his status or being assigned to a highly undesirable
assignment as a disciplinary action.

1.7.4 Priest

The priest is the backbone of any religious order. Without
them, there is no church. Each temple is assumed to be
under the guidance of one priest, who is in charge of all
that goes on within the temple he is associated with. A
priest is usually in his late twenties or early thirties and has
the holy powers of a fifth or sixth level cleric.

Priests are selected from the ranks of the postulants and
assigned to serve in areas where the church needs to estab-
lish a new temple or replace another priest for some reason.
Each priest will oversee 1-6 postulants and (by default) 1-6
acolytes for each postulant.

In the feudal social pyramid, priests are roughly equal
to townsmen. They are accorded more respect than the
lesser members of the faith, but are not recognized as true
power figures. This is often an unjust assumption, as a
charismatic priest can have a strong influence over those
who worship at his church, but it is nonetheless the case.

1.7.5 Curate

The curate is recognized as the head of all church activities
in a given town or city. Depending upon the size of the
town, he will usually have 1-6 churches in his jurisdiction.
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Because the curate is one of the most powerful mem-
bers of the local religious community, he is assumed to
have roughly the same rights and privileges as an impor-
tant guildsman. As you might expect, a request for favors
from such an individual is always taken very seriously by
the local nobility. In many cases, a town which might oth-
erwise be in unrest can be kept in check by the actions of
the local curate.

In addition to their sway with the local populace, Cu-
rates are respected for the powerful magic which they can
employ. In times of crisis, a local noble who could not af-
ford to maintain a powerful Lord High Chaplain or a Lord
High Wizard will petition the curate to act on his behalf. If
the request is reasonable, serves the interests of the church,
and is accompanied by an indication of the lord’s devotion
(that is, gold), then the request is likely to be granted. Of
course, this also places the noble in debt to the church, a
situation which is highly desirable.

1.7.6 Dean

The next rung in the ladder of church affairs is occupied
by the dean. This powerful individual is accorded all the
respect and influence due to a knight or similar member of
the Chivalric class. In his hands is placed the supervision
of all church holdings in 1-6 towns. The dean is an im-
portant link in the church structure, for he often acts as
an interface between the church’s highest officials and the
local representatives of the faith (in the person of the local
curates and priests.)

Deans will tend to be in their mid-thirties, having de-
voted most of their lives to the service of their deity. As
a result, they have acquired the spell casting abilities of a
ninth or tenth level cleric. With such power and influence,
the dean is clearly a force to be reckoned with in any feudal
nation.

The dean is, obviously, entrusted with a great deal of
authority. In the absence of clear direction from his superi-
ors in the church, the dean is permitted (indeed, expected)
to make very important decisions regarding the practice of
the faith. As such, they tend to be very conservative peo-
ple who seek to avoid making any decisions which might be
viewed as radical by their leaders. In times of crisis, such
resistance to change and the desire to avoid “going out on
a limb” can often cause serious problems.

1.7.7 Primate

The primates of a church are second in power only to the
high priest. They are able to command such mighty power
and have so much say in matters of the church that they
are assumed to be fully as important as any member of the
noble class.

Obviously, the years of devotion and study required to
attain this position means that the primate will tend to be
quite old. As a rule, the youngest of primates will be in
their forties. While in modern society this is not “old” by
any stretch of the imagination, it represent a good portion
of a man’s life in a medieval setting. Of course, the heal-
ing powers of the faithful tend to result in very long-lived
members of religious groups.

Each primate is entrusted with the supervision of all
church affairs in a given region. As a rule, any kingdom

will be spit into 1-6 regions, each of which will be under
the guidance of a single primate.

Primates, having the powers and abilities of an 11th
or 12th level cleric, are recognized by their noble peers as
being very useful friends. Conversely, they are also acknowl-
edged as very dangerous foes. Just as the primate’s favor
can be important to the operation of any noble’s holding,
his wrath can be swift and eternal. Few are the nobles who
will not try to avoid a clash with this level of the church.

1.7.8 High Priest

At the top of every religious order is the high priest. This
person is the absolute ruler of the faith in a given kingdom.
Because, in many cases, a faith is popular only in a single
kingdom , the high priest is usually the absolute ruler of
the church. In cases where the same deity is worshipped
by more than one culture, a schism tends to develop along
culture lines which causes the faith to splinter into two or
more groups, each with its own high priest. If this is not
the case, then the high priests will answer to a patriarch
who oversees the church as a whole (see below). Each high
priest will command the powers of a cleric of no less than
13th level. Because of this, they are generally treated as if
they were members of the royal family itself. Only a king
who is insane or absolute in his power will directly challenge
the authority of the high priest.

The average high priest is well into his fifties by the time
he assumes offices. The rigors of his life have been such
that he is respected as the final authority on all matters
of faith. In many churches, the word of the high priest is
assumed to be divine and must be taken as the word of the
deity himself. No member of the church may refuse to obey
the instructions of his high priest without risking the wrath
of the deity himself. To be sure, this is not something that
any member of the church should take lightly.

1.7.9 Patriarch

In the case of an empire, where several kingdoms have been
forged into one governmental unit, a single church leader
must emerge to manage the affairs of the religion as a
whole. This person, selected from among the high priests
of the various states, is known as a Patriarch.

A Patriarch will also be found in those rare cases where
churches of the same deity exist within several non-united
nations and no schism has resulted. In both cases, the pa-
triarch has clerical powers of at least 15th level and will as-
sume the role of church leader from any of the high priests.
The existence of a patriarch does not reduce the power of
the high priests by very much, as the church is so large that
they must all manage the affairs of an entire nation.

A patriarch, who will almost always be at least 70 years
old, is accorded the respect due a member of the imperial
family. As one might imagine, a call for revolution or pa-
tience by a person in this position is so great, that many
emperors will openly court the favor of a patriarch with
gifts and oaths of loyalty to the doctrines of the church.
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1.8 Politics And Churches

1.8.1 The Divine Right of Kings

Because of the awesome power of churches in any feudal
society, it is important to both the government and religious
leaders that both recognize each other’s power.

The government recognizes the importance of the
churches by consulting with them on any important issues
and seeking their guidance in most social matters. This
trust is best seen in the appointment of a Lord High Chap-
lin to the king’s staff of advisors. In addition, many societies
grant the church certain privileges (like tax exemptions or
free use of the lord’s land) to further secure their friendship.

For their part, churches promote a belief in the divine
right of kings. In short, this policy simply reflects a belief
that any king (or emperor) is himself a vassal who holds
his own lands (the kingdom) through the grace of whatever
deity he worships. This is generally accepted by the royal
family because it bestows upon the king and his actions an
illusion of divine guidance. It is because of this belief that
many nations have gone to war with the thought that “the
gods are on our side.” Of course, who would want to fight
a war in which the gods supported the other side?

By holding a special coronation service whenever a new
ruler ascends to the throne, the church recognizes him as
the rightful leader of a nation. The major drawback to such
an act is that the church must strip a king of this divine
blessing if it should become important that they oppose
him on a major policy issue. Usually, any king who is de-
clared to have fallen out of favor with the most important
faith in his kingdom will find himself quickly opposed by a
powerful noble who has the backing of the church. Such
conflicts can often lead to a civil war and are thus avoided
by both sides whenever possible.

1.8.2 Politics Within The Churches

Just as there is a great deal of political intrigue and activity
in the feudal government itself, so too is the typical church
hierarchy a hotbed of power struggles. While this is not
as true in the lower ranks of the church structure, it often
becomes the case at higher levels. This is due mainly to
the lack of true power which lesser officials have and the
fact that many of them are not overly ambitious.

Once one reaches the level of curate, however, political
savvy begins to become an important part of a religious
leader’s job. In addition to dealing with the local chivalrics
and nobles, the curate must manage the affairs of his own
staff, many of whom may have designs on his job. On the
other hand, he may well have his own sights set on the job
of the dean above him. If this sounds familiar, it’s probably
because the same sort of thing is a regular part of the affairs
of the nobility. Beyond a certain point it becomes almost
impossible to tell a church official apart from a politician.

1.8.3 Conflicting Faiths

In most kingdoms, the major faith will be determined by
the beliefs of the king himself. If the King is a worshipper
of the Egyptian pantheon, then that is likely to be the state
religion. If the King is not religious (seldom the case), he
will still find it wise to pay lip service to a popular faith and
adopt it as the state religion. In most cases, a king who

opposes religious practices in his realm or who actively con-
fronts the various religious orders popular among the serfs
is going to find himself with a revolution or a revolt on his
hands.

In some cases, however, it is difficult to say where the
line must be drawn. If the royal family has strong ties to
two religions, then it may be difficult for a ruler to maintain
a stable government. In some cases, a civil war or internal
power struggle may erupt, with each side being supported
by a powerful church. In such cases, it is almost certain
that both sides will, in the end, turn out far worse for the
whole affair.

In cases where the faiths are not incompatible, it may
be possible for an agreement to be reached. As a rule, how-
ever, most religions are prone to dislike and distrust those
with differing beliefs. Even in the rare case where support-
ers of similar, but different, faiths reach a consensus, there
is usually too much suspicion and political maneuvering to
make any lasting alliance possible.

Of course, no king or high priest (except for a fanatic
or a fool) wants a Holy War or a religious dispute to erupt
in their kingdom or church. In addition to being expensive,
it makes them more vulnerable to their adversaries. Thus,
even in cases where a dispute exists, it is sometimes pos-
sible for those on both sides to “agree to disagree” and
let things go at that for a little while. Such compromises
are, by and large, a good thing for both sides. The major
problem with them, however, is that they do not tend to
survive the test of time.

A good assumption to make is that any large kingdom
which has been around for a long time will have a single
powerful state religion. Other faiths, although they may be
legal, are not usually popular. Although it is often almost
impossible to utterly destroy a faith which has gotten a
foothold in a given society, it is possible to discredit it and
drive it underground. In such cases, the unified actions of
the state and its official religion are generally effective.

1.8.4 The Church and Magic

An important question which must be answered when set-
ting up a campaign world is this: what is the church’s view
of the practice of magic?

In some cases, the church will sanction such efforts and
may even fund spell research and similar projects on the part
of wizards. This is the case with temples to such deities
as the Egyptian goddess Isis or the Greek goddess Hecate,
both of whom are the patrons of magicians.

On the other hand, some churches look upon the prac-
tice of magic as an evil thing. In their opinion, use of magic
is often seen as an attempt by man to steal the powers of
the gods and attain a divine status for himself. Obviously,
they cannot allow such blasphemy to continue unchecked,
so they will often harass or even declare a virtual Holy War
against those who employ magic. This can be an important
consideration. A priest character who worships a deity that
considers all magicians to be enemies of the faith, may well
find himself at odds with a fellow party member who is an
illusionist. Further, a king or lesser lord in a nation with
such a religion is not going to have a high wizard on his
staff of advisors.
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1.9 Crimes and Punishments

Feudal societies are often depicted as having harsh and un-
fair judicial systems in which the defendant has little or no
chance of justice or mercy. In actuality, this is seldom the
case. The same codes of honor, duty, and responsibility
which pervade the rest of feudal culture also dominate the
legal profession. Thus, establishing the truth in a case, ei-
ther criminal or civil, is considered to be a matter of great
importance. A justice takes pride in his work.

There are a few concepts which are important to un-
derstand about feudal justice. For one thing, the penalties
for those convicted of serious crimes are quite severe. The
death penalty is quite common, as is branding, whipping, or
even dismemberment. While this is not a pleasant thought,
it is the way things are. On the other hand, penalties are
not generally overly cruel. Torture, for example, is almost
never employed either to obtain confessions or punish the
convicted.

The following is a list of various crimes and the gener-
ally administered punishments for those convicted of them.
In some places, the penalties will be more severe, while in
others they will be more merciful.

1.9.1 Violent Crimes

The crimes, all of which are considered to be the most vile
of acts, are all subject to the death penalty. As a rule, any
given society will have a standard means of execution which
is used for all offenders. Typical measures include hanging,
beheading, and burning at the stake.

Arson

This is defined as any setting of a fire which causes a loss
of life or property. Exception is made for those fires which
are accidental, but not those which are purposefully set and
get out of hand.

Conspiracy

This includes any attempts to make plans against the king
or local lord. It includes plotting an assassination, making
ready to stage a coup, or (in very strict realms) even mak-
ing casual remarks about deposing a monarch. As you can
see, this class of crime is very open to the whims of the
local lord and his justices.

Desecration

Most feudal societies hold a great respect for the dead and
the places in which they rest. Thus, desecration of a tomb
or burial area (a popular pastime with many adventurers!)
is ranked among the violent crimes and violators are subject
to the death penalty.

Drawing a Weapon

There are two ways in which this law is enforced. The
first, and more serious of the two, is Drawing a Weapon on
Gentility . This includes any threatening use of a weapon
against any member of the chivalric, noble, royal, or impe-
rial classes.

The second aspect of the law is intended to protect the
common folk from rough treatment at the hands of trained

warriors. Anyone who has been trained in fighting and
threatens to use their skills against someone without such
training is breaking a major tenet of the Chivalric Code. Be-
cause it is considered very improper to use superior weapons
against a fairly defenseless serf, this is also a death offense.

In both cases, however, self defense is considered to be
an exception to the law.

Espionage

Technically, this law applies to all persons who act in a
covert manner to obtain the secrets of a realm. However,
it is seldom used against the spies of one’s lords, which are
an accepted part of feudal life.

However, the laws against espionage are enforced when
the criminal is a spy in the payment of a hostile government
or other faction. Such persons, when they are captured, are
sometimes tried, convicted, and then traded back to their
masters for a ransom. I cases where the spy’s master holds
one of the lord’s own men, an exchange is often made.

It is important to note the difference between espionage
and treason. Both crimes involve the giving of information
to the enemies of the realm, but they are very different.
Espionage refers to citizens of another realm who are sent
into a foreign nation as spies. Such individuals are consid-
ered to be simply “doing their job” when they act against a
rival power. Treason, on the other hand, refers to citizens
of a realm who sell its secrets to a foreign power. Since
they are betraying the nation of their birth, their’s is by far
the more serious crime.

Major Assault

This group of laws is a sort of “catch-all” for law breakers
who use force in their actions. In short, major assault refers
to any use of violence in which the life of the victim may
have been in jeopardy. Further, any attack with a weapon
of any sort (either an actual or improvised one) falls into
this category. In short, anything more dramatic than a fist
fight is probably going to be major assault.

Of course, there are exceptions. As with many of the
other laws, self defense is not a crime.

Murder

This crime, often considered the ultimate violation of the
law, includes any act which causes a loss of life. It can be
applied in matters where criminal intent was involved, but
is also used to prosecute persons who have caused a death
through extreme carelessness. In realms where chivalry is
the absolute rule and all citizens (or, at least, all warriors)
are expected to act in defense of the weak, this crime can
be charged against someone who has failed to act to save
another person from death.

Perjury

As has been stated, the feudal courts will almost always
try very hard to determine actual guilt or innocence be-
fore passing sentence. One of their most important tools
in this quest for knowledge is personal testimony by wit-
nesses. Anyone who provides false or misleading evidence
is subject to execution as a perjurer. In addition, anyone
who withholds evidence which is vital to the court can also
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be tried under these laws. Distortion of the facts is also
considered to be perjury.

Rebellion

One of the most serious crimes in feudal society is that of
taking arms against one’s lord. In a culture which is built on
mutual trust and intricate webs of political and socialites,
such a violation of trust is very dangerous indeed. In order
to make an example of those who take such drastic ac-
tion, the means of execution employed on convicted rebels
is usually very unpleasant.

Treason

The crime of treason is regarded as the lowest act which
any criminal can undertake. In many cases, even hardened
criminals are loyal to the crown and will turn in traitors to
the local constabulary. As described previously, treason is
the selling of one’s own nation’s secrets to a rival power. It
is important not to confuse treason with espionage.

1.9.2 Crimes of Theft

These crimes are all considered to be of a non-violent na-
ture. In cases where a criminal uses violence in his crimes,
he is certain to be tried under one of the violent crimes and
executed if convicted.

Unless otherwise noted, the following crimes have a
graduated scale of punishment. The first offense results
in 10 to 60 lashes for the criminal. A second conviction
results in branding, the loss of a hand, or similar physical
marking and 20 to 120 lashes. A third offense will result in
the execution of the criminal.

Burglary

Despite its name, this crime does not imply the theft of any
object. A person can be charged with burglary simply for
breaking into a home, shop, or other building without per-
mission. In modern terms, this might be taken as breaking
and entering.

Theft

Any act which deprives another person of their rightful
property is considered theft. It can include shop lifting or a
clever swindle. In addition to the penalties indicated above,
the criminal is expected to return the stolen objects or, if
that is not possible, reimburse the owner for their value.

Minor Assault

Any act of violence is considered to be at least minor as-
sault. A fist fight or beating is the most common offense,
but physical restraint of an individual during a robbery is
also considered to be minor assault.

In any case where a weapon is used, however, the crime
is elevated to major assault and may well result in the death
of the offender. Only self defense is considered to allow one
to use force against another person.

Poaching

The crime of poaching is defined as hunting on another’s
land without permission. As a rule, the severity of the pun-
ishment is determined by the success of the poacher. A
criminal who sets a few small snares might be treated fairly
lightly, while one who brings down a deer might expect to
see a severe sentence.

In cases where the land has been set aside for use by
the local nobility or is deemed to be the King’s Woods, the
penalty for poaching is death.

Business Law

Crimes of this sort are generally applied to dishonest mer-
chants or traders. As a rule, even dishonest businessmen
will not cheat those who live in their town. In a small
community, only outsiders will be victimized because the
merchant knows he must deal with his neighbors on a reg-
ular basis. In larger towns and cities, the merchant may see
so many customers in a single day that he can cheat many
of them without concern for such matters.

Breach of Contract

Contracts in a feudal society are far less exacting than they
are in our own world. As a rule, a contract is assumed to in-
clude any agreement by two parties, whether verbal or writ-
ten, which can be verified by a third party. In cases where
a third party presents a false accounting of the transaction
before a justice, he or she may well be tried as a perjurer.

Once a court rules on a breach of contract, the losing
party is expected to live up to their part in the bargain
and pay a penalty to the opposing side in the case. This
penalty will be determined by the value of the contract and
the magnitude of the offender’s violation of it.

Excessive Debt

Anyone who is unable to pay their debts to a merchant
or tax collector may find themselves tried for the crime of
indebtedness. A conviction in such cases will result in the
violator being required to sell off any personal belongings
which they have to pay their debts. If they are unable to
raise the money they need, they may be ordered into ser-
vice for a period of time. The length of such service will be
determined by the amount of the debt.

Fraud & Forgery

These two crimes cover a broad range of violation which
include any attempt to obtain money, favors, or the like by
false representations or trickery. Possible examples include
the use of incorrect scales in weighing goods, use of low
grade materials in construction, inept labor, or the outright
falsification of a legal document (including coinage). The
greater the money involved, the greater the penalty.

Persons who are convicted more than once face the pos-
sibility of execution. In all cases, a criminal must repay the
money lost by his victims (if possible) in addition to the
rest of his sentence.
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1.10 Death by Taxes

The Royal Exchequer’s Office oversees the collection of all
of the king’s revenues and answers directly to the Lord
High Chamberlain. As a rule, the exchequer’s office as-
signs Agents of the Exchequer to each significant portion
of the realm, either a county or shire. They are respon-
sible for seeing to it that the king’s goal of “a copper for
every gold” is collected and passed on to the royal coffers.
Because it is possible for any given gold piece to be taxed
more than once, however, the treasury often fares far better
than this.

In some regions, it is not uncommon for a tax collector
to take a little bit extra from the local populace for himself.
So long as he does not push the people to the verge of re-
volt, the king often allows such “minor abuses” to continue.
However, revolutions like those detailed in the classic tales
of Robin Hood are born from just such “minor abuses.”

The following is a fairly complete list of the common
fees and taxes for a feudal fantasy campaign.

1.10.1 Everyday Taxes

This section details the taxes which are collected whenever
they are applicable. Unlike some taxes,which are charged
once a month or once a year, these might be collected every
day.

Consumption Tax

This is a typical sales tax. It is charged on all goods and
is common to most economic systems. It is paid to a mer-
chant in addition to the normal transaction cost. Merchants
are then charged this percentage of their profits separately.
The standard rate for this tax is 5%, or copper piece for
every silver piece spent.

Luxury Tax

Certain items, like rare furs, jewelry, or ornamental crests,
are considered to be luxuries. Their purchase is taxed a fur-
ther copper piece per silver piece of price. Thus, someone
buying a fine fur coat would be required to pay the normal
Consumption Tax and then the Luxury Tax on top of it.

Inheritance Tax

All wealth and property inherited by a person is subject to a
tax of 1 silver piece for every gold piece of value, or roughly
10% of the estate. This is a one-time tax only. However, if
the same property is further passed on to a new beneficiary,
the estate can be taxed yet again.

Tolls

The toll paid at most bridges, roads, and toll booths is 1
copper piece per person or horse and 2 coppers per vehicle
(if any).

1.10.2 Monthly Taxes

These type of taxes are due about once a month, as de-
scribed below.

Market Tax

Every town and city has a monthly Market Day, when all
the local citizens come from far and near to see the lat-
est wares for sale by the oddest assortment of merchants.
Every person or beast entering the town or city on Market
Day must pay 1 copper piece for entrance. Since Market
Day in towns is the common equivalent to the tournaments
of the nobility, this small charge is usually worth the wide
variety of entertainments.

Seasonal Taxes

These taxes are only collected once a year, during a given
season. The final payment to the king is due on that sea-
son’s day of high festival. Often, the tax collectors are busy
many weeks, if not months, in advance.

Spring & Hearth Tax

Every dwelling, whether serf’s hovel or duke’s castle is as-
sessed a Hearth Tax. Naturally, the amount paid varies
according to means.

Dwelling Costs
Simple dwelling 1/2/6 cp
Large dwelling 1/2/6 sp
Inn 5 sp/room
Manor 1 gp
Castle 10 gp

In those entries which have multiple listings, the first is for a
typical dwelling, the second is for a dwelling in an unwalled
town, and the third is for any dwelling within a walled town.

Summer & Land Tax

This is a big money-maker for the king, and he can always
count on at least a certain amount of income from his es-
tates. It shows quite clearly why land is such a valuable
commodity in the feudal society.

Every acre is assessed a function and the legal owner of
that acreage is assessed a rated tax. In general, the more
useful or developed the land is, the more it is worth, and
therefore, the more it is taxed.

Land Type Tax/acre
Barren 1/2 cp
Pond or Lake 1 cp
Uncultivated 1 cp
Woodland 1 cp
Cultivated 2 cp
Town 6 cp
Fortified 1 sp

On the above chart, land which is owned within a non-
walled city is deemed to be in a “town” for tax purposes.
Land within the confines of a protective wall is deemed to
be “fortified.”

Summer & Nobility Tax

Each family that wishes to display a crest or coat-of-arms
within the kingdom must pay 5 gold pieces per year for the
king’s graciousness. This is part of the reason the king likes
creating new nobles whenever he can, whether or not they
can afford their own castle, or even own their own home!
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Fall & The Tithe

All produce, rents, and profits from the lands themselves
are taxed at a rate of about 1 silver piece per gold piece
earned, or about 10%. This mostly affects rich landowners
and, therefore, the nobility.

Income Tax

At the same time that the Tithe is being collected from
the rich, just about everyone else is paying an Income Tax
much like our own system today. Each person’s income
is assessed by the local exchequer’s office and taxed at a
modest rate of about 1 cp per gold piece earned, or only
1%.

While this may seem extremely fair to our eyes today,
the combination of all of the fees and taxes collected over
the year, and other manorial charges tend to eat up almost
half of a serf’s income!

Winter & Poll Tax

Every head in the kingdom is taxed according to the fol-
lowing scale. Importantly, while serfs are considered slaves
by many societies, they are usually considered free men in
the feudal society. So, usually the serf himself is taxed.
However, in richer lands the lord is taxed instead.

Some less reputable tax collectors tax both the lord and
his servants (who never know any better and are ordered
never to complain about anything).

Category Tax/head
Child 1 cp
Marketable beast 1 cp
Adult 2 cp
Riding horse 1 sp

Magic Tax

In realms where magic is relatively common, magical items
are considered signs of wealth and power, and therefore
get taxed very heavily. The owner of any magic item can
expect to be taxed about 1 gold piece per 100 experience
points of value in the AD&D 2nd Edition Dungeon Masters
Guide. Thus, the owner of ring of invisibility would owe 15
gp while the holder of a vorpal sword would be taxed 100
gp.

Note that all magic from scrolls to potions and even ar-
tifacts (if known) is taxable. This is one very good reason
why player characters new to an area should keep their mag-
ical powers quiet, as even travellers and nonresidents just
“passing through” can be taxed if the collectors catch up
with them. It is therefore possible for characters versed in
world-spanning adventures to get taxed many times in the
course of a year. However, they can only legally be taxed
once in any kingdom, and are given a receipt to prove the
payment.

Sword Tax

Every weapon in the kingdom is taxed, both as a means of
making money and as a means of keeping an eye on the rel-
ative power of arms around the kingdom. People in trouble
spots buy up weapons at an alarming rate and a good tax
collector knows how to see the warning signs of revolution.

Normal weapons longer than daggers and knives are
taxed at a rate of 1 silver piece per weapon. Magic weapons
are taxed as their mundane counterparts, but are also sub-
ject to the previously mentioned Magic Tax.

Royal Licenses

It is necessary for the king to keep a tab on the growth of
industry, especially if he is to keep his personal monopolies
in power. Even if he can’t slow growth down, he can at
least make some money from the expansion.

Beggar’s License: Believe it or not, begging has always
been a fine way to make a living, and it requires a fair
amount of skill and work. The fact that many beggars are
actually spies, or are accomplished thieves, has not escaped
the attention of the king’s tax collectors. All beggars must
have a license to beg, otherwise they get thrown in jail.
The license costs 1 copper piece and must be renewed ev-
ery season.

Manufacturer’s License: Any manufacturer of goods (i.
e. carpenters, potters, etc.) must have a license. It costs
2 gold pieces per year, but does not insure you of fair com-
petition (see “Monopoly Licenses” below).

School License: Anyone who wants to open a school of
any kind, or keep it open, must pay 1 gold piece to the
state. This money is due only once a year and can be paid
at any time. For a one-time fee of 100 gold pieces, any
school can be granted a King’s License which lasts indefi-
nitely.

Trade License: Much like the Manufacturer’s Licenses
above, tradesmen who create perishable goods like beer,
wine, bread, etc., must also have a license to do so. Coin-
cidentally, the fee is the same 2 gold pieces per annum.

Monopoly Licenses: In countries where many guilds have
been formed, the guild will claim the right to regulate trade
in its own area. As a rule, the crown will recognize this right
and allow the guild to set prices, determine who is permit-
ted to sell their goods or services, and establish minimum
quality standards. Of course, the king expects to be com-
pensated for allowing the guilds such power.

This fee varies from place to place and depends on the
goods and services provided, but 5% of the profits is cus-
tomary. While seemingly high, the guild always boosts
prices much higher than normal and guild members end
up making more money than they would have without such
assistance.

In countries where such monopolies are allowed, the
king usually must personally grant such a monopoly, and
does so only to a favored friend or someone who has helped
the kingdom in one way or another. The guild leadership
is only required to contribute 10 gold pieces annually to
maintain their monopoly in a given area, but often the
personal gifts and free services accorded the king by the
guild (privately, of course) usually account for a great deal
more. However, the aforementioned price gauging and con-
trol over the local market still compensates for the lost rev-
enue.

1.10.3 Legal Fees and Duties

To bring a suit to the royal court costs 10 silver pieces for
the privilege. Also, the loser of a suit must pay the king
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10% of the amount sued for, in addition to paying off the
claim. However, no one gets off that easily, as the claim
money is considered taxable income, which the winner of
the suit has to pay off the top.

Also, any legal documents prepared by the royal court
cost 5 silver pieces each for the respective plaintiffs.

Non-Resident Fees

Anyone not a native citizen of the realm is likely to pay
some kind of tax. Sometimes these are known as “good
behavior” fees, because they allow the local authorities to
monitor newcomers to an area. In most places, this tax is
5 gold pieces per level per year. Spell casters are noted
trouble makers, and are charged twice the normal tax.

All non-humans are assessed a tax of 8 gold pieces per
year per level. This is one of the reasons why most non-
humans don’t like living in human lands if they can avoid
it. If non-humans do decide to stay, they can become nat-
uralized citizens after 2 years of residency and no history
of criminal activity. The charge for naturalization is 2 gold
pieces per level.

Monsters are the most nonhuman of them all, and any-
one possessing a monster or even a large animal must pay
a fee of 1 gp per hit point of the beast every year! This is
the primary reason why travelling carnivals travel so much,
as they are always one step ahead of the tax man. Also,
it makes owning any sort of rare beast another significant
sign of wealth.

Commerce Duties

These taxes relate directly to doing business in a feudal
society.

Import Tax: All goods imported into a kingdom are as-
sessed an average tax of 1 copper piece per 100 pounds of
cargo. While this may seem to be a minuscule amount, it
adds up when shiploads of cargo are in question.

Port Harborage: Every ship is charged 1 silver piece per
day for a birth in the public harbor. Private marinas often
charge much, much more.

Import License: Every shipment of goods brought into a
country must have a license. Normal goods cost about 1
gold piece per shipment to register, while valuable com-
modities like spices and wines often cost twice that amount,
or 2 gold pieces per shipment.

“Coming and Going” Tax: Naturally, any ship or cara-
van leaving the country is also charged 10 silver pieces per
vehicle.

Moneylenders’ Surtax: Bankers and other financial insti-
tutions are taxed about 5% of their profits per year. This
is one circumstance where the Royal Exchequer often takes
a personal hand in verifying the accounting books of an
institution, especially a rich one.

1.11 Populating the Castle

Okay, your castle is a lonely place of stone and wood. You
have a few advisors, a new bride or bride-to-be, and a town
is springing up nearby. Now what?

Well, here’s a brief list of some of the people you’re go-
ing to need to make your castle run. Without them, you’d
be one busy knight.

Squire

Each king or knight has his own personal squire. Most
squires are knights-in-training who take care of their lord’s
personal steed, see that his armor is repaired and polished,
sharpen his sword and lance, and otherwise tend to the
lord’s miscellaneous knightly needs. Many of the noblest
PCs will have been squired to a great noble or king. Note
that many of the wealthiest lords have more than a few
squires, and that such positions are rare and prized within
the kingdom.

Marshal of the Stables

The Marshal of the Stables is in charge of all of the lord’s
horses, whether for war or show. He is always attended
by many well-treated serfs and while he carries little or no
power within the manor, a personal friendship with a horse-
loving king is not to be taken lightly.

Some kings have hunting dogs for chasing foxes in the
nearby forests, or falcons for hunting small birds, and these
duties also fall under the marshal’s supervision or those of
his staff. If the lord has a special mount like a dragon or
a pegasus, the personal attention such a unique beast re-
quires calls for the hiring of another Marshal of the Royal
Steed, who is likely to have an interesting background to
say the least.

Chief Porter

The Chief Porter and his watchmen guard the castle during
all hours of the day and night. As a rule, they answer to
the Lord High Marshall.

Sworn Executioner

If a lord is the sworn legal officer in an area, most likely a
newly conquered frontier, or he is the king of a land, he will
have on his staff a Chief Executioner to handle the messiest
of trials. Such a man earns a great deal of respect as it is
an ugly job he does, and his loyalty to the king is never in
question.

In his off-hours, the sworn executioner might be Captain
of the Guards, but he is also likely to be the Master Tor-
turer (if permitted within the castle walls) and/or the only
practicing doctor for miles. His talents at breaking bones
and severing limbs give him a lot of knowledge about fixing
them as well.

Waiting Women

The lady of the castle is attended by a large number of serv-
ing girls, known as her waiting women. They tend to her
every need, and help supervise the many household duties
and chores under the lady’s command.

Chief Steward

The steward oversees the cooking staff and is busy almost
all of the time. Feeding an entire castle is not a simple
chore! The Chief Steward has a lot of personal discretion,
but reports to the Castellan if any problems arise.
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Castellan

The Castellan supervises the basic cleaning and household
management of the castle. His duties are many, and his
knowledge of formal affairs and etiquette is second to none.

Chief Gardener

If the lady has a garden, it must be tended. Note that
these rich gardens are often the personal groves of many
retired druids, and are also the first training grounds for
many young ones.

Men-at-Arms

These are the soldiers that man the castle, protect the
lands, and patrol the countryside.

Assorted Craftsmen

Large castles have their own dedicated carpenters, barbers,
surgeons, tinkers, potters, stone masons, blacksmiths, and
so on. Staff craftsmen take the place of those in town who
often have other obligations to attend to. Lords tend to
hire the best craftsmen they can afford and many a feud
has grown out of the refusal of a lord’s employment offer
that shouldn’t have been refused.

Serfs

Of course, even the mightiest lord depends, in the long run,
on the support of his subjects. These are the “little people”
who tend the farms, work the mines, and serve as cannon
fodder in military campaigns. Although they are often part
of the background in a feudal setting, they are as impor-
tant as the unseen timbers which support the roof of your
home. Without them, the entire structure collapses. For
more information on serfs in a feudal society, see “A Day
in the Life of a Peasant” later on in this chapter.

1.12 Paying for Your Castle or King-
dom

Naturally, all of these citizens must be paid. In this section
we have presented a quick system for handling the financing
of an estate or kingdom.

Assume that a typical manor, kingdom, or town recovers
in taxes and levees just enough to keep the estate operating
normally, and within the bounds of typical inflation. How-
ever, any unusual expenditures (i. e. anything other than
food, manorial upkeep, normal taxes, and wages) must be
handled specially by the lord in question.

If the duke wants to keep a dragon as a mount, then
all of the dragon’s expenditures must be covered somehow,
either by the personal finances of the lord (gained either
through inheritance or adventuring) or through an increase
in taxes on the general populace. Naturally, the DM should
refer to the American Revolution for some ideas about the
effects of unfair taxation on the masses. For PCs and NPCs
alike, this system is the easiest to use on a large scale. It is
assumed that the various exchequers, both royal and noble,
are competent enough and suffer only from a minimum of
corruption.

This system allows both the player and DM to concen-
trate on the important changes made to the estate and get
on with the game itself.

1.12.1 Bribery is Your Friend

As one might expect, bribery is a useful tool in dealing with
often corrupt bureaucracies, tax collectors, and other petty
(and often not so petty) officials. Sometimes it is cloaked in
semi-legal things like political donations or monopoly taxes,
but usually bribery is in the form of expensive “birthday”
gifts, wedding presents to the father of the bride (as well
as the young couple), or outright purses of gems passed in
a handshake from briber to bribed.

Bribery is a most useful skill for characters. While any-
one can make an offer of cash in exchange for favors, there
is often more to bribery than that. For those of you who
wish to incorporate bribery as a nonweapon proficiency, the
following description should be used.

Bribery

1 slot, Charisma, 0 modifier.
This skill is open to all rogue characters. If the DM agrees,
it may be available to other classes on a case-by-case basis.
Attempts at bribery are not restricted to those familiar with
its intricacies, anyone may attempt to bribe someone else.
Those with this skill will be able to determine a “fair” price
and avoid a potential double-cross. Whenever a character
without bribery skill attempts to use this skill, they must
make a Charisma check at -4. Failure indicates that the
bribe is refused and that the character may be turned over
to the watch for his actions. Those with this skill will ob-
viously suffer no such penalty. It’s important that the DM
not allow the use of bribery skill to replace the role-playing
aspects of such transactions. Players who role-play such
attempts well should be given a positive modifier to their
bribery check while those who do not should suffer for it.
As you can see, there is much more to bribery than just say-
ing “I’ll offer him 10 gold pieces to look the other way.” It’s
much more interesting to negotiate skillfully yourself, with
phrases like “Hello, Sir Walter! I’m so happy you could
attend. I didn’t have time to get a gift for your lovely wife,
so why don’t you take this small gem and pick something
up for her yourself?”

1.13 A Day in the Life of a Peasant

Okay, so enough about the rich, the powerful, and the im-
portant. What about the little people? What do the poor,
downtrodden, oppressed masses think about all this feudal-
ism?

Surprisingly, for the most part the peasant underclass is
relatively well-off in most feudal societies. They are always
assured of work, their life spans hover around forty years or
so, and they rarely go hungry. When things get dangerous
in times of war, they usually have a place to hide and, de-
spite the myths to the contrary, the nobility treats most of
their servants extremely well.

But aren’t they slaves, pressed into service by the
wealthy aristocracy? Well, sure they are, in a way. But
the key point here is that the serfs understand the funda-
mental principles of feudalism, and so do their masters.
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In truth, the majority of the serfs are not slaves, as
open slavery of one’s own countrymen is frowned upon in
a feudal society. However, they are not completely free.
In fact, most serfs are victims of economic slavery. While
they don’t wear chains or find themselves bought and sold
on the auction block, they face no prospect of a better life.
Like slaves, they work at seeking out an existence day by
day. While they are able to pay their bills and such, they
are unable to set aside money for savings. Still, that’s the
way the system works and most are willing, if not eager, to
keep it that way.

For example, while the serf works the land under a grant
from the lord, all but a little of the produce from that land
goes back to the lord as rent. Usually, a little bit of that
food is left over to feed the serf and his family (who also
work that same land). Some of that food can be sold for
money at market, or back to the lord for a fair price, but
the lord has charges for everything on his estate that a serf
might need or want.

There are charges for using the ovens, for using the
tools on loan from the lord, for kegs of salt and spices, etc.
In short, since the serfs can’t afford to buy these things for
themselves, they have to pay the lord for them, and be-
cause all of their money goes to the lord, they can never
afford these things for themselves. As you can see, we have
a vicious cycle of inter-dependance.

The serf is free to pack up his family and leave at any
time. But since he is usually fairly well treated, has no
money of his own, and no place which looks better to go

to, why should he? You see, the lord needs his serfs as
much as the serfs need their lord. Land is no good unless
there’s someone to work it, and no one is going to work
dangerous land or land owned by a cruel taskmaster.

Serfs expect protection from enemies in times of war, a
fair amount of freedom (i. e. trips to Market Day, some
privacy, enough food, and the like), no uncalled-for beat-
ings or harsh treatment, and not to be taxed to the point
of distress and starvation. The lord, in turn, expects good
workers that will insure the continuation or growth of his
estate. You see, without the money earned from the agri-
cultural products of the serfs, the local manor would col-
lapse quickly from the lack of revenue. Many a castle has
fallen from a revolt of the serfs, as labor strikes are not an
invention of the twentieth century.

The serfs can also see that their labor goes into sup-
porting the lord’s army, which in turn protects them. As
long as war is a common danger, and could come at any
time, the better prepared the army, the safer the peasants.
A fair old lord beats an unknown new one any day.

So, what’s the down side? A serf’s life is simple, dull,
and unrewarding. The average peasant has no hope of an
improved status in life. Likewise, his children will be born
into the same lot that he was, and he can see no bright fu-
ture for them. Those who do want something better, and
are willing to risk everything for it, tend to become adven-
turers like the player characters. They either die, or they
become heroes. Mostly, they die.



Chapter 2

In the Days of Knights

This chapter is dedicated to the film Excalibur, which is
required viewing for anyone wishing to bring “real” knights
into a fantasy campaign. Herein, everything about both
historical knights and their fantasy equivalents is laid out
in an effort to add new layers of depth to your feudal cam-
paign.

Hopefully, you’ll find this material fascinating enough
to make the knights in your campaign more than just a few
two dimensional paladin types. Entire countries have been
conquered by just a few of these noble warriors, for better
or for worse.

The classic knight is the holy warrior in search of glory
for his god, king, and family. He repels hordes of invaders,
drives the heathens back across the waters, and recovers
stolen holy artifacts from the minions of evil.

However, history is filled with variations on the theme,
and fantasy takes things much further than that. History
tells us of the great germanic king Charlemagne who was
known as much for his great height (as tall as a modern
man) as he was for his skill in battle. Fantasy tells us of
warriors like Perseus, Beowulf, Lancelot, Sigfried, and El
Cid. These mythical men fought dragons with their bare
hands and wore the horns as trophies. Since we are deal-
ing with a fantasy game, these are the knights and heroes
which best suit our mold.

Knights are dedicated, almost always to extremes.
Lancelot would not give way to a king’s army simply on
principle, while Don Quixote stepped over the edge and
beat up helpless windmills. The dark knights of fiction &
Mordred and the legendary Black Knight & also were driven
to single-minded goals, and despite their evil cores, often
followed the same principles as their good counterparts.

However, in a game where teamwork is more important
than solo gallivanting, the single heroic figure can some-
times be lost. This doesn’t have to happen.

An air of mystery around a knighted character helps
keep the campaign tense. Maybe the paladin is hunting for
his missing father, or the dragon that burned his village.
The campaign should not revolve around this lone quest,
as almost all knights look for a “sign from above” for guid-
ance. This plot point can be brought up occasionally, in
between adventures focused on other characters. This en-
hances the sense of destiny around the knight and adds
immensely to the atmosphere of the campaign. In short,
knights are supposed to be a special, elite group of warriors.
They should be as quirky as your wizard, as devout as your
priest, and as cunning as your rogue & but in different ways
and for uniquely chivalric reasons.

2.1 Knights of Glory

As mentioned before, knights are the elite of warriors. They
are always considered to be noble, even if they were not
born so, as knighthood is one of the few ways for a person
of common roots to enter the nobility.

For this and other reasons, knights are accorded the
highest measure of respect in the kingdom. If a knight is
travelling within his realm or the realm of a major ally, he
can stay at any inn he wants for free. In the friendlier of
inns, his entourage can stay as well.

His crest and standard command respect and trust (un-
less the family is an infamous one). His word is usually
taken as law, for knights are renowned for their honesty,
integrity, and honor. In fact, truth and honor are the meat
and drink of true knights. Their armor is clean, their mount
proud and strong. A knight’s sword is always sharp, and
even the thieves give way when a knight comes down the
road.

Simply put, knights receive all the public respect ac-
corded any noble, and all of the private respect as well.
Knights are strong defenders of the people, and are seen
as the real power behind the throne. Tales of lone warriors
defeating barbarian hordes are always popular at Market
Day festivals. And any great battle, no matter how it was
fought, or by whom, is always attributed to a great knight,
whether he deserves the credit or not.

Knights even get to have their own castles and marry
beautiful princesses, usually of their own choosing! Ah, to
be big and strong and wear expensive armor.

2.2 Nothing is Free

Well, why isn’t everyone a knight? The answer to that is
fairly simple: Not everyone has, as they say, the right stuff.

For one thing, knights die a lot. You see, it seems
that charging into danger isn’t the safest occupation in the
world. Thus, knights have very short life expectancies (usu-
ally in the neighborhood of one or two battles). The honor
thing also seems to get in the way a lot, since a knight won’t
back down from a fight no matter what the odds are. In
such cases, a knight either flees (and disgraces himself) or
dies. Because they are known to be stubborn people, they
often choose the latter option. When this happens, their
armor is brought home, fixed up, and passed on to the
oldest son.

Knights must be ready to leave for battle at a moment’s
notice, whether for god, king, or family honor, and this

21
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also tends to make that marriage to the beautiful princess
a short-lived affair. Taking orders without question and
following a rigid code of warrior ethics tends to make a
knight’s job a bit of a roller-coaster ride. One minute,
you’re riding a white palomino to glory, lance in hand, and
the next minute your brave war horse has left you sur-
rounded by the great khan and his three hundred angry
sons.

It’s a dirty job, but someone’s got to do it...

2.3 War horses

While we’re discussing some of the good and bad points
of knighthood, it’s time someone mentioned the knight’s
faithful side-kick, his war horse.

Any knight worth his silver spurs has spent a lot of
time choosing, raising, training, and pampering his mount.
Whether this is the silver dragon given to you by the elven
king, or a real good deal you found at a farm, a mount is
often a knight’s only method of travel.

Knights are very close to their mounts. A well-trained
war horse can be counted on to drag a fallen knight to
safety, defend his master’s body after a staggering blow, or
even return a slumped rider to his manor. A good mount
is not only an aid to a knight, but a necessity.

From the campaign point of view, a knight’s mount can
be a source of drama and personality. Remember that such
an animal is known for his unusual intelligence and his loy-
alty to his master. By giving the war horse a few interesting
traits, the DM can add a great deal of color to the knight’s
life. Pity the poor thief who is caught going through the
master’s pack by his mount.

2.4 In Search of High Adventure

High adventure. This is not the crude wenching of such
salty warriors as barbarians. No, these are noble quests in
search of great treasures and the downfall of vast evil pow-
ers & where dragons’ hordes are stripped from their evil
clutches in conflicts steeped in blood, fire, and steel.

Alright, you probably get the idea. The AD&D game
lets you leave the boredom of real life and jump right into
the very myths of our past. Note that the classic epic
hero has always been a warrior, since wizards never existed,
priests don’t cast spells in reality, and thieves only adven-
ture when they have to.

Unfortunately, that leaves some of the other character
classes out in the cold, but that’s okay, they have their own
ways of achieving glory, wealth, power, and (best of all)
knighthood.

2.5 Knighthood for Non-Warriors

This brings us to knighthood in general. As most of you
technically-oriented types already know, the terms “knight”
and “knighthood” have been rather loosely thrown around
here.

Strictly speaking, anyone can be a knight as knight-
hood is bestowed by the king upon those who have done
him and the country a great service worthy of recognition.
While such occasions are extremely common for warriors

in times of war, it is possible for any character to become
knighted.

It is also true that a real warrior-knight travelling with
the party makes such recognition easier to come by, but it
is also true that many deserving party members have been
passed by at times like this, while the warrior of the group
is accorded full honors as if he had done the entire deed
alone!

However, that is rare. Most knights are warriors raised
by the nobility and then sent out on missions of conquest
or defense. Freelance adventuring warriors are always con-
sidered to be knights errant, privately working for the king
all along.

All persons knighted get to add the prefix “Sir” or
“Lady” to their names. Failure to address a knighted indi-
vidual in the proper manner is an insult which has, on more
than one occasion, led to a challenge. Further, knighthood
is hereditary. Thus, a knight’s heirs will claim his title when
he dies. Non-warrior knights are not likely to be given cas-
tles in strategic locations in order to defend the kingdom.
Still, they can be granted control over a town, receive a
grant of land, or even a position of advisor to the court!

In campaign terms, knighthood is a nice way of taking
characters from the position of “low-level wandering no-
bodies” to “name-level noble members of society worthy of
honor and respect.” Naturally, such positions are always to
the benefit of the king, and are also likely to indicate that
the king is now ready to watch carefully and/or utilize his
new “resources.”

Fealty goes both ways though. While the characters can
expect to be the king’s errand boy every once in a while,
they also earn the right to contact him when things are
getting out of hand and they need help. More than likely,
the king would want to know about such problems anyway.

Let the knights in your campaign “strut their stuff” as
much as they want when things are quite. Remember the
old saying, “with great power comes great responsibility.”
Things will turn nasty soon enough and the would-be heroes
will find themselves up to their visors in danger.

2.6 The Road to Knighthood

Most knights must be squired to a noble lord or knight,
and then trained in the arts of war by their masters. One
cannot just choose to be a knight and sign up somewhere.
Still, there are other ways to attain the status of knight
without this long training process, but they usually involve
great risk to one’s health and almost foolish bravery.

In some campaigns, the DM can choose to assign
knighthood to a character at first level, assuming that his
training as a squire was completed on the way to manhood,
and now the young warrior is ready to step out on his own.

However, depending on the campaign, this may not be
the best way. After all, where is the great deed done in
service to god, king, or country? Face it, at first level,
killing an ogre is a great act of heroism, but it doesn’t
rank up there on the royal top ten of heroic acts, now does
it? Also, more importantly, where’s the character develop-
ment? Does the whole story get made up and wasted in
100 words or less on a 3” x 5” card?

It seems more logical to allow the young cavalier or pal-
adin to train until manhood and then be allowed to make
his own mark upon the world. Some knights-in-training
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stay back and train the next group, guard the fort, or take
a safe job at home with “Daddy.” Those are the NPC kind
of knights. They reach name level at the age of 50 and get
knighted for “meritorious service in the name of the king-
dom,” which is a fancy way of saying “he didn’t get killed
or screw up real badly in all his years.”

But PC knights-in-training go out and seek little drag-
ons. As they years go by, they gradually allow their in-
creased skills and abilities to guide their sight’s higher and
higher until they are confronting world-shattering horrors
and standing alone against the greatest of foes. Training
for levels can be done on the road, as earned by deeds, or by
the PC’s lord, who gets to keep tabs on him and continues
his fatherly guidance over those years.

It is also suggested that, in a feudal campaign, the cri-
teria for obtaining a stronghold not be fixed at 9th level.
Being knighted, which may or may not come at 9th level,
should be the campaign criteria for such an important
event. It makes the gift more logical in such a setting
and gives the character an obvious reward to work for in
his travels and battles.

You can become a squire through bribery, by being left
on a doorstep, by cooking an unusually good rabbit for a
knight, by calling in an old family favor, by being chosen
by the High Priest at festival time, or by sheer luck. In any
case, the imagination of the DM is the only limit, and as
we all know, there is no limit to that.

2.7 Questing for Knighthood

The best way (from a campaign stance) to become a knight
is by completing a quest. Now, traditionally, quests have
involved things like recovering the Holy Grail from Mordred
and Morgan La Fey, or throwing a cursed ring into a big
volcano. However, unless your PC knight wants to wait
until 20th level to be truly knighted, it might be better to
stick to something smaller.

What kind of quest might do it? Well, that depends a
lot on the campaign. If there is a dragon in the land who is
a real nuisance to the kingdom, removing it is a pretty big
favor for the king. Maybe that dragon is in a very inacces-
sible place and no one knows where the lair is, turning that
information over to His Royal Highness would certainly be
worthy of attention. Perhaps someone important was taken
by the beast and the trick is to return the prisoner safely.
In short, the perceived magnitude of the deed (i. e. did
it make a really heroic tale afterwards) is more important
than the experience points earned.

Destroying a cursed object might involve nothing more
than dropping it in a regular old run-of-the-mill volcano.
Of course, that might still require six months of travelling
the high seas at considerable risk.

In all cases, try and let the player make the quest choice.
Give him or her as many subtle hints, omens, and por-
tents as you want, but the decision should reflect a personal
choice of the player, not an enforced requirement. Accom-
plishing one’s objective feels a lot better when it was their
idea.

By the way, don’t forget to make the trip worthwhile
to the other players. Include equally unique reasons to
go along, if the usual quest for random experience, trea-
sure, and high adventure doesn’t boil their blood. How-
ever, stress that this time out, it’s the knight’s chance for

glory. Note that a good DM gives similar chances for the
other characters as well, but for reasons that must vary
from character to character.

2.8 Any Excuse for a Party

Hooray! The deed is done, the beast vanquished, the ac-
cursed artifact destroyed! Now what?

Depending on tradition, the ceremonies of knighthood
can either be a solemn, private affair or just another excuse
for a really big party.

In classic English history, knighthood was a solemn gift,
bestowed upon the worthy subject with much pomp and
circumstance. The church gave its blessings, as did the
king.

However, in lands where the king isn’t quite so stuffy,
a royal knighthood is often a time of great celebration. A
good ruler knows the political value of associating himself
quickly with the doers of brave deeds. Also, the oath of
fealty to the king from the brave knight adds to the king’s
prestige immensely.

For purposes of the AD&D game, the following order
of events is suggested.

On the day of the ceremony, the capital city and the cas-
tle grounds have a carnival-like atmosphere about them. In
fact, the monthly Market Day may be rushed or postponed
just to take advantage of all of the newcomers attending
the ceremony. Such an event is advertised at least a month
in advance to get as much of a turnout as possible. It is
also not uncommon for the king to waive the Market Tax
and provide a pavilion of free food and drink in order to
promote a bigger turnout.

At high noon, the ceremonies begin with the most pow-
erful local church presiding. The service will be hosted by
the local curate at the very least, and may even merit the
attentions of a dean or primate. In all cases, the importance
of the knight’s social status and the greatness of the deed
will determine who conducts the affair. In the case of a
multiple knighting which involves individuals from different
religions, representatives of each faith will attend the ser-
vice. Usually, the state religion will assume a leading role,
but other compromises are possible.

Once the blessings and sacraments have been per-
formed, the royal procession begins. The king traditionally
taps the kneeling knight on each shoulder, uttering some
standard secular blessing. It may or may not have religious
connotations, depending on the nature of the campaign.

The knight is then expected to kiss the sword of the
king as a symbol of subservience to his new lord, and swear
open allegiance and fealty before all present. This continues
until all eligible persons are knighted.

Hip hip, hooray! Now the fun really begins. The towns-
people celebrate upwards of a week, until all concerned
are either drunk, broke, or both. A wise king throws in
a fair number of surprises, like free chickens at the market
grounds, or a chance to visit the royal stables. If he owns a
mount of power, like a dragon or pegasus, he undoubtedly
circles the castle and city many times to show off.

In short, make it an interesting affair, full of fun and
celebration, but don’t forget the adventuring possibilities.
Such events are field days for thieves and troublemakers,
and if the party starts trouble, they might have to help
clean it up afterwards.
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Also, as such events are announced in advance, an
opposing army amassed nearby (that had remained unde-
tected) surely takes the chance to attack the ill-defended
capital, hoping to strike a single killing stroke. Such an
attack is certainly dishonorable in the extreme, so make
the land and lord in question an infamous one. However,
such an attack is likely to be a random, haphazard affair,
and the players might play a major role in turning back the
impetuous invaders. If they do, then they earn even more
fame and glory. If not, the townspeople are not going to
be very pleased about the lack of protection, let alone any
unplanned-for change in leadership.

2.9 Demi-Human Celebrations

Okay, so the humans get drunk, sing a little, and chase
members of the opposite sex, but what do other races do
at such occasions? While the dwarven and elven versions of
chivalry and knighthood are discussed later on, this seems
the best place to describe non-human celebrations.

Elven Parties

The elves get drunk, sing very well, and chase members of
the opposite sex. They take a very light-hearted approach
to the ceremony, as they see such spectacles many times
over their long life spans. No disrespect is intended. In
fact, nothing is more respected than an elven protector.

The wealth spent on such affairs is enormous, but many
of the decorations have been used before. Gem-laden
strings of mithral wrap the trunks of trees, and gleaming
shirts of mithral armor come out of storage for the occa-
sion. Elven parties last for weeks, and little is accomplished
during such high festivals.

Dwarven Parties

On the other hand, the Dwarves get drunk, sing rather
badly, and chase members of the opposite sex. Dwarves
take such signs of glory very, very seriously. The high cer-
emony is attended only by a few and involves a blood-
bonding between the lord and his new vassal. Dwarves
know war is a serious matter, and glory attained in war is
worthy of the highest honor.

However, after the solemn ceremonies are over, the
dwarves go crazy for a few weeks just like the elves. Visi-
tors trapped in the dwarven caves during these times may
be overwhelmed by the wildness of such a normally solemn
race. Still, few who have ever lived through a dwarven
celebration will ever experience anything like it again.

2.10 The Chivalric Code

The chivalric code is the set of ideals which all knights are
expected to follow to the letter. How-ever, this code of
honor and truth often causes a lot of conflict for both the
knight and those he travels with.

While these guidelines have been presented in many
ways in previous AD&D rules books, and they have also
been reprised in the AD&D 2nd Edition Complete Fighter’s
Handbook, space has prevented a detailed accounting of
the reasons that such a code is followed, and what the
many consequences of failure might be. Herein, the code

of chivalry is detailed with an eye to playability in a feudal
campaign.

2.10.1 Medieval Code of Chivalry

A knight must cheerfully perform any noble service or quest
asked of him. If any person or item is placed in his care, a
knight must defend, to the death if necessary, his charge.
Naturally, any task incompletely accomplished is a sign of
physical weakness and spiritual failure.

A knight must perform military service to his lord when-
ever asked and must show courage and enterprise when
obeying his lord. This is the very heart of the feudal ideal,
and forms the backbone of medieval military organization.

A knight regards war as the “flowering of chivalry” and,
therefore, a noble enterprise. For the knight, battle is the
test of manhood, and combat is glorious. A knight’s first
goal as a warrior, therefore, is the personal achievement of
glory in battle. Without glorious deeds in times of war, a
knight is considered to be nothing more than a fancy mer-
cenary, having wasted years of his life training for ultimate
failure.

A knight must defeat all those who oppose his cause in
battle. Note that slaying your enemy is not always the best
way to make your point. Driving off an invader with a great
show of force allows tales to be told, rumors to be spread,
and keeps someone alive to warn against further invasions.

A knight must choose death before dishonor. Why live if
one must live in disgrace? Much like bushido, the samurai’s
code of honor, the knight is supposed to die before surren-
dering his charge. However, while a knight who blindly
charges the barbarian horde may seem ludicrous, the ulti-
mate result is the same, honor is served. A knight must
show respect for all peers and equals, honor all those above
his station (social class or rank), and scorn those who are
lowly and ignoble. A knight does not aid the ill-mannered,
the coarse, the crude. This applies to goods and services as
well. A knight does not use equipment which is badly-made
or inferior, as he chooses to fight on foot before riding a
nag.

A knight must show courtesy to all ladies (also see
“Maid to Fit”). Women are frail things to be protected.
They are to be cherished and honored, watched from afar
and never handled roughly.

2.10.2 A Modern Code of Chivalry

Some of the positions held by classic knights make it diffi-
cult to play a fantasy knight correctly. After all, much like
the samurai warrior, a true knight would only just get out
on his own before he had already headed off in search of the
evil high king across the sea. This makes for very one-sided
adventures (annoying the other players immensely) and very
short life spans. Rolling up a new knight every level is no-
body’s idea of fun. Here is a modified code which might
be more functional in the typical AD&D game.

Faithfulness

A knight must be true to his god. Any lack of faith is a
sign of spiritual weakness and immoral character. In the
event of an area of uncertainty, the knight should seek out
a priest of his faith and request guidance. In the case of
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minor transgressions, the knight might be assigned a task
to show his desire to make amends for his misdeeds.

Loyalty

A knight must be true to his country and his king. The
entire kingdom would collapse should the oaths of fealty be
dissolved. Be loyal to your lord, and your vassals will learn
from your example. Be disloyal, and beware every time you
turn your back.

Respect

A knight must be true to women or those who are less for-
tunate than himself, and honor those who have achieved
greater glory for their god and country. Those who lie,
cheat, and steal are beneath contempt as they are honor-
less cowards.

Honor

A knight must be true to one’s self. Only your god and
you know if you have been truly honorable, and lying to
one’s self can only lead to the further corruption of lying to
others. All lies, no matter for what cause they are told, are
dishonorable. It is better to not provide an answer at all
than it is to deceive anyone for any reason. This includes
shading the truth or lies based on the omission of facts.
Any intent to deceive is considered a lie.

Valor

A knight must be true to his profession. A warrior who is
a coward is not a warrior at all, but a worthless retch in
armor, preaching lies to all around him. You cannot earn
respect in such a manner, and you cannot keep a clear con-
scious by retreating from glory. It is better to die for your
cause than to surrender it. If a cause is not worth fighting
for, then war is to no avail. A challenge, especially to single
combat, is always the best way to achieve valor and glory
for your cause.

2.11 Maid to Fit

A short note is needed here to discuss the role of women
as knights. Women, especially these days, play in a lot of
AD&D game campaigns. Now, in a classic medieval set-
ting, women got to oversee the knitting, or the temporary
command of the castle while the lord was away & hardly a
great role-playing experience. However, with a little work
describing a female knight, we can get an idea of some ways
around the rather sexist codes of chivalry.

Since you are unlikely to be playing with major chau-
vinists in your game, once the female knight has “proven
herself” in the eyes of her fellow warriors things should
go rather smoothly and the problem is solved. Otherwise,
chauvinism will be a constant campaign problem.

Instead of seeing all women as things to be put upon
a pedestal and admired, a female knight sees all women as
allies, and has a firm grasp on the real behind-the-scenes
working of a kingdom and a castle. Female knights get
to use cunning and diplomacy to greater effect in such a
campaign.

However, if there are enough women to support a guild,
they can either have big chips on their shoulders (as a result
of overcoming outright prejudice) or they might just have
earned a fair measure of respect from the general popu-
lace. Female archers are particularly formidable for they
tend to spend more time perfecting subtle movements than
raw physical power.

As seen in heroic fantasy, female warriors are just as
powerful as the men, but stress different things about com-
bat. While a male barbarian lord is capable of splitting a
skull with his axe, a female knight might prefer removing
that head in a more surgical fashion, by passing her blade
through the throat.

2.12 Falling from Grace

A lot has been made of the power of the chivalric ideal to
control one’s destiny and outlook on life. In fact, it is ex-
pected that the code chosen be followed to the letter, even
to the point of extremes & like single-handedly charging
the ancient red dragon when there is no hope of success.

However, as is bound to happen sometime in a knight’s
life, he may “fall from grace.” Even a momentary lapse of
will can cost a knight dearly.

It cannot be emphasized how much a breach of trust
and faith it is to fail to perform honorably. However, there
are degrees of failure, and not every transgression is a world-
shaking event. In order below are some of the punishments
common in such circumstances, and the level of transgres-
sion required to receive said punishment.

2.12.1 Loss of Personal Honor

A knight who has shown minor cowardice in battle (by
avoiding a battle, etc.) or who has offended a lady, has
suffered a loss of personal honor. He has been marked as
spiritually impure, and the DM is encouraged to inform the
knight that he is now displaying tendencies towards neu-
tral or evil. The player should be informed of this change,
and such failures become idle gossip in the kingdom very
quickly. Further failings will result in an actual alignment
change and force the knight to deal with all the negative
effects of such transformations.

Recovering from such a transgression often involves
nothing more than a courageous stand in the next bat-
tle, or championing said lady in the upcoming tournament.
While the stain is not permanent and alignment can return
to normal, further transgressions, even if normally only mi-
nor, are now treated with even less tolerance and might
cause the loss of one’s family honor (see below).

2.12.2 Loss of Family Honor

Outright cowardice in the line of duty that does not result
in the loss of the battle or the striking of any women, are
the sorts of things that not only incur the penalties stated
above under “Loss of Personal Honor”, but also can have
long-lasting effects on the offending knight’s entire family
line.

Besides flagrant alignment violation, the knight’s liege-
lord is fully within his rights to repeal the oaths of fealty
sworn from such an obviously dishonorable character. The
revoking of lands, the freezing of assets, and the bitter scorn
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of the general populace are usually humbling enough to the
fallen knight. Some fallen knights choose to repent their
sins through the performance of some great quest, or by
entering into a monastery where, after serving their god for
many years, penance might be granted.

Other knights might opt to renounce the same titles
they have lived by, having had a more permanent change
of heart, and become knights-errant, or rogue knights.

2.12.3 Loss of Royal Honor

Now, the knight’s crimes are getting serious by anyone’s
standards. The knight has fled the scene of a battle, de-
moralizing his forces to the point of turning the course of
the battle, or the knight has harmed or slandered a lady of
noble birth & a chaste daughter of the realm!

Including all of the punishments detailed under the
“Loss of Personal and Family Honor” sections, the knight
and quite possibly his entire family line is likely to be ban-
ished forever from the kingdom. As enemies of the realm,
and to save the face of the ruling lord, the knight risks
imprisonment or execution if he returns.

Nothing short of saving the king’s daughter from the
clutches of ultimate evil can win back the fallen hero’s
lands. By default, since they no longer have any lord to
serve or lands to represent, all such knights become rogue
knights. This knight’s family crest becomes a beacon of dis-
trust that haunts him the rest of his life. Heinous Crimes
Against The Gods or The King

This particular category is the most serious because
such things do not occur accidentally. Such heinous crimes
are premeditated and all the more despicable. This type of
crime is distinguished by the fact that it must be so awful
that the knight in question’s alignment is now irrevocably
shifted to evil.

Using our progressive examples, this time the knight has
actually led his lord’s forces into an ambush, turning sides
and helping to slaughter his own men, or the knight has
captured, ransomed, and possibly even killed the king’s own
daughter. Now, all of the penalties discussed above are just
for starters. This horrible criminal’s life is now forfeit. Ban-
ishment is proclaimed, but hardly necessary, as the culprit
is no doubt long gone after the deed. His crest, should he
remain bold enough to present it, attracts bounty hunters
and loyal avenging knights until the scoundrel is caught and
brought to justice.

Such a knight is the worst kind of rogue, a Black Knight,
and this is the kind of man great chivalric villains are made
of.

2.13 Rogue Knights

Now, you can use the above guidelines to keep your knights
in check or to build a better history for your noble houses,
but there are other ways to utilize the rogue knight’s life.

What if it’s a frame-up? How do you proclaim your in-
nocence when no one believes you? How can you challenge
the knight who framed you if you have already been ban-
ished from the kingdom? Do you start a new life, only to
return decades later to right the wrong, or does the knight
get the chance to challenge before the king? And what if
the framer is of much higher level that of the framed? If you
die defending your honor, then you’ll be considered guilty,

and if you fail to challenge, then you are also assumed to
be guilty.

And what about the problems faced by men like Sir
Robin of Locksley (Robin Hood)? His lands were taken by
an evil usurper to the throne while the true king was held
captive across the sea. Which king do you serve and which
is the most honorable road to travel? Do you dare fight
your old comrades?

As you can see, knights and rogue knights make not
only the best NPCs, but also add spice to any PC back-
ground story. Better yet, the DM can throw such a curve
into the campaign as it is running, causing all sorts of great
role-playing opportunities.

2.14 Heraldry

Every knight or noble worth his castle has a family crest
or banner. In fact, once a new noble is knighted, a banner
bearing the family heraldry must be sent to the king’s castle
where it is hung proudly in his great throne hall, another
sign to all visitors of a king’s vast wealth and power.

While every noble has a coat of arms, this section is
specifically tailored to warrior knights in particular. As their
standards are the most colorful and meaningful, they offer
the best examples of the great art of heraldry. However,
any noble can bear a coat-of-arms, and any important per-
sonality (PC or NPC) can have their own personal etched
rune, wizard mark, or identifying glyph, and these guide-
lines can be used by any person interested in adding just a
little bit more flavor to their fantasy persona.

2.14.1 Standards

Most notably, a knight’s standard appears in five places:
on his armor, his shield, his lance-banner (when leading a
charge to battle or shown at the beginning of a tourna-
ment), on a large banner or flag flying high above his cas-
tle, and on his private signet ring (which is used to leave an
impression in sealing wax on letters and legal contracts).

The standard can include anything from the favorite
flowers of a knight’s lady to the depiction of the knight’s
most hated enemy or heroically vanquished foe. In classic
medieval history, the objects placed on the standard usually
had no apparent meaning to those outside the family. Of-
ten that secret was not passed down to the next generation
of the family either, making things very confusing indeed if
a genealogy is attempted.

However, for our purposes, it really adds very little to
the game if such standards are useful for nothing more than
identifying the enemy during a foggy battle. For all players
interested in adding some color to their characters, some
more thought is required.

The royal standard is born only by the king, his squires,
and his personal knights, guards, and army. However, some
kings require at least a portion of their standard to be in-
cluded somewhere in the standards of any sworn vassals,
noble or knighted. In such cases, the king’s symbol is some-
thing simple and easily recognized, like a sun, moon, lion,
single bar, background color, or even a dragon, which is
easily incorporated into any lesser standard.

Before a campaign is begun, at least the king’s standard
should be described to the characters, as his followers are
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to be treated with the utmost care at all levels of adventur-
ing. The standards of any neighboring allies and enemies
and the local noble manor should also be determined before
play commences fully.

If the DM is using the option of waiting to knight
his warriors until they have become worthy of the honor
through great deeds, then the knight-in-training must bear
the standard of his lord until he has earned the chance to
create his own noble line. Otherwise, players should detail
their family crest and history during the character creation
phase and submit this to the DM for approval and inclusion
into the campaign.

In particularly large kingdoms or worlds where there is
an emperor, it is possible for a newly knighted warrior to
have more than one required symbol in his standard, mak-
ing the customizing of his own standard a difficult one.

It is now readily apparent why the Heraldry skill in the
Players Handbook becomes useful. With this skill, it is pos-
sible to deduce another knight’s allegiances, family history,
and record of previous deeds or crimes. It also becomes
equally apparent why the DM needs to whip up some of
this information beforehand! Use it to drop hints about
an ancient weapon known to be wielded by a famous, or
infamous, knight. It also comes in very handy during a
tournament.

In any case, the exact nature and meaning of the stan-
dard is left up to the character and the DM. Below we
present two examples, one from history and one from fic-
tion, to guide the DM in this matter.

Richard the Lion-Hearted

Richard the Lion-Hearted, renowned king of England, bore
a “lion rampant” (i. e. attacking lion) upon all of his
noble devices. This symbolized his strength and aggres-
siveness in battle. While there is no real lion in Richard’s
past, the symbol of the lion was based on his deeds as a
young man, his large stature, and his skill in battle.

While some standards bear little resemblance to the his-
torical perception of some knights, Richard’s was eminently
appropriate. Since then, many of England’s kings have fol-
lowed Richard’s example and have incorporated lions into
their standards.

In an AD&D game, thousands of animals and monsters,
both good and evil, can be utilized in a similar fashion.

Lancelot Du Lake

Lancelot, as portrayed in the film Excalibur, bore an em-
bossed picture of the Holy Grail on his chest as a symbol of
his search for perfection. It was legend that only the truest
knight, perfect in all respects, could find the lost Holy Grail.
While the existence of the Grail can be doubted, it is not its
reality that is important, as the Grail was a visible symbol
of something that was not visible to the knights: perfec-
tion. Such symbolism can add greatly to a PC knight’s
coat-of-arms.

2.14.2 The King’s Standard

As an example of incorporating the lord’s standard into
one’s own, imagine that the great overlord’s standard is a
gold dragon. If a king under him has a silver dragon, inter-

twining the two dragons is a standard rich in artistry and
symbolism for a feudal environment.

If the king uses the symbol of a stone tower to remind
people his castle has never fallen to siege, the emperor’s
gold dragon can be spread out behind the tower, indicating
that the tower is protected by a greater power as well.

2.14.3 Altering the Armor Further

When knights spent more time dressing themselves for war
than actually fighting, they continued to alter their armor
in decorative ways. One of these ways included modifying
the helmet to resemble something in the knight’s standard,
like a hawk’s beak, the wings of a pegasus, or the fangs of
a vampire.

Another alteration involved the outer appearance of the
armor. While it is customary to paint the noble standard
on the armor, it can be quite an elaborate affair. Molten
precious metals like silver and gold can be used like paint
at such times.

However, someone who has such funds available usually
goes to the trouble of embossing his standard more per-
manently. This includes actually denting and shaping the
armor in and around the symbol like a bas-relief sculpture.
This can then be augmented by gems, precious metals, or
anything else the knight desires. Since this increases the
value of the armor, and the expenses to repair it once dam-
aged, only the very wealthy prepare their battle armor in
such a fashion. Usually, a second set of armor, not suit-
able for combat use is prepared for special occasions and
high ceremonies, like weddings, knighthoods, and councils
of war.

Even the very armor itself can be modified slightly, to
look more rounded or sharp, depending on the effect de-
sired. Some things, however, speak louder than any crest
of standard when it concerns one’s armor. Any knight walk-
ing the land in a suit of blue-green metal embossed with
runes of mystic power is not to be taken lightly.

2.15 Demi-Human Knights

Knighthood and the Code of Chivalry are primarily states
of mind and occupations chosen by the person in question.
In fact, adapting knighthood to other demi-human societies
can add a lot of spice to the campaign, and a great deal of
depth to some non-human societies. Following the guide-
lines presented in the two examples below, an ambitious
DM can throw all sorts of curves to his players.

2.15.1 Elven Knights

Elves follow the code of chivalry to the letter, except when
it comes to battle. Elven life is too precious to be squan-
dered needlessly against lost causes. When they do sacrifice
themselves, it is only for the greatest good of the elven king-
dom or in defense of their companions. In short, elves as a
people avoid war whenever possible. They prefer to depend
on politics to settle disputes, and are far less aggressive than
most of the other races in an average campaign.

Elven knights place a high regard for the ceremonial
aspect of chivalry, as well as respecting their peers and su-
periors. However, they are quick to the point of snobbery
in showing contempt of those beneath their station and
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those of ignoble ideals. To their credit, elven knights place
no weight on class differences in such judgments, just on
personal character and reputation.

Since women are equals among men in elven society,
the respect elven knights show for women is more courtesy
than outright adoration. Importantly, while the majority of
the elven cavalry is comprised of male elven knights, most
elven archer companies contain a majority of women.

Elven knights almost never wear plate armors, but pre-
fer more lightweight, flexible armoring made of fine chain.
As elves prefer battle within forested environments where
they can rely on their natural adeptness in such surround-
ings to give them an added edge, they consider plate armor
too noisy and bulky for such maneuvering.

It is important to note that magical elven chain mail is
only given as a gift to worthy men and women who have
honored themselves in the defense of elves and elven lands.
It is rare, but not unheard of, for non-elves to earn such a
gift if their deeds warrant it. Non-elves are never taught
the secret of making and enchanting elven chain mail.

Magical elven chain can be found in treasure hoards, of
course, but if knowledge escapes of its recovery, elves are
sure to converge on the discoverer with offers for the suit’s
purchase. A reasonable price is offered, and any person
who does not sell their prize, is hounded for many years
until death takes the short-lived mortal, or until a better
price is reached.

The elves will not give up the quest, as they see the
common use of such a great prize tends to lessen its over-
all value and significance for all others. Also, the elves do
not want untrustworthy armorers to get a hold of any elven
chain mail, lest they manage to discover its secrets through
magic or research. Such a discovery by outsiders would risk
war.

Elven knights that choose to wear plate armor (very
rare) always make them look like they were made from
mithral. A highly polished coating of the shiny silver metal
is applied almost like paint to the armor, and the suit then
gleams and shines in even the most indirect lighting. In
fact, the greatest of kings or the richest of knights often
take their armor to the elves for such detailing once it has
been purchased.

2.15.2 Dwarven Knights

Dwarves take their warring very seriously indeed, and their
views on war and honor would make any visiting samu-

rai warrior proud. Dwarves, in stark contrast to the elves,
would rather die in glorious battle than any other way. It is
even said that dwarves always lair near a dragon or a large
colony of giants just to keep a steady scenario of conflict
going. To their credit the dwarves are always ready for war.

In fact, during the numerous battles between elven and
dwarven forces, it has always been the elven kinship with
animal and plant life that has kept them one step ahead
of their dwarven enemies. The elves always seem to have
enough time to get ready for a battle, no matter how well
the dwarven forces try to conceal themselves.

As mentioned earlier, the dwarves take the ceremonial
aspects of their idea of chivalry very seriously, but keep such
things rather private.

The “respect for women” notions are pretty much ig-
nored by a rather chauvinistic male dwarven hierarchy. In
a society geared for war and hard work in the mines, there
seems to be no glory available for the little ladies.

Now, that is not to say that dwarven women are mis-
treated. That is far from the truth. They are given equal
rights and protection under all laws, and dwarven marriages
are ones of partnership, not obedience.

The dwarves like to make their armor heavy, plated, and
black. Almost without exception, all dwarven-sized armor
is actually made from dwarven forged iron. A dwarf will
not wear armor forged by any other race, for their pride is
quite strong and their codes of honor very exacting on such
points.

While elven armors require constant repair if they are to
remain attractive, dwarves place less value on appearance
and more value on defense. Dwarven plate armor is treated
as plate mail +1, but is almost 50% heavier than human
plate. This means that a dwarven set of plate armor (sized
for a 4’ tall dwarf) weighs just about as much as a hu-
man set of plate (sized for a 6’ tall knight). Unfortunately,
dwarves rarely make their armor for humans, and do not
know how to make either field or full plate armors. Their
own limbs and joints do not have the mobility necessary to
make a functional set of those full-body armors, and so the
dwarves will have none of it. Just like the elves, dwarves
don’t teach non-dwarves their metallurgy secrets.

Dwarves dwell extensively on their own version of her-
aldry, based on the personal histories and family genealogies
of the entire dwarven race. Dwarves are remarkable at re-
membering long list of names, and spend a great deal of
their lives memorizing details about everyone they ever see,
meet, or hear about.



Chapter 3

The Tournament

So maybe your player characters haven’t earned the
fame and glory which should get them a castle of their
own yet. Maybe the thought of chasing a dragon, even a
little one, is still the stuff of their dreams. What does the
would-be knight do in such cases?

Well, organized competitions or tournaments are a great
way for the player characters to “mingle” with the local
nobility and show off their stuff. It may be that a good
performance in, say, the archery contest will earn the char-
acter the right to marry the prince or princess of the realm.
Once everyone knows how good you are, fame and glory
are only a few steps away!

3.1 High Holidays

All societies take time off for one reason or another. Usu-
ally these official holidays are: religious (if one religion is
truly dominant in the area), agricultural (commonly at the
equinox and solstice), or political in nature. In the latter
case, they often mark the founding of the country or some
great victory of war or revolution. Usually, one can count
on one officially recognized holiday every other month or
so.

Religious holidays rarely involve either fairs or tourna-
ments. These are traditionally times of fasting and personal
sacrifice to one’s church. They are always placed on days
significant to the given religious calendar (i. e. the death of
a saint, the resurrection of a god, the founding of a new or-
der). Holy knights, like paladins, tithe their incomes to the
church during ceremonies held on these occasions. They
also spend a lot of time seeking guidance from both their
local priest and their patron deity. Visions of great quests
often come at such soul-searching times.

Agricultural holidays are celebrated by the rich and the
poor, and there will be both common fairs and a royal tour-
nament held to mark such occasions. Those marking the
harvest in autumn and the end of the planting season in
spring usually last for a week at a time, while all others last
but a day.

Political holidays are times of private parties, town pa-
rades, and local noble tournaments. Unless the political
deed had great significance to the realm and the king in
power, no royal tournament is likely to be held on this day.
In essence, towns hold large Market Days on these days,
supplanting the need for the usual monthly Market Day.

3.2 Private Celebrations

Occasionally a lord or king will be particularly blessed dur-
ing the course of a year. Some examples of such blessings
include a wedding, birth of a first born heir (or any royal
prince or princess), major victory in war, successful truce,
or the defeating of some ancient lingering menace to the
realm, like a dragon. Often this involves only the lord in
question throwing a lot of money and food around at the
next Market Day.

However, the local lord may wish to sponsor a tourna-
ment or fair. He might want to graciously invite the new
ally or vanquished foe to attend. He might just want to
show off his new son, or give a big sendoff to his departing
heirs.

3.3 Tests

Sometimes a king or lord feels the need to test his knights,
especially if there has been a lack of war recently, or too
many incidences of cowardice or bumbling. There might
even be a regularly scheduled test every other year or so,
depending on the size and nature of the campaign.

3.4 Challenges

Whether as a friendly competition between two rival lords,
or as a hostile challenge between two knights in dispute
(see “Personal Challenges”), challenges make for the most
interesting of tournaments.

For example, the royal archery tournament depicted in
the film The Adventures of Robin Hood was held for the
sole purpose of identifying and trapping Robin Hood, well-
known as the “finest archer in England.”

It is also a great way to lure an enemy’s finest knights
into ambush, or away from something they are protecting.
However, such an evil deed is most unsporting and would
only be attempted by a black knight.

Fortunately for the plotter, the code of chivalry requires
that any charge or challenge be taken up. Since a tourna-
ment is another form of combat, and combat is glory, no
knight can refuse such a challenge. But that doesn’t mean
the knight cannot be prepared, i. e. bring along some
friends in case of trouble, put his lands on alert status,
etc. Naturally, this assumes he knows or suspects that the
challenging knight is up to something.
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3.5 Local Fairs

Local fairs are like carnivals and circuses are today. All man-
ner of strange and exotic beasts and monsters are paraded
before the mystified public. There are games of chance like
the dagger toss, dunk the peasant, and chasing a greased
pig with prize money tied around its neck. There are com-
petitions for chopping down trees the fastest, catching the
biggest fish, baking the best pie, racing horses, ale guz-
zling, and a variety of sporting events, including tossing
horseshoes and medieval versions of soccer and stickball.

3.6 Noble Tournaments

Noble tournaments are very rich in adventuring opportuni-
ties. Unless the tournament is private it is always open to
the general public as well as the nobility. However, the very
types of competition leave little room for nonprofessionals
to earn any honors. If they do prevail, however, the prize
monies are enormous & often enough to allow a serf to
retire or buy his way into the yeoman class.

These affairs are attended by the nobility, first and fore-
most. The food is prepared by gourmets, the tents are of
the finest linens, local cavalry troops ride by on parade,
and all of the knights and nobles are trying to outdo each
other. However, the real competition is down on the field,
and that is what everybody has come to see.

3.7 Jousting

Squires and would-be knights compete in their own jousts.
These contests are round robin events, with the victors of
each contest moving on to the next round. Note that the
competition is open to rich and poor alike. Officials in-
spect all lances before the competition and no contestant
is allowed to battle without a shield. All such contests are
conducted under nonlethal rules and use blunted lances.

Winning such a contest often gets the victor and his lord
much prestige, and sometimes a better home. Another lord
may offer to “take over the knight’s training” for a hefty
sum if the winner is already a knight-in-training. Or, the
rogue squire or warrior who wins might get an offer of pa-
tronage from a noble house interested in training knights.
In any case, the reward money is usually enough to encour-
age the victor to further competitions in the future, wherein
he might just make quite a name for himself.

The main joust is also round robin but open only to
knights of the realm. In addition, each knight chooses a
lady to champion. If he wins honorably, the victor brings
honor to his name, the lady he has chosen, and the sponsor
of the tournament. Disgracing the joust, either by killing
an unarmed foe, harming or killing a mount, or in some
other manner, is considered a “Loss of Family Honor” or
worse (see “Falling from Grace”).

Winning a royal joust often earns the knight the posi-
tion of Royal Champion, meaning sometimes that there’s
going to be a new Captain of the Royal Guard, Lord High
Chamberlain, or Lord High Marshall in the realm. At the
very least, the knight earns the right to hold the next royal
tournament at his castle. If he decides not to do so, for
whatever reason, there is no loss of honor, and the tourna-
ment returns to the royal castle the next time. The knight
retains the title of Royal Champion until the next royal

tournament. Note that the result of lesser jousts has no
bearing on the standing of the Royal Champion, although a
number of losses to the same rival might boost the betting
odds the next time around.

Sometimes, for show, the winner of the open joust com-
petes against the winner of the royal joust, but usually the
former backs down without loss of honor, deferring to his
obvious superior, the Royal Champion.

Magic items of all kinds are permitted at a joust, but
anything which is deemed dishonorable by the list officials
cannot be used. Some examples would include any item
that removes the chance element to the game (i. e. a
lance that never misses, or a shield that always blocks).
Such an item, if discovered after the joust has begun, causes
the wielder to forfeit automatically. A minor “Loss of Per-
sonal Honor” ensues (see “Falling from Grace”), as it is the
knight’s responsibility to be fair. Some jousts even go as
far as to ban magic altogether, providing their own lances
and suits of armor for the combatants to wear.

3.7.1 Quick Jousting Rules

To run the actual combat of a joust, each knight should
have a blunted lance, a horse, and a shield of some kind.
Naturally,the riding or horsemanship non-weapon profi-
ciency is required in order to safely ride the horse, but pro-
ficiency in the lance is not a necessity, although it never
hurts.

Each knight squares off at opposite ends of the field,
or on either side of the list (a long low fence). Lances
are levelled as the combat-ants charge one another, but no
initiative is required, as both lances are of equal length. A
simple roll to hit is all that is required and any rider so struck
must make a successful horsemanship proficiency check or
be forcibly dismounted. Whoever is still up wins and gets
to move on to the next round. If both riders remain viable
competitors, they turn and charge again. This continues
until somebody falls. If both knights are dismounted simul-
taneously, both are removed from the tournament.

A natural 20 automatically dismounts an opponent,
while a natural 1 strikes the opponent’s mount (doing half
normal damage). This is a dishonor to the knight and he
must forfeit the contest. However, since it is obviously acci-
dental, no further punitive action is taken and no significant
loss of personal honor ensues. Personal Challenges

In the case of a personal challenge between two knights,
the lances are not blunted, and a fallen knight is not
out unless he begs for mercy or is knocked unconscious.
The knight on horseback has the advantage because of his
height above his opponent and the length of his weapon.
The fallen knight can only use his sword, and any roll of
a natural 1 means the horse is struck. Unlike the fairness
shown above, this is a serious loss of personal honor, and
means the loss of the challenge and possibly other reper-
cussions as well.

Two challenging knights taken to the ground are pro-
vided with maces or hammers for the continuation of the
battle. Whoever is up and alive at the end wins, and he
has the choice of slaying his foe, or granting him mercy.
Usually, a knight grants mercy.
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3.8 Archery

Archery, because of its usefulness, is practiced by both elves
and men alike. Depending on the degree of integration,
tournaments may be open to all comers. If the tourna-
ments are separated, half-elves may compete in either (if
they are allowed to compete at all).

Archery contests are run a little differently. Usually,
the royal contest is held first, again in round robin fashion.
However, the last 3-5 archers (depending on the size of the
tournament) do not finish against each other, but rather
challenge all comers, noble or poor. The competition again
proceeds normally, this time until a victor is chosen.

Note that the archer is not accorded the kind of honors
a Royal Champion receives, except in the case of the elven
kingdoms, where the Royal Archer and the Royal Champion
are accorded equal status (and as mentioned earlier, might
well include women).

As with the joust, magic items or spells that render the
game unfair are grounds for forfeiture of the competition.

3.8.1 Quick Archery Rules

Each of the competitors is allowed to fire three arrows at
medium range (giving everyone a -3 to hit penalty) at a tar-
get treated as AC 10. Each contestant is judged only by his
best shot (i. e. his highest total rolled “to hit,” including
all bonuses for specialization, dexterity, and magic).

After all shooters have launched their best arrows, the
archer with the best shot of them all gets to move on the
next round. In the case of a tie, the targets are moved to
long range (i. e. -6 to hit) and each contestant gets one
additional arrow. The firing of single arrows continues until
the tie is broken.

Any natural 20 is a perfect bulls-eye and automatically

beats any other arrows that round, no matter how high the
“to hit” roll. Any roll that totals 20 or higher including
bonuses is clustered near the center, and if a natural 20 is
rolled at such a time, the arrow splits the best shot (i. e.
highest rolled “to hit”) on the target and wins.

3.9 Holy Debates

While priests have little to fight about, they do tend to
make excellent debaters, as they are supposed to be wise
and learned. Usually, the debates will center around a spe-
cific question, like “why are we here?” or “what is the true
nature of good and evil?”. They tend to avoid questions
of politics and never directly confront each other about
their faiths. While such events are not well attended by
the uneducated, they draw more than their share of sages,
luminaries, and the like.

3.10 Wizardry Competitions

Wizards engage in new spell competitions, showing off the
latest creations from the laboratory. Spells are compared
within spell levels, and originality is more important than
improving on an existing spell. Note that most wizards
never sell their spells afterwards, no matter how many of-
fers they get, as the envy they receive is reward enough to a
wizard and his sponsoring lord (if any). Those that do sell
their secrets often risk giving the competition a big boost
for next year!

In particularly powerful campaigns, there might be royal
competitions for best new magic items, categorized along
the lines of the tables in the AD&D 2nd Edition Dungeon
Masters Guide.
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Chapter 4

The Evolution of Castles

Every character’s dream is to find a plot of land, in
some area of the realm, and plant the foundations of his
kingdom by building a castle or keep. But there are a num-
ber of vexing obstacles that will need to be hurdled before
the dream can come true. The most obvious problem, and
the one that will be paramount in the player’s mind, will
be acquiring enough revenue to build his castle. In feudal
England, castles were very expensive to build. A simple
motte-and-bailey cost a local baron 700 English pounds, or
more than seven hundred and fifty thousand gold pieces in
game monetary terms. To build a large concentric castle
cost more than 2000 English pounds or nearly two million
gold pieces. Although the monetary needs may sound enor-
mous, this aspect of the castle construction is one of the
easier tests that will bare itself before the castle is finished.

4.1 The Castle’s Role

A castle is much more than a building surrounded by stone
walls or wooden palisades. It is more than a headquarters
for knights and their armies during battle or a storehouse
for goods in the wilderness. A castle is built for a lord and
his family, as a cultural centerpiece to the countryside, and
as a bastion of defense for the local peasantry and farmers
in case of war or invasion; it is the heart and mind of the
surrounding civilized lands.

A castle is also more than the stone towers and walls
that arise from a picturesque hill or outcropping of rock.
To provide for the lord of the castle, his many retinue, and
for the skilled artisans employed by him, a castle must also
be thought to include the land that is farmed by the local
peasants and the large tracts of forests where deer, wild
boar, elk, and other animals can breed and then be hunted.

Aside from having fields ripe with crops and copses of
trees and shrub, a castle serves as a gathering place for
skilled craftsmen such as blacksmiths, bakers, and carpen-
ters. As the castle grows and takes on new dimensions,
a village, town or, city may appear around it, bringing in
more professional artisans such as alchemists, bankers, and
cartographers.

A castle serves as the seat of the local government and a
base for judicial administration. A castle, more than likely,
will also have a prison or jail, a stockade for lesser offend-
ers, and the guillotine or block for murderers, highwaymen,
or serious offenders of the law.

The castle will have at least one chapel which small
hamlets or towns without a monastery or temple may use
for religious ceremonies, holidays, and festivals. A castle
may also act as a school for the local gentry, enabling their

children to learn to read and write. Others, the select few,
will come here in hopes of learning the vows and codes
which will lead to their becoming a knight.

The castle, in short, is the nexus for all activity and
commerce within the lands controlled by the lord or king.

4.2 Types Of Castles

Though the player need not follow any one castle disci-
pline in designing his keep, there are a number of design
types that he should be aware of. There are three basic
human castle designs, which include the Motte and Bailey,
the Curtain Wall Defense, and the Concentric Castle. The
style in which the DM desires to play his campaign, will ul-
timately determine exactly which design type or parameters
the player will be able use in building his castle.

There are several distinct phases or technological
achievements in building castles. The DM may stipulate
from which technological level, as described below, the
player can choose the design specifications of his keep.
Tech levels will be later used in describing castle modules
in which the player uses to construct his castle.

4.3 Technological Levels

TL Remarks
1 Early Wooden Construction
2 Advanced Wooden Construction
3 Early Stone Construction
4 Advanced Stone Construction
5 Early Gatekeeps & Hoardings
6 Advanced Gatekeeps & Machicolations
7 Grand Gatekeeps
8 Full Concentric Castles

Motte and Bailey Castles

The motte and bailey castle of the eleventh and twelfth
centuries consisted of a large mound of earth or a nat-
ural hill (the motte) topped by a wooden keep or tower
surrounded by a palisade and ditch. In many cases this
was surrounded by a number of buildings (the bailey) used
as accommodations for guests or extensions of the family
(older son, brother, mother, etc.), servant quarters, guard
towers or posts, troop barracks, stables, livestock pens, or
storage buildings. The whole area was defended by another
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palisade and ditch. The palisade of the bailey often contin-
ued up the motte to connect with the palisade there. En-
trance to the castle was through an outer drawbridge and
a gatekeep, which normally consisted of two sturdy tow-
ers flanking the drawbridge with winches within controlling
the lowering and raising of either a wooden or partial metal
gate. This basic defense system proved strong enough until
the early fourteenth century.

But the castle design had two major flaws, the first was
in its series of barriers (the palisades and ditches), which
could not support each other and allowed the attackers to
concentrate their forces against each barrier one at a time.
The second flaw, and one that would soon be remedied, was
the construction of the castle from wood, which tended to
make it easy prey to fire. Nonetheless, castles of motte
and bailey construction were built and inhabited through-
out medieval Europe for several centuries.

The motte and bailey design began to change as early
as the twelfth century by first replacing the wooden tower
on the motte with a stone tower or building. Later the inner
and outer bailey was changed over to stone as well. Sub-
sequently, the baileys accrued battlements in the form of
arrow slits, guard towers, and trap doors from which rocks
or boiling oil could be rained down on invaders.

The castle proper, the tower on the motte, was replaced
by two basic types of keeps, sometimes referred to as don-
jons. The easiest and cheapest type of donjon was the shell
keep, which was simply a stone wall following the line of
the motte palisade, with housing and other buildings taking
the place of the tower, and using the stone palisade as their
outer wall. With such a construction an open courtyard in
the center of the motte appeared. The main advantage
to the shell keep was that it could be quickly added to or
taken down, and that its weight was evenly distributed over
the hill so that it could be constructed on artificial mounds
of dirt with little chance of the walls crumbling under their
own weight.

The other type of donjon that appeared from the motte
and bailey design was the stone tower. These massive build-
ings of stone were so heavy that they had to be built on
natural hills, since constructed mottes tended to shift and
crack the walls of the stone tower. When a stone tower
was built, and no suitable motte was available, the engi-
neers sometimes built the tower on flat ground then buried
half of the tower, creating, in essence, an artificial motte.
The walls of a stone tower averaged 15’ thick and stood
as high as 50’. Supported by large stone or heavy wood
buttresses, the tower widened at the base to protect itself
from the onslaught of a ram or pick. An average stone
tower would measure approximately 3,600 square feet, or
an average of 60’ on a side. At the lowest levels, there
would be numerous windows and slits used (at first) for
ventilation and light. Later, these became arrow slits and
assumed a vital role in the keep’s defenses. On the second
and third floors of stone towers, the air slits enlarged to
about two feet wide and four feet tall, but rarely were they
left open (more often than not, they were heavily barred
and shuttered).

Entrances to a stone tower were either through a broad
door at the bottom level, or through a more personable
entry on the second floor. The second floor entrances,
however, were accessible only by a narrow stairwell that
wound clockwise to the doorway. In either case, many of
the stone towers had a small gatekeep constructed to guard

the entrances of both doors. Within the stone tower the
design followed quite similar to the original wooden towers
of earlier centuries, with a strong cross wall so that, should
the entrance to the donjon be forced, the defenders could
retire behind yet another line of defense. The cross wall, on
the first and second floor, was well built and had only one
door joining the tower together. As with its outer spiral
staircase to the main door of the keep, all internal stair-
cases wound clockwise giving the defenders room to swing
their swords freely, while the attackers had a tough time us-
ing their swords and shields (assuming that they were right
handed, of course).

The greatest weakness of the stone tower was its
squared corners, which were easily broken by siege weapons
and were quite difficult to defend (the defenders had to ex-
pose most of their bodies to shoot at invaders at the base
of the wall). By the beginning of the thirteenth century this
problem was slightly alleviated by rounding the corners of
the building and constructing a cylindrical keep. However,
just as the design started to take hold across Europe, other
advances beyond the fortification of the keep itself, forever
changed the view that the stone tower was the ultimate
defense of a castle, and only a few rounded stone towers
were built.

Curtain Wall Defenses

Until the mid-thirteenth century almost all the castles of
Europe were built with the motte and bailey design, a de-
fense system based on uncoordinated walls and towers to
wear the attacker down and permit the defender many op-
portunities to strike back. This rarely worked, however,
and the attacker more often than not simply tackled each
wall separately, reducing it to rubble and then moving on
to the next barrier. As time went by, fortification design
techniques from the east spilled into Europe. Many new
features began to be added to the existing castles and many
totally new designs began to appear. The significance be-
gan to shift away from the supposedly impregnable donjon
to the bailey walls, for it was wiser to keep the attackers
from breaching the outer most wall, then to let him in to
ravage and plunder the many buildings and storage houses
on the inside of the outer bailey.

The main improvements to the fortified walls were mea-
sures allowing cover for archers, modified battlements to
withstand siege engines and moving ramparts, and wide
walkways (catwalks) giving free movement of large num-
bers of troops and knights on the walls. There still existed
the main problem of sappers (miners) and siege weapons
at the base of the bailey. The only solution to keeping
the attackers away from the bailey wall, was not to allow
the attackers to get close. This was solved by the inven-
tion and use of the merlon, which was a raised portion of
a wall, with arrow slits, murder holes, and machicolations
enabling full scale bombardment of warriors at the base of
the fortification.

Another way to protect the wall from siege engines like
the ram, pick, or screw was through the use of brattices and
hoardings, a covered wooden platform built on the battle-
ments to allow missiles and stones to be dropped through
slots in the floor. These simple devices had been used since
the early twelfth century, but had been overlooked because
they tended to be easy targets for catapults and ballista-like
weapons, but the use of the merlon and hoardings together
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proved an effective way of keeping attackers at bay.
The greatest advancement in castle design and fortifi-

cation was the use of the flanking tower, which first began
to appear in the late twelfth to early thirteenth century in
parts of southern Europe. Before this time, square towers
or merlons had been set even with the outer bailey, but
by extending several towers outward, away from the rest of
the wall, it allowed the defenders to fire from arrow slits
on the sides of the towers along the length of the castle’s
outer wall. This meant that the warrior did not have to ex-
pose his body to attacking archers in an attempt to shoot
invaders nearing the wall.

Each flanking tower also provided cross fire for its neigh-
bors. When the outer wall was breached, it cornered or
contained the invading army into distinct regions. The first
flanking towers were three-sided, with their backs open to
the inner bailey, so that in the event the tower was captured
by the invading force, they would prove of little worth. As
time went by, the flanking towers became square and pro-
tected on all sides.

The advancements in the ability to make circular keeps
also came to apply to the construction of flanking towers,
and by the close of the thirteenth century most new flanking
towers were cylindrical.

Concentric Castles

The great-est period in castle development occurred during
the last days of the thirteenth century and the beginning
of the fourteenth with the advancement of the concentric
castle in Europe. The castles origins follows the crusaders
back to the distant lands of Syria and consisted of a num-
ber of circuit walls and towers, usually quadrangular in plan,
surrounded by another lower wall with its own flanking tow-
ers. The area between these two walls, usually only a few
tens of feet apart, was divided by a number of short cross
walls that segmented the tight inner courtyard; thus, if any
force penetrated the first wall, they would be confined to a
small specific area and immediately confronted with a like
secondary defensive wall. The area in the confined space
became known as the killing ground, since almost all of the
initial troops into this small area were decimated by archers
and falling stones from the second wall.

By the end of the fourteenth century castles were so
strongly defended, that attacking them was nearly out of

the question. The only option open then, was a long and
drawn out siege where machines of war sat idle until famine
and pestilence killed all within the massive stone walls.

Thus, the castle slowly faded from the focal point of
war and lost its well known role as the defender of peasants
and the gentry.

The Gatekeep

The player should take note of one vital aspect of castle
design & the gatekeep. During the eleventh and most of
the twelfth centuries, the gatekeep (a structure which pro-
tected the entrance way into the castle) consisted of two
square towers on each side of the bailey wall. Towards the
thirteenth century this was replaced by four towers, two at
each end of the entrance way, connected by a short stone
wall that provided excellent protection and bottled up the
enemy in the event that the gatekeep was breached.

At this time however, the four towers were still squared
block buildings. Drawing into the mid-thirteenth century
these squared towers evolved into rounded or circular tow-
ers. By the fourteenth century the four towers had been
connected by short hallways allowing freedom and security
of troops within the guarded gatekeep. Now, troops were
able to move freely from one tower to another without fear
of being struck by enemy artillery.

With the invention and use of a guarded gatekeep, these
buildings took on a more important role in fighting off in-
vaders. Since they stood, literally, at the doorstep of the
castle, the defenders inside had opportunities to sally forth
outside the castle. In this way, they engaged the enemy,
yet could quickly withdraw from the field of battle without
endangering the castle itself.

As this principle of design took hold in Europe, addi-
tional defenses, called barbicans, were often built to pro-
tect the gatehouse. The barbican acted as a miniature
bailey, extending walls at right angles from the castle’s for-
tifications. Any attack to the gatehouse then had to pass
through a very narrow cleft, from which artillery and archers
from within the gatekeep could rain death down upon the
intruders. As time went by, these outer bailey walls also
took on stone towers, mottes, ditches, drawbridges, or wa-
ter filled moats to further strengthen the entrance way into
the castle proper.
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Chapter 5

Castle Construction

Now that you have a basic understanding of the evolu-
tion of castle designs during the Middle Ages, it’s time to
get on with the actual construction of a castle of your own.

The first step in this process is fairly simple: use your
imagination. Take a few moments to visualize the castle
you want to build in your mind. Is it going to be a small
frontier fort or the major military structure of a mighty
empire? What is the area around it like? Are the local
serfs going to support the castle’s construction or oppose
it? Once you have an understanding of the overall nature
of your castle and its climes, then you can get down to
business.

5.1 Acquiring Land

Obviously, in order to build a castle one must have land
on which to place it. In the typical AD&D game, there
are many ways to obtain land. Some are above board and
heroic, others are not. The choice of techniques possible
in a campaign is left up to the DM, with the exact method
employed left in the hands of the players.

5.1.1 Royal Charters

One of the most well known means of coming into pos-
session of an estate is through the attainment of a Royal
Charter. A charter is an official document from a king or
emperor which gives legal permission to an individual or
group to administer a section of land in the name of the
crown. As a rule, such charters are issued for land which
is not within the boundaries of the kingdom, but which is
claimed by the throne. As such, a Royal Charter may give
away land which is also claimed by another government.
In such cases, open warfare or occasional skirmishes are
possible.

5.1.2 Land Grants

A land grant is issued to characters who have done some
great service to the crown. As a rule, they are accompanied
with a patent of nobility for the rewarded individual. Land
acquired in this fashion is still assumed to belong to the
person issuing the grant, but the vassal is given free charge
over all that occurs on it. This is the traditional means by
which feudal kingdoms are split up into manageable sec-
tions. Since a land grant is normally within the borders of
the kingdom, it is seldom disputed.

5.1.3 Conquest of Land

One of the more infamous means of coming into posses-
sion of land on which to build a castle is by taking it with
force. Examples of such actions might include the “libera-
tion” of a land which is rightly the king’s (in his opinion)
but which has been taken over by another state and the
taking of land held by a nation of opposing alignment. As
a rule, land taken in this manner will eliminate any chance
of popular support for the castle construction project. In
game terms, this means that worker morale (defined in the
next section) will never be better than “average.”

5.1.4 Purchasing Land

In some cases, it may be possible to buy land from a king or
other individual on which to build your castle. Since many
feudal kingdoms do not recognize the right of an individ-
ual (other than the king) to own land, this is often not a
possibility.

To determine the purchase price for land (when it is
available) start with a base value of 100 gold pieces per
acre for undeveloped property. Divide the base value by
the Production Modifiers (see the next section) for its cli-
mate, geography, and ground cover. Developed land will be
more expensive, with property in a town costing perhaps 10
times the computed value and land in a major city fetching
a price upwards of 100 times its “true” value. Persons buy-
ing land will want to keep in mind that they should, as a
rule, buy enough land for the castle itself, all the farms re-
quired to support it, a small village for those who work the
farms, and woodlands for hunting and future development.
As you can see, buying land can become a very expensive
problem.

5.1.5 Claiming Land

Among adventurers and explorers, claiming land is a fa-
vorite means of setting up housekeeping. If the character
or party are recognized as the first individuals ever to tame
or explore a given region of the world, then they are free to
claim it. If they are planning to establish their own country,
the characters are free to claim the land for themselves. Of
course, if someone else comes along and claims it as well
(see claim jumping), then a battle may ensue. Hopefully,
the characters are prepared for this and will be able to keep
their attackers from defeating them.

If the players lack the resources or the desire to set up
their own kingdom, they will want to claim the land in the
name of the ruler they serve. By so doing, they are almost
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assured to receive a Royal Charter or land grant which lists
them as the rightful rulers of the area. Kings and emperors
will almost always look very favorably on those who work
to expand their lands.

5.1.6 Theft or Claim Jumping

In regions which are only partially explored or which have
been claimed by a rival government, it is possible to “claim
jump.” In short, a force moves in, makes their claim, and
establishes a keep or village of some type as quickly as pos-
sible. They then attempt to hold the land, often asserting
“squatter’s rights” and fighting off attempts by others to
reclaim their rightful territory. Another possibility is the
theft of land. Although it is obviously not possible to actu-
ally grab the land and run with it, there are many dishonest
means by which ownership can be had. For example, a land
owner could be forced into betting his land in a dishonest
card game. When the last hand is dealt, he has lost. Fal-
sified bills of sale or wills are another possibility. As a rule,
only those of evil alignment will use such means to acquire
land.

5.1.7 Leasing

Although not a common practice, it is sometimes possible
to lease property from a land owner. This is much like buy-
ing the land, but assumes that a monthly payment will be
made to the lord & a sort of rent.

In return for his payments, the land is under the com-
plete control of the leasing character. Often, a lease will
be set up to allow the character a chance to begin building
a castle before he has acquired the funds to buy the land
outright. The price charged for a land lease is highly nego-
tiable, and DMs should base the monthly payment on the
value of the land (as computed in the section on buying
land) and the perceived wealth of the character.

5.2 The Construction Site

Now that you have determined how the character will come
into possession of the land on which he wishes to build, it’s
time to look at the land itself. The designer of the castle
must take into account the climate in which work will be
done, the terrain which workers must deal with, the vege-
tation on the site, and the availability of resources.

5.2.1 Climate Type

The first piece of information that must be generated about
the castle is its Climate Type. As you might imagine, build-
ing a castle in a temperate region is far easier than building
one in the frozen north or blistering heat of the tropics.

Each of the six climate types listed below includes a
Production Modifier(PM). This number rates the difficulty
associated with castle construction in that climate. A value
of “1.00” is the average from which all other numbers de-
viate. When you record the climate type, also note the PM
associated with it. PMs will be used later to determine how
much it costs to build your castle and how long it will take
to complete. Whenever you record a PM, remember that
a low number indicates better conditions and, therefore,
faster and cheaper construction.

Arctic (4.00)

This area of the world is marked by its frigid temperatures
and otherwise hostile conditions. The ground is made up of
snow and ice, for the region seldom grows warm enough for
water to melt. A castle built in such a region is probably
going to have to be supplied with imported provisions, as
there will be no local agriculture possible.

Examples of arctic climates in our own world include
both the arctic and antarctic, as well as the peaks of some
mountains.

Sub-Arctic (2.50)

While not as hostile as the arctic, sub-arctic climates are
harsh and difficult to work in. While a short growing sea-
son is possible, it is followed by a long and deadly winter.
Castles in this area will be very small if forced to depend
on their own agriculture. If food can be imported regularly,
then a larger castle is possible.

Much of Alaska, Canada, and Scandinavia fall into the
sub-arctic category, as do portions of Greenland, Iceland,
and the Soviet Union.

5.2.2 Temperate (1.25)

A region marked by distinct changes in season, Temperate
zones have short, but adequate, growing seasons and pro-
duce good harvests. Winters are harsh, but can be weath-
ered by those who are ready for them.

Examples of temperate zones on Earth include New
England, portions of Northern Europe, and much of south-
ern Canada and the Soviet Union.

Moderate (1.00)

Perhaps the best suited for human civilizations, these cli-
mates offer fairly mild winters, long growing seasons, and
are otherwise comfortable to dwell in. Nearly any type of
human society can be found in a moderate zone, with great
empires often having their seats in such regions.

Examples of moderate regions on Earth include much of
the southern United States and most of the regions around
the Mediterranean Sea.

Sub-Tropical (1.25)

Although these regions are marked by an almost year-round
growing season, they are generally too warm for optimum
comfort. Winters are short and, as a rule, not harsh at all.
Many regions in this climate will never see snowfall unless
at higher elevations. On Earth, much of northern Africa
and large portions of South America would fall into this
category.

Tropical (1.50)

The hottest regions in the world, the tropics are marked
by very high temperatures and nonexistent winters. The
growing season has no end, but there is no relief from the
harsh temperatures that dominate such areas.

Much of Central America and portions of Africa fall
into this category, as do sections of southeast Asia and the
Indies.
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5.2.3 Geography

The next important aspect that must be considered about
a potential building site is that of geography. In its most
simple terms, this can be thought of as the roughness of
the terrain. On important distinction must be made here.
An area’s geography refers only to the earth itself, and not
to what is growing on it. Thus, a barren arctic plain and
a flat field in a temperate region both fall into the plains
category. Later, when we discuss ground cover, you will see
the forestation and vegetation of an area come into play.
For now, though, think only about the rocks and soil.

As with climate type, an area’s geography will generate
a PM that must be recorded for later use.

High Mountains (4.00)

The most daunting and dangerous of geographies, high
mountains include only the most lofty of peaks. Travel
to and from such regions is assumed to be almost impos-
sible, unless magical means are used to aid the voyager.
Even dwarves tend to avoid such rugged lands, although
they greatly admire them and their solid construction.

On Earth, the mountains of Tibet might fall into this
category. Moderate Mountains (3.00)

Somewhat less imposing than the high mountains, these
regions are still overwhelming. Dwarves and gnomes dearly
love such places, and will seek them out above all others to
make their homes in. Human cultures in such places will
be few and far between, but not unknown.

The Swiss Alps and Rocky Mountains both have areas
that fall into this category.

Low Mountains (2.00)

Although rough and challenging, these areas are far more
friendly to human societies than the other mountain types.
Those cultures that do thrive in such regions will tend to
be small, for the difficulties inherent in such places make
large cities difficult, if not impossible, to maintain.

On our own world, the White Mountains in New Eng-
land and portions of the Appalachians throughout the east-
ern United States will fall into this grouping.

Foothills (1.50)

Unlike the low, rolling hills found in many parts of the typ-
ical AD&D game world, these regions are noted for their
rough terrain and broken nature. They are rugged and dan-
gerous, often considered to be mountains by those who live
on or among them.

Areas such as Greece, Turkey, and Italy fall into this
category.

Rolling Hills (1.00)

A very common type of geography, rolling hills are very
appealing to most human cultures. They offer the advan-
tages of rougher terrain without the hazards and difficulties
associated with mountains and the like.

Much of the United States and Europe is dominated by
rolling hills.

Plains (0.75)

Plains are regions of long, flat terrain without major ge-
ographical landmarks. They have no natural windbreaks
and are often subject to strong breezes and the like. De-
spite this, the plains are ideal for many occupations if the
climate is hospitable. The midwestern United States and
central Soviet Union are fine examples of this type of ge-
ography.

5.2.4 Ground Cover

The third important feature of the construction site is the
ground cover. For the most part, this refers to the vegeta-
tion that will be found in the region. For example, while it
might be difficult to build a castle in a mountainous region,
it becomes almost impossible if we cover the mountains
with a dense rain forest.

Each type of ground cover has a PM associated with it,
record this number when you determine the type of cover
you will be building in as it will be used later on in the
construction process.

Jungle (3.00)

This is the most difficult type of ground cover to work in.
The combination of dense undergrowth, towering trees, and
otherwise unsuitable conditions make jungle construction
very daunting. Jungles are also noted for the dangerous
monsters and animals that dwell in them.

Examples of jungles on Earth include the rain forests of
South America and the heart of Africa.

Dense Forest (2.00)

While not as difficult to clear and work as areas of jungle,
dense forests are still a major challenge to any castle con-
struction team. They offer resistance in the form of large
trees, heavy undergrowth, and fairly dangerous flora and
fauna.

Regions of the Earth that fall into this category include
the rain forests of the northwestern United States.

Light Forest (1.50)

Light forests are common in many parts of the average
AD&D game world. They can be difficult to work in, but
most construction teams are able to overcome such ground
cover with a little effort. In addition, the flora and fauna of
such regions are far less dangerous than those of the jungle
or dense forest environments.

Many sections of North America and Europe are cov-
ered with light woods.

Scrub (1.00)

This type of vegetation grows in areas where the soil is not
very fertile or conditions are otherwise too harsh for larger
plants to take hold. Scrub terrain is a fairly general category
that is meant to include any area without large trees that
is dominated by bushes, shrubs, and similar small plants.
Dangerous animals are rare and construction in such a re-
gion is fairly easy.

Scrub regions are common along the seacoasts of New
England and in colder climates of the world like Canada.
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Grasslands (0.75)

The term “grasslands” applies not only to wide regions of
savannah and veldt, but also to areas that have been under
cultivation. As a rule, the lack of heavy vegetation and ab-
sence of dangerous animals makes these regions well suited
for the task of castle construction.

Much of the midwestern United States falls into this
category, as do the farming regions of Canada and the So-
viet Union.

Barren (1.50)

Barren regions are noted for their absolute lack of vegeta-
tion. As a rule, however, this means that they are poorly
suited to construction because of the condition of the soil.
While such places are not as difficult to work in as deserts,
they are exposed to strong winds and make life difficult for
those forced to live and work there.

Examples of barren lands on Earth include the prairies
of the United States and the steppes region of the Soviet
Union.

Desert (2.00)

Two things make construction in the desert difficult: the
lack of water or other supplies and the unsuitable nature of
the soil itself. Although it is possible to build in the desert,
it is not easy.

On Earth, the Sahara and Gobi deserts fall into this
category.

Swamp (2.00)

Swamps, marshes, and similar wetlands are noted for their
hostility to man and his projects. Dangerous animals
abound, the land is soft and wet, and the climate is hos-
tile. Few places are more daunting to workers and engineers
alike.

Examples of swamps on Earth include the Everglades in
North America and portions of the Amazon river basin.

5.2.5 Resource Availability

Another important aspect that must be considered is that
of construction resources and supplies. If a castle is being
built in the arctic, then stone and food must be imported
from far away. Read through this section and determine
which category best describes the conditions that a specific
castle will be built under.

Distant and Poor (2.00)

This category is used whenever the resources (stone, food,
tools, and so forth) are far from the construction site and
of inferior quality. While this is the worst possible case, it
is sometimes unavoidable.

Distant and Good (1.50)

In this case, supplies and resources are of acceptable qual-
ity, but are very far away and must be transported to the
site. This is a fairly common occurrence.

Near and Poor (1.25)

In this instance, the supplies are close at hand, but are of
poor quality. While this is not the best case by any means,
it is the most common condition. As a rule, castles will be
built with materials from the local area, even if they are not
the best available.

Near and Good (1.00)

By far the best of conditions, this is a rare occurrence. To
fall into this category, a construction site must be near a
source of high quality supplies. The most common instance
of such a construction site might be the building of a castle
to defend a large town whose main industry is mining and
stone-working & obviously, not an everyday thing.

5.3 The Work Force

Now that the physical nature of the area has been deter-
mined and its various production modifiers recorded, the
design process can move on to its next phase. In this sec-
tion, we will deal with the people who live in the area where
the castle is going to be built. As with the previous section
on the construction site itself, all of the following character-
istics will generate a PM that must be recorded for future
reference.

5.3.1 Local Social Structure

The nature of the local people and their native culture will
have a lot of influence on the construction of the castle.
The reason for this is simple enough, most of the actual
work force will be drawn from these people. If they are, for
example, nomads with no history of building large, static
structures, then it will be difficult to work with them. While
they might not directly oppose construction, they will not
have an understanding of the techniques to be employed or
the tools that they may be required to work with. Care-
ful guidance and supervision of such laborers will be time
consuming and expensive.

Nomadic (2.50)

Nomadic people travel from place to place throughout their
lives. They build no long term structures and have no con-
cept of enduring projects. As such, they can be difficult to
train and tend to think of the work they are doing as foolish
and pointless. Why build such an immense thing when we
will all move on in a few months?

Semi-Nomadic (1.75)

Although these cultures have many of the same traits as no-
madic people, they do build longer lasting structures that
they may return to many times. For example, a central
temple might be established which several different tribes
may journey to for a brief period each year.Although work-
ing with semi-nomadic people is difficult, it is not nearly as
frustrating as working with nomadic societies.
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Primitive Agricultural (1.25)

These people have begun to understand the importance of
farming and the like. While less advanced cultures tend to
be victims of the environment, these people have begun to
confront and even change the local ecology to suit their
needs. They have fixed settlements that they live in all
year round and understand the concept of land ownership
in some basic way.

Agricultural (1.00)

The typical feudal culture, agricultural societies have orga-
nized farms, understand crop rotation and similar farming
techniques, and have a solid understanding of land owner-
ship. They recognize the importance of a large fortification
as a benefit to themselves and their own society.

Advanced Agricultural (0.75)

More advanced than the typical feudal society, advanced
agricultural cultures almost demand the presence of a cas-
tle or keep in their region as a sign of power, prosperity,
and ability. They also have skill and knowledge in build-
ing techniques far in excess of those possessed by lesser
cultures.

5.3.2 Worker Skill

The next important category is that of worker skill. If the
castle is being built by people who have a natural affinity
for stone work and fortress design, like dwarves, then work
will be quicker, cheaper, and of better quality. While some
might argue that it is cheaper to use unskilled workers who
can be paid less, they are not taking into account time and
money lost to training, mistakes, and lack of worker pride.

As a note, the following categories assume that work
crews will be largely unskilled, but supervised by artisans
and individuals with knowledge and experience. If no ex-
perienced professionals are available, the DM may wish to
reduce the worker skill by one level. If a wealth of experts is
available for some reason, the worker skill may be increased
by one level.

Very Poor (3.00)

This category includes all manner of people who have no
familiarity with building large structures, like dryads, sylphs,
or merfolk. In addition, it includes those who must be con-
stantly supervised or are not free-thinking, like the undead
or characters acting under some sort of mental domination.

Poor (2.00)

This class of worker is not familiar with stone work or similar
construction projects, but does not find the concept wholly
alien. The typical “man-in-the- street” would fall into this
category. In addition, some races that are not noted for
large scale constructions (like lizard men or troglodytes)
might fall into this grouping.

Average (1.00)

As a rule, nearly every construction project will be able to
recruit workers of this caliber, unless there are unusual cir-
cumstances that dictate otherwise. Persons in this group

have a natural affinity for stone work, like the average dwarf
or a skilled human construction worker.

Good (0.75)

Workers in this category are noted for their talent, produc-
tivity, and work ethics. They can be counted on to make
few (if any) mistakes and to undertake prompt corrective
action when accidents occur. An experienced team of dwar-
ven masons would fall into this category.

Very Good (0.50)

Those who fall into this category are the most highly skilled
of all construction teams. They make almost no mistakes,
have very few accidents, and are able to undertake even the
most daunting projects without fear of failure. The dwar-
ven artisans of legend fall into this category, as do stone
giants and similar races.

5.3.3 Worker Morale

Of course, no matter how good the building site or how
skilled the workers, low morale can spell disaster for a
project. In fact, highly skilled workers on a project they
do not support can spell doom, as they are able to sabo-
tage the project in subtle and disastrous ways.

Very Poor (3.00)

Workers in this category can be counted on to avoid work
whenever possible, to sabotage the project, and generally to
do a very poor job. Construction time is greatly increased
and costs are higher due to supervisory needs and constant
reworking of past errors. Slaves and prisoners fall into this
category, as do those who have no free will (skeletons, zom-
bies, or persons who are under some form of mental domi-
nation).

Poor (2.00)

While workers in this group might not go out of their way
to undermine a project, they will certainly not go out of
their way to help it along. Minor problems that might be
caught early on and corrected are ignored, leading to a po-
tential disaster later on. Loafing is common and the pace
of work is generally very slow. Poor working conditions or
cruel supervision can easily drive a work crew that normally
has “average” morale into this category.

Average (1.00)

Unless there are unusual conditions that might make a con-
struction team more or less inclined to work on a project,
they will fall into this category. Maintaining this level of
morale is simple enough if supervisors are competent and
skilled, conditions are fairly good, and the project is not
detrimental to the interests of the workers.
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High (0.75)

Workers with high morale tend to be interested in the
project for one reason or another. For example, they might
be the soldiers who will be stationed in the castle or might
recognize its need to defend them from a neighboring state.
For whatever the reason, they will work hard and attempt
to do whatever they can to speed the project along and
insure high quality construction.

Very High (0.50)

The most motivated work force available, very high morale
workers will put in long hours in bad conditions with only a
minimum of grumbling and fuss. They can be counted on
to take corrective action the moment a problem (or poten-
tial problem) is spotted. Their work will be of the highest
caliber and they will do everything they can to further the
interests of the project. Examples of those in this cate-
gory include the fanatic followers of a popular religious or
military leader and the henchmen of player characters.

5.4 Determine the Final Production
Modifier

Now that all of the major factors that will go into determin-
ing the ease with which the castle can be built have been
defined, it’s time to calculate the total Production Modi-
fier for the castle. To do this, simply multiply all of the
PMs that have been generated so far together. It is rec-
ommended that you round off your figure to two decimal
places when you have completed the calculation.

5.4.1 Castle on the Moors

In order to illustrate the design process, we will pause at this
point and present you with an example of castle construc-
tion. Those of you who are familiar with the first book
in this series, The Campaign Sourcebook and Catacomb
Guide, will remember the Castle on the Moors from that
text. For those of you who are not familiar with it, we have
reprinted the map and a brief description of the structure
at the end of this chapter.

The Castle on the Moors was built in temperate cli-
mate (Production Modifier of 1.25) on an area composed
primarily of rolling hills (PM 1.00). The region around the
castle was dominated by marshes and swamp lands (PM
2.00) and the available resources were somewhat distant,
but of good quality (PM 1.50).

In determining the composition of the work force, we
decide that the local culture is an agricultural one (PM
1.00). The local folk who will be called upon to build the
castle are typical humans. However, because the king has
commanded that this castle be built, he has sent along a
team of experts to supervise. The DM considers the matter,
and decides that their influence will increase the worker skill
from “poor” to “average”, giving the project a PM of 1.00.
Because the local people have been bothered by invaders
from the swamps before, they support the construction of
the castle and are considered to be of high morale (PM
0.75).

Putting the numbers all together, we find that we have
the following modifiers:

Temperate Climate 1.25
Rolling Hills 1.00
Swamp 2.00
Distant/Good Resources 1.50
Agricultural Society 1.00
Average Workers 1.00
High Morale 0.75

In order to determine the total production modifier, we mul-
tiply all these numbers together (and round to two decimal
places) giving us a PM of 2.81. As you can see, the loca-
tion chosen for the construction is hardly ideal, despite the
worker’s enthusiasm for the job.

5.5 Castle Design

At this point, it’s time to think about the actual castle
itself. What features will it have? How large will it be?
These and other important aspects must be decided upon
now.

Castle design is a modular process. For example, a sim-
ple outpost might consist of four round towers (each four
floors high), linked by a solid stone wall (also four floors
high), with a basic gatekeep set in the center of one wall
to allow entrance to the castle. From this basic description
of the structure, we can design the entire castle.

5.5.1 Castle Modules

Module Type Tech Time Gold

Barbican, Small 4 1,665 28,600
Barbican, Medium 5 2,050 35,200
Barbican, Large 6 2,880 49,500
Building, Small Stone 3 64 2,000
Building, Medium Stone 3 96 3,000
Building, Large Stone 3 144 4,500
Building, Great Stone 4 300 10,000
Building, Grand Stone 4 600 19,000
Building, Small Wooden 1 8 40
Building, Medium Wooden 1 12 60
Building, Large Wooden 1 18 90
Building, Great Wooden 2 40 200
Building, Grand Wooden 2 75 375
Tower, Small Round 4 720 12,000
Tower, Medium Round 5 900 15,000
Tower, Large Round 6 1,260 21,000
Tower, Small Square 3 840 14,000
Tower, Medium Square 4 1,080 18,000
Tower, Large Square 5 1,440 24,000
Drawbridge 2 40 550
Gatekeep, Lesser 5 1,950 33,275
Gatekeep, Greater 6 4,625 40,620
Gatekeep, Grand 7 6,410 110,800
Wall, Stone 3 30 500
Wall, Stone & Hoarding 4 36 600
Wall, Stone & Glacis 5 44 720
Wall, Stone & Machicolation 6 53 864
Wall, Stone & Postern 4 5 100
Wall, Wooden 1 1 5
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Module Type Tech Time Gold
Ditch 1 2 10
Moat/Channel 3 6 30
Motte 1 2 10
Palisade 1 1 5
Tunnel 4 25 100

The following modules can be used in the design of a cas-
tle. When you select a module for use, however, be sure to
take into account the tech level of the area (as defined at
the start of the design process).

5.5.2 Module Descriptions

Many of the terms used in the above table may be unclear
to those unfamiliar with medieval architecture. In addition,
the actual construction of, say, a barbican may be greatly
varied in different kingdoms. Thus, we provide the follow-
ing description of the castle modules in an effort to fully
define them for use in castle design.

Readers should note that the dimensions given in the
descriptions of the various modules are internal dimensions.
Thus, a small, square tower that is described as 30’ by 30’
has external dimensions of 50’ by 50’ because of its 10’
thick walls.

Barbican

Barbicans are a form of construction intended to protect the
castle gate from attackers. In this sense, they are much like
the gatekeeps that eventually evolve from them. Barbicans
are set into the outer and curtain walls of a castle.

Small barbicans are composed of two small, round tow-
ers set some 20’ apart with a stone building linking their
upper sections together. The space beneath the suspended
building often houses a gate, but may be found open from
time to time. In our module, a gate is always assumed to
be included.

Medium barbicans are composed of a brace of medium,
round towers that are spaced 20’ apart and connected with
a small stone building. Once again, a gate is assumed to
be included beneath the building.

Large barbicans are also based on two medium, round
towers but are spaced 40’ apart and have a large linking
structure between them.

In all cases, the floors and walls of the connecting struc-
ture have murder holes and embrasures through which at-
tackers can be assaulted. Further, each tower, whether
small or medium, is assumed to be two stories (30’) tall.

Buildings, Stone

Stone buildings are generally used in the design of a bailey
or castle compound, and are not an actual part of the cas-
tle itself. For those who wish to build themselves a home,
warehouse, shop, or other structure (either within the con-
fines of a castle wall or in a small village), these buildings
can be used.

Small buildings are generally square in shape. The walls
average 2’ in thickness and stand 15’ tall. The interior of
the building has 400 square feet of floor area (usually 20’
by 20’).

Medium and large buildings have similar wall construc-
tions, but have, respectively, 800 square feet and 1,800

square feet of floor area. Usually, a medium building is 40’
by 20’ and a large building is 60’ by 30’.

Great stone buildings are two level affairs, standing 30’
tall. Like the other stone structures, their walls average 2’
thick (more at the base, less at the top). Each of the great
building’s two floors has 1,800 square feet of surface area,
usually with dimensions of 30’ by 60’.

Grand stone buildings are large and impressive things.
They stand 45’ tall, having three internal levels. The build-
ing is usually 80’ long by 40’ wide, giving each floor 3,200
square feet of surface area. Other shapes and dimensions
are possible, but the internal surface area will remain simi-
lar.

Buildings, Wooden

Like stone buildings, the following structures are found
within the castle walls as out-buildings. In addition, they
make up the majority of buildings in a town, village, or
other community. The dimensions listed for each entry are
the most common, but builders are by no means restricted
to them. When determining the price and labor time for
a nonstandard building, base your estimate on the square
footage of its nearest equivalent from this listing.

Small, medium, and large wooden buildings have very
thin walls, usually only a few inches thick. Small buildings
are 20’ by 20’, giving them 400 square feet of floor space.
Medium buildings are 40’ by 20’ and have 800 square feet
of floor space. Large buildings, which are often found as
storage areas or large shops, are 60’ by 30’ and have 1,800
square feet of floor space.

Great wooden buildings are two story affairs that stand
30’ tall. They are 60’ long and 30’ wide, with 1,800 square
feet of surface area on each floor.

Grand wooden buildings are three stories (45’) tall and
measure 80’ by 40’. Each floor has a surface area of 3,200
square feet for a total of 9,600 square feet.

Ditch

Ditches are used in castle defense to make the land which
attackers must cross uneven and dangerous. While giving
their attention to getting past a ditch or other obstacle,
attackers are far more vulnerable to defensive missile fire.

Each ditch section is 10’ long, 10’ across, and 5’ deep.
Thus, a 100’ long ditch would require 10 ditch modules. A
ditch is not finished and will not hold water like a moat,
although water will pool there after a storm.

Drawbridge

A drawbridge, which is assumed to include a small struc-
ture from which it is operated, is used to allow easy passage
over ditches, moats, and other castle defenses. The average
drawbridge is 20’ long and 10’ wide. Larger examples can
be created by combining two (or more) drawbridge mod-
ules. The drawbridge is assumed to be made from hard
wood and is braced (or even shod) with metal to increase
its strength.
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Gatekeep

A major step in the evolution of the castle, a gatekeep
permits the defenders of the castle to confront attackers
before they reach the main gates themselves. In essence,
a gatekeep is much like a barbican that is set away from
the castle walls and connected to them via a pair of strong
stone walls. Even if the outer barriers of the gatekeep are
breached, the walls act to create a killing field that makes
the final assault on the gates even more difficult.

A lesser gatekeep consists of two small, round towers
and a linking structure (essentially a small barbican) that
are set some 20’ out from the castle’s main gate. Two 15’
high walls run from the flanking towers to the main gate
and secure the structure to the castle.

Greater gatekeeps are somewhat larger and incorporate
four medium, round towers. Two are positioned forward
just as they are in a lesser gatekeep, but two more are built
into the castle walls around the main gate itself. In this
way, the rear towers can provide better fire into the killing
fields between the castle and outer defenses and can also
support the forward towers in holding off attackers. Persons
in the forward towers can move along the top of the walls
(which provide partial cover from enemy archers) to reach
the castle towers. In times of combat, this is dangerous to
attempt.

Grand gatekeeps are the ultimate in gate defense. They
are composed of four large towers, arranged in the same
manner as the towers in the greater gatekeep, and can hold
off huge numbers of enemy forces for extended periods of
time. The two forward towers are set some 30’ out from the
castle and 40’ apart. A fully enclosed stone passage runs
along the upper section of the two flanking walls, allowing
easy and safe passage from the towers to the castle and
back again.

Moat/Channel

As technology improves, the idea of making ditches even
more effective by filling them with water naturally arises.
Thus, in essence, a moat is nothing more than a ditch that
has been finished so that water will be contained by it.
Channels are used to link moats with the water ways that
will fill them. In some cases, it may be necessary to dam
part of a waterway to divert water into the moat. Dams
can be built like stone walls, but cost twice as much and
take twice as long to complete.

It is sometimes possible to fill a moat with dangerous
animals that can be used to increase its effectiveness during
an attack. Exact details in such cases are left to the DM’s
imagination. It is important to keep in mind, however, that
unintelligent moat guardians will attack defender and in-
truder alike and that intelligent denizens will require some
reason for accepting a position as “moat guard.”

Motte

Just as it is sometimes wise to ring a castle with ditches
to defend it, it is always better to build on high ground.
In cases where a natural earthen mound or motte is not
available, manmade ones can be created. As a rule, one
motte module represents a 10’ by 10’ square area raised 5’.
Thus, if an area 400’ by 400’ (160,000 square feet) were to
be raised, 1,600 moat units would be required for each 5’
rise in ground level.

Palisade

A palisade is a fence of wooden posts (usually about six
inches thick) that is set up as a defense against enemy
charges and the like. Palisades are often set up along the
defending edge of a ditch or moat to make them even more
difficult to bypass. A palisade module runs 10’ long and
stands 5’ high.

Tower, Round

Rounded towers provide better a better defense against
things like screws and sappers. As a rule, they tend to
be somewhat smaller internally than their square counter-
parts, and use less stone. Thus, they cost somewhat less
to build. The technology required to build such structures,
however, may not always be available to the castle designer.

Small towers of this type have a 30’ diameter interior
space available for use and are 40’ in diameter on the out-
side. A single tower module is assumed to be 2 stories tall
(30’) and have walls which average 10’ thick. Of course,
this assumes that the walls will be thinner at the top and
wider at the base. Embrasures in the wall allow fresh air
into the tower and permit those within to fire on troops
outside.

Medium and large towers resemble their smaller cousins
in most ways. Again, they are assumed to be 30’ tall and be
divided into two levels. Medium towers have a 40’ internal
diameter while large towers are 60’ across.

Larger towers can be built by combining two or more
tower modules together and combining the costs. If the
structure is to stand alone, then the second module must
be one size smaller than the tower below it. Thus, a large
round tower could act as a base with a medium round tower
atop it and a small round tower atop that. If the structure is
anchored to a wall, then two similar towers may stand atop
each other. Thus, a six level tall anchored tower could be
made up of two large towers for the base and one medium
tower atop. Exceptions are possible, but are very rare, ex-
pensive, and hard to construct without magical assistance.

Tower, Square

Although less sturdy and somewhat more expensive to
make, square towers are easier to build than round ones.
Thus, they are somewhat more common. Square towers
are found in the same basic sizes as round ones, and a
tower module is again assumed to be 30’ tall with two in-
ternal levels. The internal space available in a square tower
is somewhat greater than it is in a round tower of similar
size because the chamber is not rounded off.

A small tower is 30’ by 30’ inside, with outer dimen-
sions of 50’ by 50’. Medium and large towers are 40’ and
60’ square respectively. Square towers can be stacked just
as round towers can. Further, it is possible to stack a round
tower atop a square tower so long as size restrictions are
obeyed.

Tunnel

A tunnel module represents an underground chamber of
1,000 cubic feet. Usually, this is a 10’ long by 10’ wide by
10’ high section, but the configuration may vary based on
need and purpose. For example, a chamber that is going to
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be 20’ by 40’ with 10’ high ceilings has a volume of 8,000
cubic feet and would require 8 tunnel modules to complete.

Wall, Stone

A typical section of stone wall is assumed to be 10’ long,
10’ thick, and 15’ high. Walls can be stacked, like tow-
ers, but must follow some restrictions. For every level that
is going to be stacked above it, an extra module must be
added to a wall for every 50’ (or fraction thereof) in its
length. Thus, if we are planning a 3 level high (45’ tall)
wall that is 50’ long we need to add 2 additional modules
to the lower level and one additional module to the second
level for bracing. Thus, our three level high, 50’ long wall
requires the 15 modules that make it up, plus an additional
3 modules for bracing.

In addition to the wall itself, a number of options are
available at higher tech levels. In some cases, walls are as-
sumed to possess certain features as described in the text
that follows. Hoardings are wooden structures that are
added to the top of a wall. Because they extend outward
from the castle and have numerous holes in their undersides,
defenders can move about in them and fire on attackers at
the base of the wall. Because they are made of wood,
however, hoardings are vulnerable to fire and artillery.

A glacis is an additional section of stone added to the
base of a wall that angles outward and creates a sloped or
slanted base. In addition to making the wall more resistant
to screws and sappers, a glacis will cause things like boiling
oil to platter when the defenders above pour it on the at-
tackers around the glacis. A wall with a glacis is assumed
to include hoardings if desired.

Machicolations replace hoardings as a means of attack-
ing enemies at the castle walls. Advances in technology
allow the wall itself to be built with a stone overhang that
serves the same purpose, but is far less vulnerable to at-
tack. As with hoardings, machicolations are dotted with
murder holes for attacks on those below them. A wall with
machicolations is assumed to include a glacis at its base.

Posterns are small gates that allow one or two men to
slip out of the castle without drawing attention to them-
selves. They are not secret doors, but are not nearly as
obvious when opened as the main gates. The cost for a
section of wall with a postern in it is in addition to any
cost for things like machicolations. Thus, a wall section
with machicolations and a postern would require 58 weeks
to build and cost 964 gold pieces.

Wall, Wooden

A wooden wall section is assumed to be 10’ long, 3 inches
thick, and 15’ tall. They can be used to set up barriers or
in the assembly of larger structures as internal walls. For
example, the floor area of a large keep can be bought as if
it was a wooden wall, as can the roof if it is made of timber.
When using the wooden wall module in such a fashion just
note that it has a surface area of 150 square feet. For an
example of wooden wall modules being used in this manner,
check the Castle on the Moors example that follows at the
end of this section.

5.6 Laying out the Castle

Now that you understand the various modules and their
uses, go ahead and lay out a rough floor plan of the castle
you want to build. It needn’t be very detailed or complex,
but should identify all of the modules that you want to use.

5.6.1 Castle on the Moors

In order to help you better understand this phase of the
design process, we will switch back to our example of the
Castle on the Moors. As you know, we have already deter-
mined the various environmental and social features that
will dominate the construction effort, now we must lay out
the castle itself.

Looking at the castle floor plan that follows this chap-
ter, you will see that the keep is intended to have four
square towers, each of which is four floors high. Because a
standard tower module is only two floors high, eight mod-
ules must be used. Since the towers are to be anchored to
walls, the same size module can be used on the top and
bottom of the tower. The castle is not intended as a great
fortress, so the designer opts to use small towers.

Next, we move to the walls that link the towers to-
gether. A distance of 110’ separates each of the towers, so
44 wall sections will be required to complete the lower level
of the wall. However, the wall is meant to be four floors
high, so additional bracing must be included. Since three
levels will be added to the lowest level of wall, three extra
wall modules must be added per 50’ or fraction thereof.
Thus, 26 additional modules must be added to support the
second level. Since the second level must support two more
above it, two modules must be added for every 50’ of its
length, for a total of 18 modules. To support the upper
level, 9 modules must be added to the third level. Note
that this does not include the additional wall that is set
up around the castle gate. This area works out to require
55 wall sections. Thus, for our whole castle, we will need
285 wall modules. The lower level of the main wall (which
requires 70 modules) includes a glacis, but the other 214
sections are ordinary wall sections.

As you can see, we have already accounted for the vast
majority of the castle’s construction. The designer wants
to have the inside of the keep roofed over and split into 3
internal levels. These floors will be roughly 120’ squares,
so each one has a surface area of 14,400 square feet. There
are four such surfaces to be created (3 floors, including the
bottom one, and the roof). In the interest of simplicity,
the DM agrees to assume the roof is a flat surface, despite
its angular nature. Thus, a total of 57,600 square feet of
wooden flooring must be purchased. Since each section of
wooden wall (floor in this case) is 150 square’, 384 such
modules must be built.

The smaller aspects of the castle’s design, like the spiral
stairways, internal furnishings, and main stairs are assumed
to be included in the castle’s overhead costs (described
later). Since the main entrance is not a grand affair, the
DM agrees that it can also be included in the overhead
costs. If the gate were larger, it would have to be bought
as a barbican or gatekeep.
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8 Small, square towers
70 Wall sections with glacis
214 Standard wall sections
384 Wooden wall sections

(used as floors and roofing)

5.7 Average Construction Time &
Cost

Now that you have laid out the basic structure of the cas-
tle, it’s time to determine just how much all this is actually
going to cost and how long it’s going to take to build. Be-
cause of the modular nature of this system, that’s very easy
to do. Simply add up the cost of all the modules you wish
to purchase and add up the time required to build them.

Once you have these totals, you know the basic values
that we will be working with. The values you have just
calculated are the average time and cost factors for the
project. To determine the actual time and cost involved,
we must go through a few more steps.

5.7.1 Works of Art

Of course, all of the above values have been generated with
the thought of a typical castle in mind. If you wish to build
an ornate complex that is both a fortress and a work of art,
you may do so by adding an additional 50% to the cost and
time required for your project. Such structures as this are
rare in the extreme, of course, and are usually reserved for
the seat of a great king or mighty emperor.

Lesser structures, like the wooden buildings or free-
standing towers, can be made ornate in a similar fashion.
Further, it is possible to have part of a castle be ornate, the
main keep is an obvious choice, while the curtain walls and
outer defenses are more structural. To do this, just apply
the increased cost and time to the specific module being
selected.

If desired, a castle can be made very spartan. In such
cases it will not be a comfortable place to live in, but will
still fill its role as a military fortress. Spartan castles cost
25% less to build and require 25% less time.

5.7.2 Overhead Costs

Overhead costs are assumed to include a great many things
that are not detailed in this system. Overhead includes the
time spent recruiting and training workers, obtaining food
and housing for the labor force, and filling the castle with
furniture and the like when the project is finished.

For the sake of simplicity, overhead is always assumed
to add an extra 10% to the castle’s cost and time. Thus,
a castle that has a total cost of 250,000 gold pieces would
cost 275,000 when overhead is figured in. The construction
time required is likewise increased.

5.7.3 Final Calculations

Once you have established the base cost and the overhead
costs, you can figure out exactly how long it will take to
build your castle and how much of your precious gold you
are going to have to part with before its done. To do this,
simply total the base and overhead values that you have cal-
culated and multiply them both by the production modifier

(PM) generated in the first part of the castle construction
procedure.

5.7.4 Castle on the Moors

Going back to the Castle on the Moors project, we can total
up the costs and times required as follows:

Eight small, square tower modules cost a total of
112,000 gold pieces to build and require 6,720 man/weeks
of work.

Our wall requires 70 sections with a glacis, which re-
quires 3,080 man/weeks to build and costs 50,400 gold
pieces to finance. The upper levels of our wall require 214
standard wall sections, for a total of 6,420 man/weeks and
107,000 gold pieces.

The wooden floors and roofing will require 384 wooden
wall sections. The total time required for this phase of
construction is 384 man/weeks and the total cost is 1,920
gold pieces. As you can see, this is cheap when compared
to the rest of the project. The castle is not intended to
be overly ornate & after all, it’s in the middle of a swamp.
However, the knight who must live here is not expected to
be uncomfortable. Hence, the castle will not be spartan
either. Cost and production time values are unmodified.
Thus, our total cost for the construction of this castle is
271,320 gold pieces. When we add in the overhead charges
(which work out to be 27,132 gold pieces) we bring our
total up to 298,452 & quite a lot of money.

As far as construction time is concerned, our base value
works out as 16,604 man/weeks of labor. When we add
our 10% overhead time to that, we have a total of 18,264
man/weeks & quite a lot of work, as well.

We’re almost through, but now we have to remember
that these values assume that we are working in perfectly
average conditions. The Castle on the Moors is being built
in a region of swamps, far from its base of supplies. All
of these things are part of our PM, which we determined
was 2.81 in the first phase of design. Our next step is to
multiply our most recent values for cost and time by our
PM. When we do this, we find that our castle will actually
require 51,322 man/weeks to build. Further, it will cost us
a staggering 838,650 gold pieces.

5.8 The Work Force

Now that the castle plans have been committed to parch-
ment, it’s time to get on with the actual construction of
your castle. The first point to consider in this phase is your
work force. The prices that you paid above assume that
you will be building the castle in one year.

At this point, you should take the construction time
that you have and divide it by 52. The product of this
calculation is the number of men that must be hired to
complete the job in one year. It is assumed that the cost of
supporting a work force of this size is included in the cost
of your castle so far. Thus, if you take no other action at
this time, you will be able to build your castle in 52 weeks.

5.8.1 Larger Work Forces

In order to increase the speed with which a castle is erected,
designers may wish to hire additional laborers. As an aver-
age, the cost to hire a worker is assumed to average out at
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10 gold pieces a week for the duration of the project. While
the typical laborer is only going to receive a salary of 1 gold
piece per month, they are supported by skilled supervisors
and artisans who receive far greater pay. In addition, this
cost assumes that they must be fed, housed, and trained.

If the designer can raise enough money (and find enough
willing laborers), to increase his work force to twice its stan-
dard value, construction will be completed in 75% of the
established time. If the work force is quadrupled, the con-
struction time is cut to 50% of its calculated value. Larger
work forces are not permitted.

Before you calculate the cost for all these new men, skip
to the sections on Heroic Characters, Magical Items, and
Monsters. Once you have determined the effects of these
sections, return here and work out the new duration of the
construction project (in weeks). Multiply it by the number
of extra men who will be hired and then multiply the total
from that operation by 10 to determine the total cost for
the increased work force. Add this sum to the cost for the
castle as a whole and don’t worry about a weekly payroll.

5.8.2 Smaller Work Forces

If money is a factor, but time is not, the designer may wish
to consider cutting his work force. For each man removed
from the labor pool, the cost of the castle will be reduced
by 10 gold pieces per work for the duration of the project.

If enough workers are removed to reduce the work force
to 75% of its standard value, then construction time is dou-
bled. If the work force is cut to half its standard value, then
construction time is quadrupled. No reduction below 50%
in the work force is possible.

It is possible to reduce the work force to below its stan-
dard number without increasing the time required so long
as the contributions of heroic characters, magical objects,
and monsters (as detailed in the following three sections)
return the work level to it’s standard number. For example,
if a group of PCs is able to do the work of 100 men, then
100 laborers may be cut from the work force and the money
normally spent to hire them saved.

Once you have determined the new duration of the
project (in weeks), multiply it by 10 to determine the sav-
ings that is made per cut laborer. Subtract this savings
from the cost of the castle now and don’t worry about a
weekly payroll.

5.8.3 Heroic Characters

Both player characters and higher level NPCs can augment
the work force considerably. This is due primarily to their
greater experience and worldliness, as well as their generally
higher determination. After all, these special people have
proven themselves to be far more than just the average
citizen, otherwise they wouldn’t be heroes!

As a rule, any non-magic using character will be able to
do the work of one man for every level that he or she has
attained. For example, a 6th level thief can do the work
of six normal laborers. It is assumed that the thief need
not be an actual part of the work force, but is acting in
a supporting role by obtaining good prices for items and
making sure that the local bandits and crime syndicates do
not interfere with the project.

Characters who are able to use magic can be of tremen-
dous help when it comes to building a castle. After all, con-

sider the benefits of a stone shape spell or a wish spell when
construction is in progress. In order to simplify matters, any
spell using character who is a part of the construction force
counts as one laborer for each level that they have attained.
In addition, they count for one man for each spell level that
they can cast in a given day. Be sure to include any bonus
spells for wisdom that a priest might be entitled to.

For example, a 5th level wizard would be able to do
the work of 16 men. He counts as five men because of his
basic level. In addition, he can throw four 1st level spells in
a day (which counts as four more workers), two 2nd level
spells (which counts as four more workers), and one 3rd
level spell (which counts as three workers).

The importance of magic in castle construction should
not be underestimated, as a 20th level wizard can do the
work of over 180 normal men! While player characters are
free to work on a project, DMs should make the recruit-
ment of high level NPCs an expensive hireling who, more
than likely, will require an adventure to recruit.

5.8.4 Magical Items

Some magical items, like the saw of mighty cutting or the
spade of colossal excavation have an obvious value in the
construction of a castle. In cases where some question
arises as to the usefulness of a particular item, the DM
must make a judgement call on whether or not the item
will be a significant factor. For example, an enchanted
shield is not likely to be of much help in building a castle,
although gauntlets of ogre power might be.

As a rule, if the item is well suited to construction work,
like the mattock of the titans, then it will be worth a num-
ber of men equal to 5% of the experience point award for
its discovery. Thus, the spade of colossal excavation counts
for 5% of 1,000 points or 50 men.

If the item seems to have some possible application, like
wand of lightning (which could be useful in clearing land
or digging the foundation of the castle), then it is worth
1% of its associated experience point award. Thus, the
aforementioned wand would count as 40 men.

Items that the DM feels are of no particular use in the
construction effort, like a ring of regeneration or elven boots
are not counted toward the manpower total. If the DM rules
an item to be useless, the owning player should be allowed
to explain how he feels the item might be useful. If the
DM is swayed by his or her case, then the decision may be
reversed.

5.8.5 Monsters

It may be possible for the character’s to recruit monsters
to aid in the building of the castle. Many of the mon-
sters listed in the various monstrous compendiums can be
pressed into service, though some will be more suitable for
such work than others. If the players have a means of ob-
taining monstrous laborers, the DM must determine how
suitable they are for such work. If they might be prone to
devouring other members of the work force, they should be
considered poorly suited. Similarly, if they have little tal-
ent or ability in such things (like a unicorn) they might be
deemed useless or poor.

If a monster is well suited to construction work, like a
stone giant, centaur, or bugbear, it is worth 5% of the ex-
perience value that a player would receive for defeating it
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in combat. As a rule, most humanoid creatures of lawful,
neutral, or good alignment will fall into this category.

If a monster is somewhat suitable, but has drawbacks, it
is worth 1% of its XP value. Most chaotic or evil humanoids
fall into this category, as do those who have restrictions to
their movement or dexterity. Dragons, because they have
no manipulatory limbs, fall into this category.

Monsters that are wholly useless to a construction
project, like a green slime or shrieker, will contribute noth-
ing to the work being done.

5.8.6 Work Seasons

Once the construction time and cost have been altered to
reflect the efforts of the player characters, their spells and
magic items, and changes in the size of the work force, the
DM needs to consider the area’s climate again.

We now know how long it will take to build the castle
if the crew works straight through. Of course, it is not
possible to work every day because of weather and similar
factors. For example, a region that has harsh winters and is
marked by severe storms during spring and autumn might
restrict the construction crew to working only 25% of the
year! That means that a castle might take, on the average,
four calendar years to build.

In order to determine the actual number of weeks avail-
able for work in any given region begin by recording its PM
values for climate type and ground cover. Multiply these
two numbers together to determine the Work Time Mod-
ifier (WTM). This value should range between 0.75 and
12.00 when you are done.

Next, divide 52 (the number of weeks in a year) by the
WTM to determine how many weeks are available for work
in a given year. Note that in some cases you will have more
weeks available than you have in the year. In this case, it is
assumed that the climate is so favorable that your work pre-
cedes at a very rapid pace and you are able to accomplish
much more than might normally be expected.

5.8.7 Castle on the Moors

We return now to our fine example of the Castle on the
Moors. As you will recall, the current calculations show that
the castle will cost us 838,650 gold pieces to build. The en-
tire project, as it now stands, will take 51,322 man/weeks
of work to finish. Lets continue with the process, going
through the steps that we have just outlined.

Our first step is to determine how large our standard
work force will be. To do this, we divide the current time
required for construction (51,322 man/weeks) by 52. The
result, 987, is the number of men that must be hired to
complete the castle in 52 continuous weeks. They are as-
sumed to be included in the cost we have already paid for
the castle.

Since the king and his advisors see the danger in the
swamps as a growing problem, they decide quadruple the
work force and attempt to complete the castle in half the
usual time. Thus, they will need to hire 2,961 additional
men. Before we determine the cost of such an increase,
we must look at the contributions that will be made by the
player characters who are in charge of the castle’s construc-
tion.

The knight who will be lord of the castle is a 12th level
paladin. As such, he counts as 18 laborers & 12 because

of his experience level plus six more because of his spell
casting ability.

The paladin has four companions. Two of them are not
spell casters, a 10th level thief and an 11th level warrior,
who will count as 21 additional men between them. The
spell casters are a 10th level wizard (who will do the work
of 49 men) and a 9th level priest with a 17 wisdom (who
can do the work of 52 men).

Thus, between all the player characters, the work of 140
men can be done.

In addition to their own efforts, the party has a num-
ber of magical objects that they want to use to help speed
construction. The paladin has a suit of Plate Mail of Ethe-
realnessand a holy avengersword, but the DM rules that
these will not help the project. Similarly, the DM rules
that the other magical weapons and armors of the party
members will be of little value.

The priest, however, has obtained a pair of gauntlets of
ogre power, which the DM rules to be of some use. Thus,
the priest can save the treasury the hiring of 10 additional
men (1% of 1,000 XPs).

The warrior has obtained a lyre of building, which the
DM agrees will be of obvious value over the course of the
project. Thus, the warrior’s magic item can do the work of
(4,000 x 5%) 200 men!

All told, we now see that the characters will be able to
contribute greatly to the construction of the Castle on the
Moors. Between themselves and their magical items, they
can do the work of 350 men. Truly, these are the folk of
whom songs will be sung! In their efforts to further speed
construction, the characters call in a debt owed to them
by a stone giant. The DM agrees that a stone giant is an
excellent choice for such works, so he will be worth 5% of
his experience point value (8,000). Thus, the stone giant
can do the work of 400 men all by himself! In addition, the
DM rules that two of the stone giant’s sons will join their
father in working on the castle. Each of them counts for
only 200 men, however, as they are but growing boys.

When all is said and done, the player characters, their
magic items, and their monstrous allies can fill the slots of
1,150 men.

Returning now to the need for additional workers, we
find that the crown still needs to hire and support 1,811
more men. Since the construction time of the castle will
be cut in half by their efforts, they need only be paid for 26
weeks of work. At 10 gold pieces each this works out to be
a total of 470,860 gold pieces. This figure may seem high,
but remember that the efforts of the player characters have
prevented the need for an additional 1,150 men and saved
nearly 300,000 more gold pieces for the crown. The king is
sure to remember their actions!

With all of that taken care of, we turn our attention to
the weather and working conditions. Because the climate
around the castle is temperate (PM 1.25) and the ground
cover is swamp (PM 2.00), we have a WTM of 2.50. Thus,
only 21 weeks out of the year will be suitable for work on
the castle. Since 26 weeks are required, the project will be
completed in about 14 calendar months if all goes well.

5.9 Monthly Events

Over the course of the castle’s construction, things may
not always go as planned. Each month, the referee should
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roll 1d100 on the following table to check for unplanned
hazards and events. Referees are encouraged to add to this
chart or customize it to better fit their own campaign.

1d100 Event
01 - 65 No unusual event
66 - 75 Bad weather
76 - 81 Severe weather
82 - 83 Monster attack
84 - 85 Highwaymen
86 - 87 Local unrest
88 - 89 Labor dispute
90 - 91 Raid
92 - 93 Call to arms
94 - 95 Civil war
96 - 97 Royal visit
98 - 99 Bad omens

00 Natural disaster

No Unusual Event

More often than not, nothing out of the ordinary will occur
during the course of the month. In such cases, a full four
weeks of construction is completed without major accidents
or mishaps.

Bad Weather

Depending on the area in question, this could be anything
from a sandstorm to a bad series of thunderstorms or a bliz-
zard. In any case, no work is possible for the entire month.
Note that the bad weather is not assumed to last the entire
month, but rather that much of the work done during this
period is spent countering the event. For example, waiting
for the land to dry after a severe rainfall, removing the sand
or snow following a sandstorm or blizzard, and so forth.

Severe Weather

Severe weather conditions are dangerous indeed. They not
only halt work for the month, just as bad weather would
do, but set the project back by 2-8 (2d4) weeks. In order to
keep things simple, just roll 2d4 and add that many weeks
to the completion date of the project.

Monster Attack

Some sort of monster or great beast is stalking the area!
The construction crew will lose 2-20 (2d10) laborers to its
hunting or evil manipulations. Funeral expenses will be 100
gold pieces for each man. Once that is out of the way, the
player characters must seek out and destroy the beast. The
DM should make this a separate adventure. No work on
the castle can be done until after the beast is hunted down
and destroyed or otherwise pacified.

Highwaymen

A band of thieves and murderers has started stalking the
supply routes to the castle. Because of their pillaging, work
is reduced to half speed (that is, one week of work is done
every two weeks) until they are dealt with. As with the
previous entry, the DM should make resolving this an ad-
venture of its own.

Local Unrest

The actions of the work force or player characters have
stirred up the local population and they no longer support
the construction of the castle. In fact, they demand that
all work be stopped and the existing constructions be torn
down. Work will stop for 1d4weeks. After that time, con-
struction may continue, but if the problem is not resolved
it will be at half speed (one week of work every two weeks).
Restoring the public’s faith in the project should be han-
dled by role-playing and may or may not require an outlay
of cash as a “sign of good intentions.”

Labor Dispute

The workers are up in arms about something. Perhaps it’s
the player characters doing so much work with their magical
items that they look bad or maybe it’s the working condi-
tions. Whatever the reasons, their pay must be increased
or all work will stop for 3-18 (3d6) weeks while new workers
are recruited. In order to avoid the shut down, an additional
5 gold pieces per week must be paid to each man on the
work force for the remaining duration of construction. For
instance, a 1,500 man labor pool with 12 weeks to go on
a project would require an additional 90,000 gold pieces in
compensation. The money can be spent as a lump-sum at
this point to avoid ongoing paperwork.

Raid

A neighboring power, whether another kingdom or just a
powerful orc tribe, stages an attack on the castle. Their
number will be roughly equal to the work force at the castle,
making it a fair fight.

There are a number of ways to resolve such a struggle,
but the one we recommend is with the BATTLESYSTEM
miniatures rules and the supplemental material presented
in this book. If the group is not interested in resolving the
conflict en masse, then set it up as an adventure. At least
a portion of the major battle should be fought, however,
with the PCs playing an important role.

If the DM wishes, the event can simply be resolved with
the elimination of 33-90% (30 + 3d20) of the laborers.
These heroes died defending their castle and are entitled to
a good burial and pensions for their families. The remain-
ing portion of their wages is assumed to count for this. In
addition, new workers must be hired at 10 gold pieces each
per week for the rest of the project.

Figure out this cost right now and pay it in advance to
avoid long term accounting.

Call to Arms

The kingdom is at war! The king calls upon all of his vas-
sals to send him aid in the form of troops or money. The
PCs can decide that they will contribute.

If the PCs opt to send gold, they are expected to send
gold equal to 5% of the castle’s total projected cost. Thus,
a castle worth 2,500,000 gold coins would require a dona-
tion of 125,000 gold pieces.

If the PCs decide to send forces, they must give up 25%
of their laborers for the rest of the project. Regardless of
the new number of workers, construction on the castle slows
to half speed (one week of work every two weeks) because
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of reductions in supplies and concern over the future of the
kingdom.

It is also possible that the PCs may refuse the order,
although this is a violation of their oaths to the king. If
they do this, they will branded as rogues and subject to
anything from an outright attack by the king’s forces to
a revolt by the local populace and laborers. It is doubtful
that the king’s enemies would treat them much better, for
they have proven themselves to be untrustworthy.

In any of the above cases, the PCs are expected to
travel to the king’s castle and inform him of their choice in
person. This should be an adventure planned out and run
by the DM.

Civil War

One of the king’s vassals is in revolt! The PCs are bound
by their oaths of fealty to aid the king in the war. Their
choices are much the same as they are in case of a call to
arms, save that they can opt to support either the existing
ruler or the usurper. Making the wrong choice will cost
them dearly in the end. If they support the king, and he
is defeated, then they will be in a bad position to negoti-
ate with the new ruler. If they support the usurper and he
loses, then they are traitors to the crown and will probably
be executed or banished from the kingdom.

Adventure possibilities run ram-pant here, and the good
DM will require much role-playing before the civil war draws
to a close. Just as with the call to arms (above), the PCs
will be expected to appear before their king (and possibly
his rival) to explain their actions and give their decision.

Royal Visit

The king is coming to inspect work on the castle. His visit
makes for an excellent role-playing environment as the PCs
attempt to prove their gratitude for the right to build this
castle in the king’s name and stay on his good side. How-
ever, the royal presence has a negative impact on the work
in progress, as everyone must stop working to make the
area look as nice as possible for his royal highness. A total
of 1-4 (1d4) weeks of work will be lost.

Bad Omens

Perhaps the stars are aligned poorly, or a black cat has been
hanging around the construction site. Whatever the case,
the PCs are advised to stop all work on the castle for 1 to
6 (1d6) weeks.

If they opt to ignore this warning, they must roll on the
event table once per week for the duration of the crisis. In
addition, any roll of 10 or less is re-rolled while the por-
tents are unfavorable. An additional roll of “bad omens”
increases the duration of the danger period and requires all
rolls of 20 or less to be re-rolled. Further results of “bad
omens” increase the hazardous time, but do not further
modify the die rolls.

Natural Disaster

The most horrible of events, a natural disaster might range
from an earthquake or volcanic eruption to a flood, tor-
nado, or meteor impact. Whatever the case, the castle is
in ruins. All work to date is lost and clean-up costs will

consume the entire budget remaining for construction. In
short, it’s back to square one.

Because of the severity of this event, the DM is en-
couraged to allow the characters a chance to thwart the
calamity (or lessen its effects) with an adventure. Their
quest should not be an easy one, as they are playing for
keeps (sorry about the pun).

5.9.1 Castle on the Moors

Well, construction of the castle is finally under way! The
DM rolls for an event for the first four weeks of construc-
tion. The dice come up a 31, so there is no event in the
first month. The die roll for the second month is a 61,
again indicating “business as usual.” So far, construction
is right on schedule!

Next month’s roll is a 78, indicating that the weather
has turned severe. Not only will no work get done this
month, pushing the completion date back by 4 weeks, but
the DM rolls 2d4 and determines that the project has been
set back another 7 weeks! This is almost a disaster. Be-
cause of the weather, the time remaining to complete the
project is increased from 18 weeks to 29 weeks.

The fourth month rolls around, with the PCs and labor-
ers hoping that it will be better. The dice come up a 94,
indicating a civil war in the kingdom. The PCs decide to
support the king, and travel to him with news. While they
are there, however, they attempt to convince him to “let
them off the hook” for donations to his war effort. They
point out the damage done to the castle by last month’s
severe weather and remind his majesty of the importance
of the castle to his defense against the monsters in the
swamps. The DM decides that they have made their case
well, shown their loyalty to the crown, and deserve a break
after last month’s events. The king agrees that their ef-
forts to complete the castle are far more important and
that he can deal with the rebels himself. The DM absolves
the players of their responsibilities and does not impose the
normal penalties associated with this event on them. Thus,
the month’s labor goes as planned, leaving only 25 more
weeks to completion of the castle.

Next month’s roll is a 29, allowing four more weeks of
good work to be done. There are now 21 weeks of labor
left on the castle. However, 20 weeks have passed and the
season (which is only 21 weeks long) is coming to an end.
The PCs order work stopped for the year and throw a grand
feast to thank the workers for their efforts over the past few
months.

Winter passes through the moors and work is ready to
begin again the next year. For the first four weeks, how-
ever, the random event roll is a 98, indicating bad omens.
The PCs decide to halt work and wait for things to improve.
Five weeks pass without incident, and the bad omens fade
from prominence. Construction can begin again.

Next month’s roll is a 19, indicating clear sailing for the
castle crew. There now remain only 17 weeks of work to
do.

The next three months also pass without problem.
Twelve more weeks of work are added to the project, leav-
ing only 5 more to go. Winter is closing in, however, and
work must be halted for the year.

At the start of the next season, bad weather delays the
project by four weeks. While this upsets the PCs, they re-
member the difficulties of the first year and consider them-
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selves lucky. Construction resumes with a roll of 27 for the
next month, indicating that four more weeks of work are
done. The end is right around the corner! There is only one
week of work left to do! As those of you who own a copy
of the Campaign Sourcebook and Catacombs Guideknow,
the Castle on the Moors is fated for a bad end. The last
roll on the events table comes up a 00, indicating a nat-
ural disaster. The DM sets up an adventure to give the

player’s a chance at thwarting it, but they are unable to
do so. Massive floods raise the water level in the moors,
softening the earth, and causing the keep to sink into the
morass forever.

As the last of the battlements is finally consumed by
the mud and water, their stone giant assistant turns to his
sons. “That’s why you should never build a castle in a
swamp.”
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Chapter 6

Unusual Castles

The castle design system presented in the previous chap-
ter has been purposefully simplified. The reason for this is
fairly obvious & by keeping it simple we have made it easy
to use and kept it highly versatile. In this chapter we will
discuss some of the more unusual types of castles that may
be found in the typical AD&D game. In some cases, where
it seems needed, we have included notes on the use of the
castle design system.

6.1 Oriental Designs

The oriental empires of the twelfth, thirteenth, and four-
teenth centuries thought in terms of great achievements
and magnificent structures. While feudal Europe lacked
the population and resources to build anything more than
a motte and bailey, or in their greatest achievement, con-
struct a concentric castle, the oriental empires engaged in
massive developments. Their works were beyond anything
imaginable by medieval Europeans.

The palace of Shi Huangdi, for example, required the
efforts of 700,000 slave laborers working for more than two
years. By the time the palace was finished it could house
and entertain 10,000 guests.

Oriental empires are obsessed with size and grandeur.
They do not think twice about building gigantic statues
that stand a hundred feet tall, or constructing 3,000 terra-
cotta statues of foot soldiers to be placed in a tomb. When
an oriental palace or castle is built, it is looked on as a place
of exquisite beauty. Thus, all oriental castles are required
to be built with the price and time increments for “ornate”
structures.

When a character constructs a keep, more often known
as a palace or castle, he must remember to build all facets
of his estate in larger than life proportions. That is, if he
desires a moat to surround his keep, make it a large moat,
measuring hundreds of feet wide. If he plans on building a
wall, make it two or three times as thick and high as the
standard European wall.

In oriental kingdoms, land is gained either by grants
from a noble lord or in conquest and aggression. Rarely
will a lord obtains land by Royal Charter. In addition, the
practice of one lord buying land from another is unheard
of.

Honor is the driving force behind oriental castles. To
create a mighty fortress is to gain honor. To make it also a
work of art, is to prove oneself a wise and thoughtful lord.
By combining these elements, an oriental lord may prove
himself to his peers and his beloved ancestors.

6.2 Thieves’ Castles

Thieves’ castles, or strongholds, are almost always built
closer to major centers of civilization than typical warrior
holdings. Thieves rarely seek land charters or grants, and
only in a very few instances will they take land by force.
More commonly, the thief simply buys a small parcel of
land, usually near or within a town or great city. If need be,
and the situation presents itself, a thief will also lease the
land he requires to feed and care for his retainers. Unlike
most adventuring thieves, the common burglar or highway-
men cares little for the dangers and unknowns of virgin
countryside, besides there is nothing to steal in the wild
lands.

A thief will tend to go in for very meager looking exterior
fortifications, suggesting to the passerby that little is held
within. Once in his domain, however, a thief’s keep will be
adorned with precious silks, beautiful sculptures, and fine
statues. Gold and silver plates and eating utensils will be
set at the tables and a variety of servants and underlings
will serve aged wines and succulent foods of every variety.
In short, thieves like the good life, and they do tend to
pamper themselves when they can.

A stronghold will often start out as nothing more than
a large wooden building. As time goes by, it may develop
into a stone building if the thief becomes very successful
later in life. As his fortunes grow, so does his estate. Un-
like warriors, who often set out to build a mighty fortress,
thieves find that their keeps just evolve around them.

The interior and the basements beneath such a build-
ing will be a maze of rooms and corridors, some laced with
lethal traps for any foolish invader. The former character-
istic is often the result of the castle’s growth, while the lat-
ter is an intentional safeguard. In general, since the thief’s
stronghold is so close to a town or city, and within the
boundaries of another lord’s estate, he rarely worries about
large scale invasion. Rather, the thief must contend with
his own kind, who are fond of slipping in and stealing a
bauble or two.

6.3 Wizards’ Keeps

Wizards, in general, are a haughty lot. They prefer a se-
cluded tower in some remote land to a mighty keep in a
civilized countryside. A wizard is also far more interested
in the esoteric realms of magic, than in maintaining a large
assemblage of servants, retainers, and farmers. They will
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rarely seek to become a lord and thus be forced to deal with
the day to day activities of some petty fief.

Wizards, with their cunning intelligence and resource-
fulness will almost always seek to gain a land charter or
grant from the prevailing government. Some wizards may
attempt to take land by force but, as wizards are not known
for their battle prowess, they usually leave that method to
the warriors and knights.

Wizards’ keeps are always constructed of stone and
more often than not contain a moat with some terrifying
beast to keep the many distractions at bay. As one might
imagine, the use of magic in the construction of a wizard’s
tower often overshadows the common folk who might be
called upon to build it. Tales may be told for generations
to come of the great magician who built his home with a
brilliant display of fire and magic & and a little help from
the townsfolk.

6.4 Priests’ Fortresses

In most fantasy environments religion will be an enormous
institution, coveting large tracts of land and hoarding large
coffers of treasure and tribute. Priests’ temples will vary
in size and shape considerably, depending on the type of
climate, the lay of the land, and the people of the area.

Once a priest builds his fortress, the character will often
receive financial support from the community in the form
of tithes, in theory equal to a tenth of the local town’s
worth. This, on more than one occasion, has caused rifts
between lord and religion. The priest’s fortress is not made
or broken by the tithing or by large tracts of land, but by
the ability of the local church to touch upon the peasants’
hearts and souls. Through this unique ability, the religion
will be stronger than any barony or fiefdom could ever hope
to become.

In most realms it is as bad to have no religion as it is to
have no laws. Any decent and religious lord will be all but
required to construct a temple or church first on or near
the site of his own castle. Thus, a priest’s fortress can,
and many of times will be, found within the boundaries of
another lord’s barony.

In certain rare occasions, a priest may go off into the
wilderness to construct his own fortress, but in such cases
the priest’s goal is seclusion. As a rule, his retinue and
ambitions will tend to be far smaller than those of his city
dwelling brethren.

A priest’s fortress will always be made of strong stone,
unless the surrounding land and people are too diminutive
to support such a construction or his faith forbids its use.
The fortress will act as a shield against outside influences
as much as the castle’s walls do.

In any event, the fortress will usually be opulent in every
aspect of its design. Where possible, roofs of buildings will
be worked metal such as copper, and plated with silver,
gold, or other luxurious metals. Unless the tenets of the
faith forbid it, a priest’s fortress should always be ornate.

The centerpiece of the priest’s fortress is the large cathe-
dral structure at its heart. This portion of the keep contains
the greatest amount of adornments including friezes, fa-
cades, colonnades, statues, and fountains. Such construc-
tions are assumed to be present in any ornate cathedral.

A religious fortress, unless located in lands fraught with
danger, will rarely construct large defensive walls or battle-

ments. Some religious temples may contain a number of
underground constructions such as large wine cellars, secret
abbeys, long twisting tunnels, or a number of underground
chambers used for various purposes.

A priest will more than likely be given a land grant from
the head of his religious institution. In some cases, however,
land may be acquired by Royal Charter. On rare occasions,
priests may come into possession of the land they desire
after a fierce crusade against an opposing faith. In such
cases, the morale of the local work force is likely to be
poor, at best.

Priests, depending on their doctrines, moralities, and
alignment, will either favor slavery and the use of fear and
pain as inducements, or will revile against the use of such
horrors and hire their local workers with gold and divine of-
ferings of assistance (blessings, working of wonders, curing,
healing, salvation, etc.).

6.5 Paladins’ Castles

The paladin character will construct a castle that is similar
to the general outlines presented in the basic construction
system. However, they will also have a number of design
elements that are similar to those of a priest’s castle. Af-
ter all, a paladin is a mixture of warrior ethics and divine
morality.

In truth, the paladin has the best of both worlds. From
the very beginning, the paladin’s castle will be looked on
with envy by the warrior lord and peasantry alike. The pal-
adin’s castle will be constructed in the form of a typical
keep, utilizing the best technological achievements possible
for the area. At the heart of his castle, however, will be his
temple or the church to his deity.

The paladin character will often gain the land for his
keep through his or her crusades against infidels or evil
creatures and empires. While any paladin of note is almost
assured to receive a Royal Charter or land grant in time,
they prefer the more direct method of acquiring land by
conquest.

A Paladin will never use slaves or use inducements of
fear and pain to acquire workers for the construction of his
keep. Rather, the anointed knight will use payments of
gold and his divine gifts of healing to aid the local peas-
antry. Since a paladin is almost certainly a great hero who
is beloved by the masses, recruiting workers is seldom a
problem.

6.6 Rangers’ Forts

The ranger character will construct a keep that is mod-
est and practical. All castles built by such characters are
considered to be spartan in design and lack any trace of
ornamentation. Every effort is made to maintain the in-
tegrity of the local land. The result of this tendency is that
a ranger will rarely level or clear the land, but will try to live
off the land as best he can. With his insights and ability
to commune with nature, his lands will always have plen-
tiful game and food. In addition, the ranger will keep the
swamps and thick brush in his lands as a natural defense.

Rangers will also demand less in tracts of land, for they
will hold the view that the land is not for them alone. A
ranger character will ask for very little land if offered a Royal
Charter or land grant. Unlike a typical warrior or paladin,
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a ranger rarely has high ideas of controlling vast tracts of
land and people. A ranger will work best with nomadic or
semi-nomadic people, since his idealogy would match those
types of cultures. In such cases, a ranger ignores the usual
Production Modifier associated with such peoples. In his
case, the PM is assumed to be 1.00 for both societies.

6.7 Druids’ Shrines

A druid character will construct a castle somewhere be-
tween that of a ranger and that of an elf. Utilizing the
styles of both with grace and splendor.

A druid obtains his land almost exclusively through the
use of a Royal Charter, though may use the other methods
in certain rare occasions. A druid will ask specifically for
areas that are heavily wooded and that are rough and often
mountainous.

Once a tract of land has been found, the druid will set
about clearing very small portions of the land, with a con-
servative eye towards destroying anything of natural beauty.

A typical druid shrine will be comprised of a loose fit-
ting stone wall, looking more like a picket fence that will
also serve as an astronomical aid or in divination of spir-
its. In the heart of the stone wall, which may be circular
or square, will rest a stout wooden keep. In some rare in-
stances, the lower level of the keep may be composed of
large, semi-dressed stone blocks.

Around the keep itself will be gardens and paths. In
fact, hallways and rooms built from living shrubs and trees
are not uncommon. Druids will use their magic to affect
the rate of growth of these rooms, constructing them in
a fraction of the time that might be required if they were
molded naturally.

Along with the gardens and natural rooms, druids will
construct a number of dens, both of stone and wood, for
woodland creatures such as wolves, bears, and other such
beasts. These animals will act as guards and sentries, en-
abling the druid and his close retainers to concentrate on
more pressing matters.

Rarely will druids use or ask for help in constructing their
estates from the local peasantry. The druid would rather
take his retainers, followers, and special hirelings and carve
out his shrine at a more leisurely pace. Druids will never
use slave labor, nor use animals of any nature abusively.
As a rule, though, the work force of a druid will consist
of a great variety of sylvan beings, including centaurs and
similar creatures.

Druids rarely concern themselves with political endeav-
ors or conquest, but have their own interests that occupy
their time. Druids, will be more than happy to live within
the confines of another lord’s estate and become his loyal
vassal.

6.8 Dwarven Citadels

The dwarven style of living and their culture radically differs
from that of humans. Their unusual attitudes and tastes
have resulted in the construction of castles and keeps that
are very strange to human eyes.

As a rule, any castle that is built by humans under the
guidance of dwarves will be assumed to have workers of
“average” skill or better. Any structure built primarily by

dwarves will have workers of “good” skill. The morale of a
primarily dwarven crew is never worse than poor, because
they enjoy working in stone more than anything else.

Dwarves tend to dwell underground. At the very least,
they like to have a rocky shelf cloaking them from the rays
of the sun and stars. They have three basic castle types
that include the Kiva design, the Pit and Cistern design,
and the Spoked Well design.

Dwarves hate slavery and will never use slaves, or con-
struct their citadels with the use of whips or through fear
and intimidation of workers. On the other hand, dwarves
have the ability to offer great amounts of gold, silver, gems,
and worked iron in the form of weapons and armors as in-
ducements in the recruiting of laborers. It should be noted,
however, that dwarves in general are quite greedy and will
not offer such goods unless the labor is superior or in great
demand. As a rule, dwarves will not hire other races to do
their work for them. Rather, they prefer to labor at their
own steady pace.

6.8.1 Kiva Design

The most radical design of the three is the Kiva citadel. It
is built on a ledge or plateau of rock along a sheer mountain
face. Usually, though not always, the structure is capped
with an extending stone face that shields the keep from
airborne attacks.

From this plateau the dwarves dig a single thin road or
path leading to the outside world. Along its length they
may build one or more barbicans or gatekeeps.

Along the plateau, the dwarves ingeniously quarry stone
from the rear of the cave and construct, with chisel and
hammer, both flat faced and curved stone walls. With the
precision of fine craftsmen, the dwarves snap these broad
blocks of stone together with wood and steel pins. The
result is a fortified castle of unequalled might. Few kiva
citadels have ever fallen into enemy hands, and those that
have were taken only after a major loss of life to the at-
tackers. Within the kiva citadel, the dwarves will have built
cisterns of water both for drinking and for use as tanks for
the breeding of blind catfish and lake trout. With such
provisions, the castle can withstand a prolonged siege.

6.8.2 Pit and Cistern Design

Unlike the kiva citadel, this design type is built completely
underground and normally only constructed in areas with
large out outcroppings of rock or dense clay soil.

In construction of this type of castle, the dwarves first
find a large suitable cave. If that is not available, they will
build under the shelter of an expansive shelf of hard stone.
From there they dig straight down, creating a vast pit with
a diameter ranging anywhere from thirty to one hundred
feet.

From the walls of the pit, the dwarves construct a spi-
ral staircase, wide and stout enough to hold mules, ponies,
horses, and men. In the sides of the pit, they open up wide
and tall tunnels that radiate upwards at a slight angle, usu-
ally no more than fifteen degrees. These hallways lead in
turn to the rooms and great halls of the keep.

At the far end of each tunnel is a wide cistern hold-
ing water. From these great chambers, the dwarves draw
their drinking and bath water. Further, they employ this
resource to power various winches or mechanical devices.
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Wasted and unused water, runs down the sloping corridors
where it falls into the pit. Thus, the bottom of the pit will
gradually fill with water and be used to maintain a school
of fish similar to those raised in the kiva citadels. Spoked
Well Design

In this design, which is an offshoot of the pit and cis-
tern citadel, the emphasis is placed on numerous small pits,
called wells, that rarely exceed fifty feet in depth. From
each well, a number of tunnels radiate outward.

In a number of cases, a pit and cistern design has been
converted over to a spoked well layout, with the central and
older shaft still used as a reservoir for unused water and as
a “farm” for various fishes.

6.9 Elven Sanctuaries

Elves are very similar to humans in their physical appear-
ances and can easily walk among men without drawing too
much attention. Despite their physical similarities, how-
ever, elves are very different mentally, with their concepts
of material wealth and time being radically divergent from
those of humans. This is no more sharply observed than in
the construction of their castles. It should be noted, how-
ever, that the generally pacific nature of the elvish people
leads them to call their keeps “sanctuaries.” The thought
of a castle as a primarily military structure is a human in-
vention.

The largest and most prominent difference in the de-
sign of a sanctuary is the amount of time an elf is willing to
put into it. In human terms the construction of a castle is
measured in years. Elves, on the other hand measure their
construction times in decades. Time means nothing to an
elf, at least time as seen by humans. As they view it, there
is little need to scurry around like excited children building
a snowman.

The construction of an elvish sanctuary starts with a
basic idea, much as any castle construction does. From
this starting point, however, the elf spends his time metic-
ulously adding to his idea nearly branch for branch, leaf for
leaf. All of these details he will keep secret, for it is the
love of the elven people to hold secrets great and small.

As one might expect, elves build their sanctuaries from
living things. To an elf, a home made from cut and hewn
wood is like living in a mausoleum; the elves barely put up
with it from the ’younger’ races, but the sight does revile
them. Cut stone is used in elven sanctuaries, but it must
never cloak the sky or cast large shadows. Thus, stone
is used as more of an ornament than as a fortification or
dwelling.

Light and warmth are small concerns in elven sanctuar-
ies and with a touch of magic and the generosity of elves,
few visitors will ever feel cold, hungry, or isolated in its liv-
ing embrace. In designing his sanctuary, an elven character
will rarely, if ever, enlist non-eleven races in its construc-
tion, nor is it necessary to claim a large tract of land to
build such a sanctuary on. In actuality, elves do not claim
territory as the younger races do. An elf will never close
the door to his keep, so to speak, since he does not believe
he owns either the trees or the ground it is on; he is simply
using it. It is worth noting, however, that elves will die to
protect their forest castles from hostile intruders.

Elves also do not believe in slavery and will never use
force or pain as inducements. Elves also rarely offer gold

or other monetary awards as inducements, but rather the
promise, a spoken contract that has never been broken,
of better times and more plentiful harvests in the area.
Most humans and demi-humans, if they have any sense,
will quickly agree to help the elf. These workers will no
doubt laugh behind the elf’s back at such undertakings
since to them the sanctuary will look very much the same
when the workers are young as it does when they are old
and feeble.

Elves rarely clear land as humans or other demi-humans
might, but will clear the ground of debris such as rot-
ting logs, dangerous fens and marshes (where monster may
prowl), rocky pitfalls, and such. Elves tend to attain their
land through Royal Charters given to them by elven courts,
though some impatient elves will seek out land grants from
human or halfling courts.

The history of elven sanctuaries extends so far back
that even the nearly immortal elves do not remember the
origins of their design. There are two general styles of elven
sanctuaries, the Green Labyrinth design and the Blue Ring
design.

6.9.1 Green Labyrinth

The features of this type of sanctuary are best understood
if one imagines that he is flying above the keep and looking
down on it with magical vision that can pierce the tops of
the dense trees that make up it’s roof. In this way, one
could see that the green labyrinth is nothing more than a
complicated maze of greenery. The design of such a sanctu-
ary will take anywhere from several years if poplar and other
fast growing trees are used, to centuries if oak, maple, or
spruce are used to create the walls of the maze. In any
case, the entire maze is choked with snares, brambles, and
similar natural hazards.

Within the labyrinth the elven lord can create rooms,
chambers, chapels, anything desired. With the careful plan-
ning inherent to elven sanctuaries, an area of the forest can
be grown in such a manner as to offer entwined branches
that act as a secure roof, or create beautiful courts and
living halls.

6.9.2 Blue Circle

This design obtains its name from the circles of blue sky
that dome the ring of trees that make up the sanctuary.
This design type is far less complicated, though not neces-
sarily any quicker to develop.

The elven lord grows his “castle” in predetermined sized
rings that, upon development, will create various sized
green courtyards. The trees that make up the ring will
be worked and molded by delicate and tender hands into
rooms to be used as storage areas, living quarters, dining
areas, libraries, or whatever else is deemed necessary by the
individual.

6.10 Halfling Strongholds

Although not well documented, these small folk do on oc-
casion build strongholds and sizable castles. Of course,
most halflings would be content with a comfortable and
clean hole in a boring little valley far from adventure and
intrigue.
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When a halfling sets out to build a fortification, it will
almost always be of a simpler motte and bailey design. Af-
ter all, reasons the halfling, there is little point in cluttering
up the countryside with a great mass of stone and timber.
A lesser keep can do the job just as well and still provide for
a comfortable and happy home. As one might expect, the
dwarves find halfling keeps to be, at best, amusing. Elves,
on the other hand, can see and respect the halfling’s love of
nature and its goodness as it is reflected in the more basic
castle.

The main difference between a halfling keep of this type
and those built by humans is one of perceptions. In a
halfling motte and bailey, the tower on the motte is only the
tip of the iceberg. Nestled beneath it is a maze of housing,
rooms, and nooks.

Above all other concerns a halfling stronghold must be
comfortable. In general all of its rooms will be plush and
very well kept, and if possible each will have its own fire-
place or stove & a cold halfling is an unhappy halfling.

The second concern for halfling holds is that of storage
space. A halfling keep must have enough dry storerooms to
outlive any but the most prolonged of sieges. In addition,
the food kept here is not salted meat or meager grains, but
finely preserved foods and good wines. Halflings will not
sacrifice their comfort over something as minor as an enemy
attack. After all, A hungry halfling is even more unhappy
than a cold one.

Halflings in general will not use slaves or use pain and
fear as an inducement to work, it’s just too messy and dis-
ruptive. Strangely enough, however, halflings always have
a litter of small gold and silver items laying about that they
may tempt workers with. Even more strange, is that after
the work is all done, they seem to have regained all of their
pretty things.

Halflings dislike swampy ground and will shy away from
it, rather building in moderate and temperate areas full of
small copses and shrubs with creeks filled with trout and
tasty frogs.

6.11 Gnomish Castles

The gnome is an ancient brother of the dwarf, with many
similarities to the short but muscled men of the deep.
Despite their similarities, gnomes are very different from
dwarves and build their own styles of castles.

Gnomes seem to be the rarest of demi-humans, but
that’s not because they have a low population. Like the
dwarves, gnomes have a very lopsided sexual imbalance,
with far more males than females. Communities of gnomes
are far more reclusive, and prefer living in huge underground
environments. Rarely do gnomes venture to the surface and
seek lives under the open sky. The typical gnome enjoys a
close knit relationship with other gnomes and in commu-
nity affairs; they find very little need for venturing in the
strange lands of the surface world.

The gnome doesn’t have the preoccupation, like the
dwarves, in taming nature under the hammer and anvil.
Nor is the gnome as preoccupied with the preservation of
nature as the elves. The gnome, if like any race, is more
akin to the halflings who enjoy a good drink and a warm
bit of food over adventure or intrigue. Gnomes have one of
the longest life expectancies of any demihuman race & only
the elves will outlive them. With this in mind the gnomes
have a very laid back attitude in castle construction, very
often working on individual constructions by themselves or
with close friends and family.

Gnomes will never use slaves or even offer inducements
for those who don’t openly offer their services. In the
gnome’s mind, someone being paid to perform work is in re-
ality a slave to the gold coin, and will have the wrong frame
of mind in construction. Such workers will do inferior work.

As for the actual design, a gnome prefers the spoked
wheel designs of the dwarves. With the only difference
in the two designs being that the gnomish castle will be
topped with a stone tower of some nature, usually rounded
and with full battlements. The gnome will also build the
kiva design base as well. When they do, they select areas
with large out outcropping of rock, using much stronger
rock sheets to form the kiva buildings. In this way, the
buildings are almost impervious to outside attack and can
withstand the harshest weather for hundreds of years.

Gnomes prefer to go through their own kind to secure
land grants and Royal Charters, but on certain occasions,
they may make a quick journey to a nearby dwarven or even
human court to ask for the right of settlement.

6.12 Orcish Keeps

Orcish keeps tend to be primitive and can be constructed
just about anywhere. They are typically built exclusively by
slave laborers, and use excessive inducement by the use of
the whip and hot poker. As such, the morale of their work-
ers is almost always “very poor” and orc task masters are
forever bemoaning their fate at having to work with such
“lazy” servants.

Their forts are simply constructed by building a wooden
palisade surrounded by a field strewn with boulders and
sharp rock to prevent any organized charge by infantry or
calvary. This design makes moving siege weapons close al-
most impossible without a great deal of manual labor under
the cruel eye of the orcish archers.

On the inside of the wooden palisade, the bailey is flat
except for a sharp angled motte topped by a simple stone
fort normally consisting of the great hall on the ground
floor, elite troop and the lord’s living accommodations on
the second and possibly third floors, and with any upper
stories delegated to simple defense. These floors will bristle
with battlements and arrow slits. Orcs obtain land in but
one way, by force. An orc hasn’t the patience to wait for a
Royal Charter and rarely stands out from his peers enough
to merit the gift of a land grant.


